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manent good is produced upon'the insane

Common

But this is

that which I please, and it shall prosper
in the thing whereto I send it.”
‘The question of the real value of
religious services for the insane has long
ceased to be a doubt in my own mind.

As a sanitary ‘measure
.

I regard such

services as of great utility. The mere tem-

porary change in the currentof thinking
.
.

.

and feeling on the part of those

.

tend

is

worth

closer sympathy with the Great

A face in yonder oak profiled,
My fancy saw, all summer long;
And when the storm wind sang its song,

It courtesied snd danced and smiled,

whose

words

thirsty

soul,

or

like

the

A winter wind the wond hath crossed,
And made it shiver, moan and sigh!

persons retire from

But now the leaves ull scattered lie,

ed, and fortitade
| chapel

Above the brown-leal muffled brook
Yon sycamore with white arms high,
Refused its thousand wings to fly,
And each alone its journey took.

during

Of bittersweet beneath the bridge,

keep in love the dear 6'd haunts
Oh, find you naught in ull the wood?

way

and

ky Sad birds und ferus and vines,
fance io the pines,
eves | ttering everywhere,
a.

YEAR.
line

« the years that come and gol

sme too fast, for some 100 slow §
never stops to sleep or dine,
Satonand on with steady flight °
de k: eps, untired. by duy by night,
And boys and girls, tre yet nw ure,
love of quiet growing stronger,

And, haply, by Loess tokens know,

+ What kind iriends told them long ago,
Thut they are boys and girls uu longer.
Still on—as silent as a ghost]
Beeins but @ scare of duys, all told,
IP but a wonth or Avo at most,
Binve our lust New Yeur's song we
Aud to! that New Year sow is Od

less

‘rolled,

given,

always

a

heights sub-

Auddhr ail precious memories

lay, Old Year!

preached.
The ' pl
homes that have Enos
touch of these literary

common

quality

memory.

that makes

our own past, is sare to result in many

nized here—such as Christmas, Easter,

pilgrimages to historic spots:that are now

who

he

far from the theater, the

BY

for something

unlocked

and

the

for

und

un-

The aptness
oecgsionally

an
of
of

a stranger

they

ought

And, turning from our brief adieu,

who had

True to the Ruling Power, we sing,

“The King is dead!” ** Long live the King 1"

— W. H. Burleigh.
Joos msonsmmm———————

[Editorial.)

attention of contributors

with ability and wisdom.

how hap-

Re

BY

lerances and his broad and generous fpirIk The world is the richer because he
has lived gnd the poorer because he is
be

We are glad to note ihe return” @fithe
Rev, Dr. Olmsteadsto the ownership and
tditorial management of The Watchman.

There are some Baptists of the straiter
Sort with whom Tt would not seem 80 very

Strange 10 fiud oarselves at the communion

somewhat

‘ We invite compl tints,” said Post-mas-

ler General James to a reporter, ** that ls

Mr. James's
the only way to remedy thew.”

Wethod of elevating the civil service
bight well be extended to some other

Wings, The man who has learned to acsen und welcome criticism npon his work
8 the man who will make this year nobler

It is thus that
It is thus
Re:

Oice when praise comes, but welcome the

“Complaints also, They are sometimes betI than a polished mirror.

stantly,

till

I did

to move

not dare

one

a

finger even. Sometimes a hearty, apis uttered, on the ** hit
proving ‘* Amen
or miss ” plan, but as that is not confined
entirely-to an insane congregation, it can
hardly be mentioned here us wholly eharacteristic of such. But such interruptions
and

are the exception, not the rule,

rare.
The freedom
and his sermon
complimentary
falness makes

are

with which the preacher
are criticised is not always
or comforting. Its trathit L00 often something other

than * funny” or **ludicrous,” as the
| poor. man would be glad to consider it.
One of our well known ministers was met,

as he came down froni the platform with,
well

to-day,

«Well Johan, you dd very
:
come aguin.”
n, whom’
clergyma
A young Unitarian
one
service
the
conduct
to
d
[ had engage

‘Sabbath, was met by a patient, a Methodist clergyman,

as hs

was

H.

BTOCKBRIDGE.

Goethe, Schiller, Herder

ind correspondents is called to the notices
of whom at tae end of every sentence
it the top of the first col umn
{mn
on the editorhis hand down violently upWl nage: and under ¢ Ministers
and L would bring
Churches,”
2
an apparently approving
with
knee
his
on
A
slap, as much a8 to say, *f That is so” or
The death of the venerable Dr. Leonard
« What do you think of that?” while at
Bacon of New Haven 1emoves from earth
same time his companion imitated
10 his well-earned rest in heaven, one of the
every gesture I made, grimacing con-

- the ablest and most influential of Ameritan divines and instructors.
We shall
greatly miss his vigorous stimulating ut-

GEO.

leaving the

| chapel, who raid, * You gave us a’ good

and Wieland!

Four such names are enough to seal forever the literary fame of an entire people.

Surely,

they

cannot

fail

to

confer

an undying glory upon the little city that

claims them for its own.

We

may

say

that the benefit was mutual. We may ask
what Goethe would have become without
the satisfying friendships of ihat little court
and without the leisure which its generous
Duke furnished him: We may speculate
on the probable loss to Schiller if he had

been subjected to the friction of metrapolitun' lite instead of enjnying. Weimar's
soothing retirement. Aud yet if Weimar
may be proud to have nurtured and ‘hooored (she has some sins to answer for in
that respect) four such men of genius, she
may confess

with

equal

pride

that

sons were grajeful with a princely
tude.

Whatever

her

grali-

Weimar is to-day, more

tha the hundred petty Gernyan priocipal-

ities like ber in sin poe

powerless-

ness, she owes it largely to the position
these men gave her in ‘the history of
:
thought.

sight and vanish-to his bome before the toast

culling bim up was resched.

charac-

The

President Arthur is at his house, 123 Lexington Avenue, seeking rest and repose. It is
to be hoped that he may tind it, but from the
way the politicians and office-seekers gather
about the doors and crowd im, it may be
doubted if rest is found. Those known as

President, I ven-

give what common rumor and gossip saith,
“Rev. Wesley R. Davis, the pastor gf the Madison Avenue Congregational church (formerly
Dr. Hepworth’s.) has received calls from Balti-

that

tie deceased

|,

himself in bit
act of infamy,

Star, hoping that the information they

more, Chicago and Albany.

contain will dpg#omethiog to ‘allay any
partisan fedling that may exist in their
hedirts towards their erring brethren of
the South. He gave me the name. of T.
F. Kemper,

and on

the card

the

Goethe dropped in here

alnfost overpowered by the smell of this
stale anibrosia.
The incident well illustrates the ‘difference between
the two
men,—Goethe, all health, courting free

element.

cidents of the war, our

left.

which, he

tion with wive and other artificial stimulants. Everythingin the room betokens

hold us together.

Schiller’s

case,

it

may

well

sympatbize with bim in this

had, there

dissatisfied with
church, notably

In

been

the

Some

half of our noble and

to

rot-

as

m#sk

and

over

the

bed is his portrait penciled by himself.
Schiller was the populur idel in his day
and he still remains nearest the popular
heart. However much they may admire
the genius of Goethe, the German people
yet look upon Schiller as their champion,

and fondly invest

the poet

with

virtues

that belong rather to the liberty-loving
man.
>
Goethe’s city house has long been occupied by a family that would neither sell
it.to the city nor permit visitors

to

eater

this

humane

institutions

and

‘I'be Children’s Aid Socitty is one
of our charities.
They have six

thutis dune, und

evil

prevented,

These

ap-

peals to the Christian public will be responded

to by large and liberal donations, and contributions; and thus these neble charities and
Christ-like deeds will continue to bless suffer-

I

machinery had not yet brought what was
took his hand at parting, receiving a
then called luxury within the means of
‘warm pressure, I thought of the song enthe poorest. Goethe bought his first easy
titled, *« The Blue and the Gray.”
chair after he was eighty years of age,
0-0
and few palaces of that day were so
splendidly furnished as the homes of our
NEW YORK CORRESPONDENCE.
city merchants living on five theusand a
NEW YORK CITY, Déc. 28, 1851,
year. The bed on which Schiller died is
We are in the midst of the Christmas and
made of plain pine boards and is now so New Year festivities, and the Gothamite, like
rickety that a slight weight would cause the average American citizen, and his average
it to fall. On the pillow they have put a cousin over the water, is given over to mirth
picture of his death

at

bumble workers for the Master. The judgment alone will unfold the amount of good

often fought Mosby’s men, and perbaps
we had been fuce to face in mortal comand

have,

been driven into the haunts of vice and crime.
This society has twenty-one day-schools, and
twelve night-schools,
sea ide
homes, | city
missions und ho-pitals for sick childres,
There is in this city a vast amount of sin
and crime of every grade, and sufferings.
untold; but there are here many Christians and

During the war, I, with my command,

friends,

appeals

lodging housesin which the past year 14.443
boys aud girls have been sheltered; who otherwise would
have
béen turved loose on the
streets, or what is infloitely worse would have

war, fear of a common enemy held us together.
That removed, we should have

bat, but now we were

importunale

charities,
of the best

of the

fallen apart like the frame of an oldten building.”

M. E.
#:gh-

Christmas and New
Year's time, been mvithe
to tke churches and Curistian” publi¢ in be-

The

nothing

days

somu
things in
the
the domination of the

op, #na the itmeracy; and be now swings
ba k into the church of his'youth—broad Congregationalisiy, as be terms it.

did not succeed ; for if we
Would have

Romor

GranUs minister) is to succeed Mr, Davis, and
the Doctor is reported to have said, * If Mr.
Davis resigns, and I should become
pastor,
Gen. Grant will probably transfer his membership to that church;” also that he would
take a number of wealthy men into that church
and pay off its debt in two years.
It is well known that Dr. Newman has been

nat-

we submit.

regarc.

has it, that Rev. Dr. J. P, Newman (Generab

government has shown the best “of feel
ings towards us, snd has been magnanimious almost to a fault.
Furthermore,

[ am glad we

have been both, but where poverty, the
all sufficient cause was present, it is
needless to seek for other explanations.
Still, the taste for luxuries did not exist,
even among the wealthier classes, and

tor of a church that is out of debt. There are
many pastors in all denominations, that can

debt, or recompensing the
loss sustained. He said,
the war, knowing well that
iis issue.
We were de-

feated, and now like men,

but the effors

failed. ' Mr. D. says that he prefers to be pas-

our goyernment ever paying a cent of the
Southern war
South for any
“We went into
we must abide

Mr. Davis agreed to raise $80,000 if the

church would raise the balance,

urally turned upon the ‘issues of the day,
and he expressed himselt as opposed to

spontaneous in his writing, and Schiller,
sickly and retiring, forcing his inspira-

poverty, or,“if not that, the simplest of

conversation

The probabilities

are that he will accept the call to the Madison
Avenue Reformed church in the latter eity.
The church Bere of which he is pastor is deeply
in debt. It owed $80,000 when Mr. Hepworth

handed me, I observed the abbreviation

one day when Schiller was out, and. was

In

It was a sore

disappointment, but had to be endured.

redo ask, to what State he belonged.
| Qur conversation brought out the following facts. I give them to the readers of the

expressed

ter condemnation of

faneying that the odor of decay quickened

air and all things natural as his

Qur Brook-

“third termers” are eajd to have the best
chance of getting in and obtaining interviews.
It may not be so, yet it is positively affirmed
that whatjs known as Stalwartism is the
Shibboleth: 1 do not vouch for this, I only

it. I believe they have recently allowed
Yes,
photographs of the different rooms to be
homes
the
muddy,and
is
lim
the
please,and
taken.
Bat Goethe lived also at the Roare narrow and confined; yet city and
man
villa
in the park and at a little house
stream and dwellings, being those where
oh
the
right
bank of the Ilm from which
and
swam
Goethe
Herder taught and
he used to run down at midnight and
many
interest
in
surpass.
lived,
Schiller
plunge into the cold stream. Lewes tells
a grander spot which the fire of genius
us that a legend is still current in Weimar
not
—shall I suy human genius?—has
of
spectral swimmer that appeared to a
consecrated. ' “The proper study of manof peasants as they were crossing
party
kind is man,” says the poet. llere is one
over the Ilm in the middle of
bridge
the
his
to
true
is
man
case, then, in which
calling. Nothing so much interests bu- the night. The ghostly batber first exmanity as man, When Roman Terence hibited some wonderful feats. of diving
caused one of his characters to exclaim, “I and finally rose erect upon the surface of
am a man, and nothing human fails to ‘the water and mtering a fearful shriek
Weimer is small, provincial if yon

selves of his presence, and enjoyed his humor
the night before; but he contrived to get-out of

After he had

is doubtless the same one in whose drawer

tastes.

—_—Sia

LJ
WEIMAR AND ITS GIANTS...

should say you lied.” It so confused the
poor man that he hardly recovered and
soon concluded.
I recollect on one occasion having just
two men,

*

Aungusta, Me., Dec. 26, 1881.

provided for, &c.—an unwise thing to say
—when he was rudely interrupted by,
+ You are a fool and know nothing about
preacher who
it.” It was the same
during his sermon asked a question in
some such form asthie: ¢ If I should

before me, and very near,

courtesy and
aided me in

ChaunceyM. Depew.

duty in the Northern Central depot, and
he readily went with me to the spot

like myself, was engaged in sight seeing.

great poet wrote and pondered. This table

his imagination.

bearing

lyn neighbors across the river availed them-

Rev. His residence was in Rappahan“1 nockCo,, Vai © During the late wary he
“piano ©
was a Capt. in the Confederate Army,
ich ‘‘ Laura” played may have been
and served under General Mosby. Mos.
nt in its day; but it looks plain.and
by will be remembered by every North
d enough now.
It stands by
er: soldier who served in the Potomac
the left wall 48 you enter the room. In
army. After giving me a number of inthe center is the rude table ‘at which

in mot

one of his after dinner speeches.

spot is destined lo become sacred in history and in the affections of the American
people,
We were joined by a stranger, who,

Schiller was won’t to keep rotting apples,

tian, and its affairs are all administefed

He

nevertheless, as he paused a moment, ‘* I

With kindly welcome hail the New;

the

my work, often dfficult and perplexing.
And I may be permitted to add that, so
far as I can judge, the managementof the
{lospitul is eminently humane and Chris-

inter-

be, so well

to

tients, and their uniform
kind attention have greatly

by

pointed

No gathering of this sort in New York is thought.
to be acceptable unless this gentleman drops in

Carhey, who caught Giteau, the assassin
of our lute President. I found him on

ters connected with that sad affair.

r room and as devo

I have always found the worthy superintendent and 4H¥ie officers of the Hospital interested to make the religious serice of the greatesl possible use to the pa-

which was very largely attended
patients.

of a high moral and religious tone, and shofild
"be heeded. ' Many persons present were disap»

H. PECE.

position of the several prominent

{the poet occupied it; with-

in the entire service

W.

where Garfield fell, and pointed
out the

| in, only
the study

was
The

REV.

hl

While in Washington some time ago 1
had the pleasure of meeting policeman

‘his greatest triumphs,

is apprebensively looking

wholly

Only one Ww

about what, after all, |

that we think first and chiefly of them

th

terest was manifested

tell you so, what would you hink?” *not
But it, came
an answer.
anticipating

Our idiom on thy sndwy bier,
Our love-wreath, moistened by a tear;

ut others help ug and know it not.

shame, the

It is this personal

notes,” he was quietly

oc-

kind'y consented to officiate for me.

OF love,of grief, of joy or pain,
Whose ministry was not in vain,

himself.

teach a one that

course, the constant liability to icterruption, and this usu.lly makes the service
somewhat trying to the new leader, who

on the platform with

line,
And, haply, kingship ovhr Time!
Accept our thanks, Old Year! for these,

;

land vear the thea
close to the Stadtki

sorrow and the common rejoicing.

Tbe Sabbath preceding bis burial
observed with fitting services.

ordinarily

was advising the congregation

Je Strong man arms

| ry and the common

are none the less recog-

lady,

jected remark, are soméiitties~"almosl
irresistibly. ludicrous. I remember sitting

toil aud strife

ind better than the last.

ordinary

attention

these replies,

sieh—
Year, good by 1”
what it tukes,
ones’ sakes;

ble, We like to have them
learer to us than New York.

sense would

in

suitable here.

death of our beloved and lamented Pre
dent, were not wanting at the Hospitil.

pily thankful

gone,

‘a tight rope dancer or a fight with fisti-

of an audience so exceptionnl.and abnormal in character, and the respectful

Uf new sig

The special

used

are

to :

any of Goethe’s homes, Be

would be oreditablg

Nor for Its sacred sorrows iy

i

I was never able

sions'from a play of this same poet, to see

most appropriate, but gave the greatest until a long residence in the city has
satisfaction to the large audience present. ‘brought us unawares to an appreciation
And this reminds me of the experience of | of its uaborrowed besuty. I think I was
a local reporter who was present with
8 | most interested at first in Sehiller’s house,
pencil; and for the first time in such
Schiller lived and died in poverty,
service.
While he

the large number who
are
present, averaging nearly two
interruptions of any sort are
the quiet and orderly appear-

anticipated on his part.

Prized for its hours of bappluess;

ih 8

be

purpose. In fact [ have someiimes been
:
much more disturbed by the conduet of nothing unusual had
The sad emblems
of sorrow w
persons in a sane congregation than 1
have been here. The decorous. bebayiur y were, displayed all gver. the lend

statement,

They hiring a muisture to the eye,
And to tie heart soins quakes and aches;
We speak them very tenderly,

And so we sadly

become

music rendered by the choir was not only

dark, and

new and strange.
The preacher may ba surprised by
answer to some iaterrogative form

And here we stand to suy ** Good-by I?
Brief words—amil vel, wa scarce know why,

New breil, new\depths, new

‘had

casion
surprise and eruitcfion
to
strangers who for the first tinte
find a chapel was decorated with exquisite taste,
place in the congregation. There is; of Hin-keeping with the occasion, and great in-

Find threads of stiver in their bair,

10 life—

in

to any congregation assembled for a like:

“to nate the muse’s wants!
“lichens, hereund there,

BRE

these

services? Notwith-

ance of the patients

“ume! 1 find & world of good—

For ull it gave through

a

the services of the

the chapel

standing
ordinarily
hundred,
rare, and

on river ridge,

Too lonely look the scattered pines.

With hull a seb ang ball a
*0id Year, kood-hy | Old
| For what it brought, for
We love it and for loved

months

:
&c. The floral display in quantity, quality, but little known.
and taste, on last Easter Sabbath, was
And so, though the scenery of Weiequaled
by any church in this city, | mar has
a quiet charm of its own, that
where much is always done; and
charm is so hightened by its associations

‘Thus hope
strengthen-

reinforced:

with"\theicr

toa

more clear in ental vision.
Another question ofien asked is concerning the deportment of the patieuts

All lifeless seem the bright-eyed vines

AND NEW

would

ministrations

the churches

Safferer,

shadow of

_ Alas, the semblance all is Jost!

y rest, no visual

attheir

are like coul water

-great rock in a weary land.
ig stimulated, good purposes

I.)

recovered,

no.

sach institution who need these as none professor of music, employed by the er humble when associated with the early
others can. To such the ministry of the Trustees; the choir being composedof hopes, the manly struggles. of genius.
Word is peculiarly adapted both to soothe. officers of the institution and attendants. | Europe draws more travelers than Amerand cheer. By it the suffering, discour- -In the chapel are a fine piano and organ, ca because it has an older and richer hisDays observed with fitting service in tory. The present increasing study of
aged, and hopeless, are brought into

Aflume in gold and seariot leaf,
How fair==but only days ago!
Or fairer when midsummer’s glow
Fell on the bright unguarnered sheaf!

EA Aa

after a few

was

this. A disordered . intellect does not ‘sérvice occupying about three-fourths of Supreme Genius, with an interest beyond
necessarily render the heart impervious to an hour. The singing is always a very its own. We Jove to visit the scenes
the motives and consolations of the gos- interesting and attractive part of the sei where our heroes have walked and
pel; and there are large numbersin every vice. This is under the direction of .a wrought. The humbled spot is no long-

Of hills, whose feet in shadows lie;

SE

But

value is vastly more, and higher than

WOOD.

MRS. L. E. THORPE.

And far away

who

a great deal.

there

hortatory discourse {0 the impenitent, or the interest in man as wide as the race, home of Goethe, his last
one on baptism, or church work, or mis: while naked nature attracts but few. near Schiller, in the crypt
sions, &c., would not be appropriate; Lessing paid little heed to the character Russian Chapel bui
(
although I have more than once ‘received of natural scenery, but an ill proportioned There they lie, sideby side,
money for missions from those into whose room put him in distress. Few are sin- oaken caskets and near
the
bands the Star had come (of which sev» cerely drawn to nature ; no one is wholly duke and ' duchess to whom’
in art or any achieve- owed so much. It is oneo
eral copies are feceived at the hospital) ‘devoid of an interds{
ari ox “1 ama sacred spots, a placeto bow the head and
and who had been moved to give by the ment of tern
by a dinner at
appeals made in its columns. The sanify 4 [ man, and nothing human is foreign to renew for eternity a righteous seor
Day.” There
of such an act nobody can doubt.
y ¥ me.” ln this poet, ‘this hero, I see my vulgarity in life and thought: Wort
In conducting the services I refrain, so possible self; his attainments have shown
companionship ! These flowers which a
me what I may attain, what I might have loving people has strewn upon your casfar as possible, from turning the attention
attained but for the hate of circumstance, kets only symbolize the freshness of the
of those who listen, to their unfortunate
condition, and make the entire service, in the unkindness of fate, this mental lack memories your lives and works gtill were appropriate, pleasant and instructive.
almost every particular, such as would or excess, that loosening of the grasp awaken !
President Arthur, Rv Dr. Hitchoock, General
For
Hawley, of Conn,, and President Carter, of
be suitable for any congregation. ~ It con- when I had almost gained the prize.
Williams College, were among the speakers, Now, by a transfer, human genius may
sists of singing, reading of Sciipture,
THEN AND NOW,
All the words of these gentlemen were timely,
prayer, and a short sermon, the whole even invest nature, the product of the

This, of course, it

tion of preaching the Word.

.

-

sermons 28

sure—his Word is notin vain; for God
himself declares, ‘* It shall accomplish

ed F.

hospital

tion is often asked me, What real or per-

that produced under the ordinary condi-

Dusk purple "gainst a sunset sky;
0 network, fuir of lenflass boughs,
Embroidering all the santipped brows

Thetr

substitute,

ing less apparent than, and different from,

Sel. —Eniguat-
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or

is impossible to know, the result Hére be-
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either

who

but

insane hy overwork, and always_entered | cuffs,—even they could not withhold their
with great heartiness into the services of ‘applause. Not every one feels his kinship
the chapel.
Bat all recognize the bond
i with nature.
But another question often asked is; that binds mankind together, that makes
Such every map a partaker of the common glo‘““What do you preach about?”

ministered every Sabbath afternoon to
| the patients
of this hospital. The ques-

@

Mises

the

ed among the duties of the chaplaincy of
that institution, For8o long
- a period, I
have

Dita

clergyman,

thirteenth an-

paid stric'lyin ad-

;

ka

‘touch me,” even a Roman aundience that
Christin it.” No criticism probably could ‘would have rushed pell mell out of the
have expressed the truth better. This theater, as they did on two other occa-

to Editor THE

the first tiry days,

if paid Wit.in

Bobi

JANU ARY 4, 1882.
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essay to-day, brother,

BY REV, C. F, PENNEY.

at

T

ing humanity,
The court vf'General Sessions sentences ten
flagitious criminals to the Penitentiary in one
duy ; and this, with

and

Brooklyn,

are

other

courts, in

at work

this

with all

city

their

might to empty the jails, and common
prisous; but without success.- Criminals crowd
in faster than the courts can try them.
The
Tombs and other places in which criminals
are incarcerated in the city proper, and’ tha
institutions ut Blackwell's Island, are brim
full and running over. Rum did it.

OBSERVER.

,

INFANT BAPTISM.
The Nation, which is not a reli
; paper, and which we suppose to be

and jollity. . When one looks upon all this frivolity, it is hard to come to any other conclusion than that by many of our popular meth-

tral

as

to

denominational | dflerences

thinks that infant baptism was borre wed
by the Christian church from the heat! on,
basing its opinion on the German’ work of
Dr. Konrad Maurer, which gives a history
of inf.nu.baptism as practiced by the hea

_ods of celebrating what is called the natal day

of our Lord more harm than good is done.
Sunday was a lovely day and all the Catholic
and Episcopal ‘chugpches were decorated. The
best of choir and chorus singers, to use a the athen Teuions. The following is the cloeter phrase, * held the boards,”
Great crowds
of religious tramps, non-church-goers and cu- ing remark of the piper referred th:—
** For surely there is no intimation in
riosity seekers, crowded into these temples, to
the Bible that b puism was ever applied to
the discomfiture of the usual worshipers.
It
iufantx, nor do we nd a woiK in tne New
was observed that in our plainer and more bum- | Testament
connect! the giving of the’
ble churches, where there was no display, but
name to @ Person with baptism.”
:
The title of the book reviewed by the
only the usual forms and simpler methods of
Nation is terrifying; here it is :— °
worship, and where the pastors plainly
dwelt

Ueber dic Wasserweihe des Germanischer

upon the character and work of the son of Mary, born in Bethlehem, the world’s Redeemer,
many empty pews were seen. Peradventure

Heidenthumes.

the Lord Jesus was there, nevertheless,
Mouday was by comnion. consent set apart as

the day to he observed in the more festive fashfon. It might as well be the 26th as the 25th,
for no one knows whether Christ was born the
26th of Dec. orthe 16th of May.

We know no

more about the time than we know about
stable, the manger, the swaddling

the

clothes, the

cross, Or Joseph of Arimatbew's ntw tomb.
We know

what is fur better, that our

Lord

1s

crowned, and to the true believers every day is
There
a Christmus and each day a Sabbath,
was on Monday the usual amount of eating
debauchery, and
and
drinking,
gluttony,
wn

Von

Konrad

Maurer

Se-

punutabpruck, aus den Abhundiungen eer
'L. Bayer...
ARademic der Wisseuschalien

lel

xv.

B. iii. Abith.

Munchen

quoarto,

81 pp.
oy

The work shows’ (so the Nation tells

us)

that

by varions

the

sprinkling

heathen

of

nations

infants

was“

of antigaity,

and even by the old Aryans anterior to
their divisions into Teutgns, Greeks, ete.
It this be so, infant baptism is

one

most ancient relies of heathenism.

of

the

Bat

how came it to be adopted by the Christian
church? From mistaken novions of policy.
To

adopt

heathen

customs

was

to

con-

ciliate those who practiced them, and thus
to fucitirate their conversion to Christiane
1y.~~The Christian Index.
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NAAMAH, THE BEAUTIEUL.
The Bible is replete with the record of
noble and lofty characters.
There is no
other biography like it. , Even dear, dePp

lightfal, gossipy

old

the compurison.

Neither in the character

Plutarch

the individuals of

loses by

whom it treats, nor

in vain for a character

like

Moses,

He

looms up against the horizon of history
like some mighty Titan, or one of the
great heroes of the Scandinavian mythology, dwarfing every other human figure
“in the grand@ur of his proportions. The
grandest of Plutarch’s men is a hero of a
dull order compared with either Samuel

From

in a direct line all the

warriors,

h

en us of female life and heroism in the
sacred record are the best part of its his-

tory.

They fill out the cold

dynastic chronicles, and

outlines

of

warlike and sac-

erdotal episodes, with something like
grace and poetry. So charmingly and
so truthfully are
these
pictures of
womau’s life in the olden time depicted
that they impress us

as

no

other

narra-

tive can. In their details and delicate
tints and graphic portrayals they shame
the noblest efforts of Greek or Latin writers. We know more of the home life
and domestic customs of the old Hebrews

than we do of any other nation.
cred writers give us delicious

The sapeeps into

many a Jewish household, and the scenes
.

opened

to our vision are the most exqui-

site and

satisfactory.

We

are

forced

to

wonder sometimes if it was that Jewish
svomen were nobler, more beautiful than

indicate

that

heroes, legislators,

the

woful

auspices

under

begun life still overhung

the

is probable-that the jealousy
of their murderous progenithe heritage of the race. Yet

with so beautiful a name should have
been pure and noble, though this assumption, we are sorry to say, rests upon
no very logical -basis.
:
Her life was cast upon an evil time ; the

simple charm of the narrative that captivates us. Beit as it may, nowhere else
are there to be found tales that move us
like those of Jephthah's daughter, Hannah praying with Samuel, Michal devoting her life to save the hero of her love,
and of Hagar going forth with Ishmael.
Nowhere, either in Grecian or any other
history, can we find a character more fit-

ted to call forth our aduirftfon than Esther,

the

heroic

Ahasuerus;

wife

of =the

nowhere

are

touching scenes recorded

Persian

that.

the

corded.

Naamah must have been

know-

ing to the translation of his father Enoch.
Communication had doubtless long before

this period been established between the

there

more

the affectionate

mother-in-law.

domestic

The

Ruth

and

valiant

Rebekah,

her

Deborah,

the

generous

Abigail, the learned Miriam, are expoas such

serve

to

more

oughly enlist our interest in ‘the
of Scripture.

Her

name

signifies

doubtless

thor-

women

a

of all

daughters of

Cain, and

dignity

bridal.

and grace

by this double

The names of the two women ar,

certainly in their favor, and it would
imagine

‘“ornament”

of

the

the

stately

b

Adah,

household, and

the

sylph-like Zillah flitting like a ¢* shadow”
from duty to daty, ever becoming embroiled in any domestic antagonisms.
The children that sprung from this propitious marriage were the most interest-

ing among those of the old Adami¢
times. Who does not love to think of

those kingly sons, Jabal, Jubal and Tubal-cain, each of them wise and brave

men for their day?
antediluvian times

No other father in
had stich a gifted
Lamech

for escape into melody.

could

He con-

sisters. She must have been something
else than a mere coquettish- or wanton

have

been a sort of a

all

the steam

nometer safes and

missionary,

smile on

Tubal-cain

boilers, the

copper and iron.

Cain and his descendants are deserving

ma-

have emanated
improved the
new style of
that he wasa
instrument of

He was also an in-

structor in his craft, and very

of more respect than is usually adjudged
them. They were really a remarkable
rite. Though living under the draw-

chro-

the labor-saving

from his shop. He greatly
art of war, substituting a
weapons, for we are told
furbisher of every cutting

:

likely

wrote a treatise on ¢ What I know about

Smithery” for the futuré benefit of the

"backs of God's displeasure and of banish- thicker-pated sons of Seth. i
Naamsah was the sister of these talentment, they worked out a destiny more
ed men. The sacred historian in his
first father’s offspring. cursory mention of her relatives neglects

brilliant than Eden, and speedier than
any other of the

family, if no

givea in g lineal and unbroken line down
to Naamah with
istorian reverts
There must be
this, and what is
the intercepted

whom it closes, and the
to the family [of Seth.
some hidden design in
more probable than that
genealogy merged into

that of the strict Adamic descent,

contin-

been hung, it istrtio, on less convincing
testimony, but here the just interpreta-

tion of Holy Writ is in question, and we
must weigh carefully. Of Naamah's life

and death we strictly know nothing.

She

was a princess and very likely married

a

king, such a one as Methuselah was, as
princesses-are wont to do; but there is no.

record of such an occurrence. We should
like to know more about her.
Her

name, and her relationship to so important and interesting a family, exert a singular fascination on us. But imagination
has to supply the lack of tradition and
we can only ask as Lord Byron asks of
Cecilia Metella, with as little possibility
>
of being satisfied,

with it also went that intellectual percep-

tion which he seems to have possessed.

«+ Cain himself built the first city with walls,

the housewives of that rude age.

Some-

thing like refinement must have crept

to thedress of the period,

in-

and perhaps

and, according to Josephus,-was the au- like another Eugenie, she made the fash-

‘thor of measures and weights.

Lamech,

the fifth in descent from his loins, showed
"+ evidenceof considerable poetical genius,
if we may judge from
»

the

only speech reA

\

7

ions and thus became

a sort of queen

among the antediluvian belles.

But all

these are surmises. That she was amiable and good it is hard to -deubt.
One

This We
may have, if we will seek it aright, 1

>

o-*

faced by the following: **A letter supposed to be written by the Chairman of
the

scenes of

the past! 1n her own pleasant home I
saw her pursuing quietly, unostenta-

9

PILGRIM.
—

I have somewhere read that, among the
clergy of Scotland, it is the custom, each

Sabbath morn,

to offer this

prayer,—

“ (God spare the useful lives.” This supplication seems to have an especial fitness at this time, when so many whose
influence the world sorely needs, are
falling beneath: the Destroyer’s power.
Can we measure

the value of a

useful

life? (The tears that fell like raindrops
on the bier of a Garfield, the universal
mourning that still prevails, show some-

of

the useful lives has passed away.

How many a ‘quiet community is startled and.shocked as some noble life,
whose influence has been a blessing to
member one,

who, though

At the late annual
American Miss. pont
among other good
lowing :—

;

meeting of ty,
B. Gough, j

things, said the fo).
¢

With regard to educating the coloreq
people, I have heard people say: «(

was a leader among the Democrats. It
abounds in sharp local and personal references. Mr. Whittier, in his communication to Mr. French says: * The exciting times may go to excuse the personalities in the rather rough verses.” Among

stupid lot.” No, they
know anything about

If yo
are not!
you know
them,

companionship;
she was ever the same,
the kind adviser, the true,unselfish friend.

“The wife of a prominent

physician, her

cares were many ; but those

never permitted to excuse
duties she owed

cares

were

her from

the

society. She was the first

in every good work, ever ready to do
her part and more than her part. Well
may it be said of her, ‘None knew her but
to love her, none named her but to praise.”
Even when at times, laid aside

from

ac-

now

knows.

Sadly

is _she

missed, for

earth holds few such spirits; but for her
we rejoice that a useful life, commenced
on earth, is continued in Heaven.
At the recent Anniversaries in Lawrence were held the memorial services of
the former pastor of the church, the Rey.
A. L. Houghton.
Sn
;
While listening to the fitting eulogies
§0 tenderly spoken,

the

remembrance

of

ver, which was refused an act,of incorporation by the Legislature for the reason
that the newspaper organ of that sect and
its leading preachers favored Abolition ;
to

Elder

Storrs,

who

“ Tis-ovér, Moses!

was

arrested

for

me,

We're routed, Moses, horse and foot,
1f there be truth in figures,
With Federal Whigs in hot pursuit,

a

hundredfold.

He

gathered around

him a band of young disciples, his body
guard, cheering his heart, and holding up
his hands amid the many cares that surrounded him.
Sorrows
came.
The

young wife of his lové he laid to rest beneath the sods of the valley ; and the little
one, who would have filled his home with
music, S6on followed its mother to her

Heavenly home.
Bfill unfalteringly he
pursued his way till health failed, and he
sought for rest ahd recuperation-on a for-

eign

shore.

Returning

with

renewed

x

The nigger men’s petition,
We sprung the mine beneath our feet

:

Which opened up perdition.”
—F. F., in Boston Journal,

App

MISSION WORK.
G. C. WATERMAN,

IS MISSIONARY ZEAL DECLINING?
Notwithstanding the great activity of
the Christian church in spreading the
gospel over all the earth, there are those
who seem to think that the zeal of the
church in this work is less than it formerly was. Says one, *‘ It does not seem to
me that men now consecrate themselves
to the work as they did fifty years ago.”
Says another, ‘The mothers, in these
days, do net dedicate their sons from
the

bore them

missionary: service

as

they used to do.” It is also said by one
in a situation to know much about the
matter,

‘“ At

home

the missionary inter-

be done~~Thereswould be

till the

time enough

for Heaven ; but oh, to collect a few more

gems for his heavenly coronet!

But

the

end came.
In his own -quiet home,
among the friends of his childhood, his

sun went down and another useful life
was completed. But his work is not yet
over ; for the waves of influence sect in
motion by such a life, can never cease.
In the Star of Nov. 2, many were start-

led by reading this eaption, ‘Death of
Mrs. Lawrence, Missionary.”
Dead!

so much needed by the ignorant little ones by whom she was sur-

for education.

then

We

here in the North can hardly conceive the

earnest desire of those people to learn.

When Straight University was
teceived a letter asking me
books; and I had the privilege
ipg some twoor three hundred

to them.

burned, I
for some
of sendvolumes

I was told in the letter that on
the

endure

‘ Why,

to live in such a

honey, I'se

thank-

ful to get anything to make a smoke of.’
There was a great deal of ignorance, but
there was true thanksgiving. Anotbe
one said:
*‘ God whips you and leavr
you alone sometimes, to see if you wo
work; but la, it's just like a baby
soon as you cry he hears ye!” ©
the most beautiful sentiments
uttered by those who are the
rant; but when we are appointi.
preach the gospel, my opinion is...
ucation is needed, and we must so
range the machinery of the Americ.
Missionary Association that hundreds o.
thousands of men who are now
waiting
the opportunity to preach the everlasting
gospel intelligently shall be brought into
the field of labor.

:

0, it is a glorious work, this lifting,
lifting up of the low, this ministering to
those who are poor, this helping those
who have no helper! It is a grand work,
and I thank God that there is such an association as this, stretching out its hands./
and its arms in every direction to lay
hold on those for whom the world: has
cared so little.
Missionary

News

and

Notes.

twenty-five

years past;

and

the

society

asks for an increase of donations amount:
ing to twenty-five per cent. over last year.
——The missionaries on their réturn to
Congo were met with great demonstra-

tions of joy by the people. Af the request of the King and people of Congo,

Mr. Hartland will remain at San Salvais very likely to be true in another. If dor, and carry on the work there, while
the opinions quoted are correct there the rest of the missionaries engage in the
must be reasons for the fact, and there work on the north bank of the river.
ought to be, nay, there are, remedies. The king attended Mr. Hartland’s service
Fifty years ago, the countries to which the first Sanday of his stay, and the prosAmerican Christians were asked to send pect for the future is encouraging.
missionaries were many timés farther ——The passage and outfit expenses of
away than now.” They were literally un- all the six new missionaries asked for the
known regions. The lands were sur- Congo mission have been provided by
rounded with barriers that have been special contributions.——July 7, the Bapbroken down. ‘They were hedged abouts tist Zenana Mission Home, Calcutta, was
with difficulties tha’ have been removed. opened.——At Delhi the normal class ol
is increasing in numbers, and
The work was shrouded in mystery. It ph

took strong hold of the imagination.

the work is openin
1t fee
as they can

appealed to faith in a wonderful degree,
and, no doubt, that’ power of the soul
called

spects,

into

exercise,

in

as it is not now.

moreover,

to

many

some

re-

There

was,

no

mall

minds,

amount of romance about the work.
These facts may, in part, account for
some features of the manifestation of interest in the work then observable. The

change in circumstances

has

brought

about much of the change complained of.
Many missionaries have gone to those
far-off lands and have returned. Not a

few are living among our people in vari-

medical

gor

the teachers as

Bured
110
school at Agra has eleven stu:

dents.——Aug. 10, the corner-stone of 4

new missionary hospital was laid at Tremel in the Breton mission.——Rev.
V.

B. James of Din

writes that they

have sold within a few months four thou-

sand copies of Scriptures, and upwards
of two thousand tracts-——One of the
boats for the navigation of the Congo has
been already launched. It is made ©
canvas drawn over a frame, weighs but
sixty pounds, and can bé taken to piece”

and - carried by
Miss. Magazine.

two

— Bap:
persons.
:

The rapid spread of missionary work in
foreign lands is well illustated by the

ous localities. The changes in routes fact that fifty years ago there were 502
and modes ofr travel have brought many | mission stations, whereas now there 8r¢
@. of these lands much nearer to us. The 5,765. In that time the mumber of ior
dangerand
s difficulties have been greatly dained missionaries has increased frow

There is no Genius in life like the Gen-

ius of energy and industry.— Donald
Mitchell.

No language is 50 eloquent
language.— Henry Giles.
Out of suffering have
strongest souls, and the

as

honest

emerged the
most massive

characters are seamed with scars;

mar-

tears have the sorrowful

gates of heaven.— Chapin,

first seen the

reduced. The romantic glamour’ (haf nce | 646.t0 6,696, and the number of other J&borers and assistants has increased fron!

hovered about the work has been dissipated. In many respects the work has been
reduced to the level of our every-day
Christian work, and it must be taken up
and carried on in the same spirit. And
very likely there has been a decline in our
interest in the work. Is itt not the com-

ca for the purpose of carrying Ob *°

plaint
of .adl out churches that piety has

nearly one-half of which was given by !

declinéd among their members?

3

Excrisa Barrist.—The additions to
the missienary force the current year
will be larger than in any one year for

this respeet, in one branch of the church,

was

g

in a smoky cabin, when asked

smoke, said:

Strange, that, in trampling as was n.eet,

to

And

there is their desire

an, living

Deducing from the wisest plan
The saddest consequences!

childhood

od

how she could

‘Ah, Moses!
Hard it is to scan
These crooked Providences,

REV.

is something, I say, in the edu

There

cation of the colored man—though why
they call him * colored,” I don’t know. A

here a little, because [ am talking about
education gand 1 never was educated mjself==that
ucition may not make a man
a better Christian, but it will make him »
more useful- Christian. © One poor wom-

And bravely strewed their hall about
With tattered lace and trimming?
Was it for such a sad reverse
We mobbed the compact-breakers,
And kept our tar and wooden horse
For Englishmen and Quakersy

BY

didn’t fight in the time of the war, said,
I don't want to fight.” * Well, ‘‘ Because
but they are fighting fdr the negro.” «| .
know they are; but didsyou ever see two
‘tYeg"
dogs fighting for a bonef™
** Well, did you ever see the bone fight?"

I have an idea—I shall get bewildered

* What boots it that we pelted out
The Anti-slavery women,

CONDUCTED

he

Why

asked

of the negro who, when

not lose their lessons.

And Hale with all the * niggers!’

et

Why, what do you think

thing.

general

ruins, they sang, * Hold the fort,” and
then formed themselves into classes all
around about the ruins that they might

I hear the Free-Wills singing.

led his flock into the green pastures, and

beside the still waters. God blessed his
work richly. The seed he sowed he was
permitted to see spring up and bear fruit

derful things. I grant
youa
many
but I tell you, ai.
of them are ignorant;
though they may be ignorant, utterly ig.
hear brighter,
you will
norant, yet

ars assembled, and, standing among

I hear the bells a ringing;

and

I could not but question the wisdom ot his
assuming a task of ‘so much 'responsibility. * There is so much tobe done. Are
you really strong enough for the work?”

They will say won.

they are not stupid,

the very morning after the fire the schol-

All is lost!

Of Pharaoh and his Red Sea host,

an interview held with him, a short time
before his ordination, came vividly before
me. As I looked at the slight almost

boyish form, my heart misgave

I have heard the remark that they are «

the allusions are those to the book estab- smarter things from them than you wil
lishment of the’ Freewill Baptists at Do-- hear from the ignorant in the North, aga

tive duties, she could, as she said, ** plan preaching Abolition, while on his knees
for others to execute.” Well and wisely in a church at Pittsfield ; to U. S. Senator
did she plan; and the result of those Atherton of Nashua, whose Congressionplans can still be seen and felt .in the al gag-law provided that papers and mecommunity where so long she lived and morials touching the subject of slavery
labored.
There will her memory be should be laid on the table without readever
a sweet and hallowed one. She is ing, debate, or reference, and to the Fegone! the weary brain is at rest; the male Anti-Slavery Society, which at its
feeble form once more vigorous and ac- first meeting in Concord -was assailed
tive. The mysteries of life are solved. with stones and brickbats.
Why these last years the dense shadows
“We give below several of the stirring
have been suffered to enshroud her, she stanzas of the poem:

Well do I re- tyrs have put on their coronation robes
his threescore glittering with fire, and through. their

and ten years had, passed, was not old;
for he possessed one of those "hearts that

pelling the whole earth.
LIFTING THB LOWLY.

each of these relations she acted well her
part. Through
years of close and sweet

neighbor;

how much was lost when Garfield fell.
rounded, how can we realize that this
In the world of letters, probably no young life, so beautiful, so precious, has
death has so. affected the masses [as his passed away. Alas! how
rapidly one
whose name has long been a household after another the useful lives are dropword, J. G. Holland, our own Timothy ping from earth. So sadly
needed, and
Titcomb.
For many a year he has | yet they fall. From my heart of hearts |
wielded a power exceeded by few.
For echo the Scottish prayer, ‘‘God
spare the
others the fire of genius may burn more useful lives I"
{
brightly ; many may possess more mas-

the place, ceases to exist.

Concord, N. H.,

our hearts a deep and earnest interest, ap
intense enthusiasm, in the work of gos-

to educate them »

the

“might have been,” under the leadership home,

that another

at

of the Spirit, which will awaken ip 4

there is no use trying

friend,

be seen in every step of his journey from now the hand that penned those lines
the cabin to the White House, and from 38 cold in death.
The bride of three
there to the grave. As we think of what short years, so mueh needed in ‘her

scene, and so we mourn

¢Central Clique’

to the Hon. M. N. Jr., (Moses Norris) at
Washington, giving the result of the election.” The lines were written when the
Abolitionists were aor
their first
political victory in
Xew Hampshire and
when John P. Hale was elected a mem-

us humbly and diligently come ‘to the
throne of grace, pleading for the baptign

ber of Congress and Hon. Moses Norris

the

dead ! could it be? Only a few days
thing of the estimation in which such a life’ singe
a letter
, came from her, a letter
is held—a life whose trne nobility could fall'sof hope and joy in her work. And

of such a man, we realize in some degree

This we

in

mother,

of life and bravely

THE USEFUL LIVES.
BY

discussions by

est seems less profound than it used to
frail body again succumbed, rendering a. be.” These opinions have been uttered
cessation of work imperative. And thus by persons not of our own denomination,
he passed his years, manfully working, speaking of what they perceive, or think
courageously fighting disease and death. they perceive, in the fields with which
What is true, in
Fain would he live, for there was work to they are acquainted.

she bear?

- What daughter, of her beauties was the heir ?
How lived, how loved, how died she #”

5

“Ny

part of many to prevent

Thompson had been driven from a hall
in, Concord. There are sixteen stanzas
of eight lines each in the poem, original-

his memory long be chera life is a benison to all.
since a message was reE. died yesterday,” Mrs.
of years. How, as in a

vigor, he took up once more the burdens

That land of Nod, wherever it was, be- to inform us whether she inherited the
Probcame to the old antediluvian world a sort inventive genius of her brothers.
of Hellas and Rome combined. Its peo- ably she did, and there is, in fact, an anple monopolized all the genius of their cient tradition which makes her the in- sive intellects; but,” as has been well
day. Though attainted with murder yet .ventor of spinning and weaving. If so said, ** He did his own work, and he did
they throve us did no other. The beauty indeed, she accomplished a greater work it well.” His influence was a noble, a
and godliness of person which distin- than any of her brothers did. The wheel Christian one. His’ maxims, if obeyed,
guished the first son of Eve above his and the loom were her weapons, and she would make the world a purer, happier

brothers descended ‘with his blood, and must have proved a beneficent fairy to

of

The wife, the

It is'because
the tides of vital pi.

ety have run low in our hearts, and With
the quickening of our awn spiritual ‘i,
will come a renewal of zeal for the Lopqy

cause in all its departments.

household will
ished, for such
A few weeks
ceived, “Mrs.
E., the friend

tiously, her daily duties.

earth.

when there was a determination on the greatly need for many reasons,

‘the Abolitionists, and after Whittier and

review the

This is the

knowledges to have come from his pen.
It was written during the violent agitation of this subject some forty years ago,

uing from Naamah to Lamech, and from
Lamech to Noah ?
was my query. *‘ O, yes,” was the smilThis weuld be a pleasant belief, and
1
answer,
‘‘I am stronger than 1
the evidence is strong in its favor, but
k,”
Ah! it was the strong spirit that
alter all it is only what might be called cirthe frail body as, year by year,
cumstantinl @emonstration.
Men have | withtained
a noble, consecrated ambition, he

What race of chiefs and heroes did

chines of his time must

know the full details of her history, she
would probably stand forth as a worthy
ornament of her sex, a Cornelia rather

Lamech’s

of many of the arts doubtless perished at
the time of the deluge.
At any rate, he
was a wonderful fellow, and better, I
fancy, than the rest of his brothers. He

tor, and

idolator. She belonged to an industrious
- and ingenious family, and, if we could

of

“ Was she chaste and fair?

was scarcely less of a genius. He was
the first blacksmith to learn the {rade
without serving an apprenticeship. But
he was something more than a mere forger of metals. He was a cunning inven-

which are implied against her fascinating

tion be made

connection is implied? jThe genealogical
record of Cain and his descendants is

gut for what we know, for the knowledge

the dial of the family circle.

hard to believe that the gentle Naamah
Was guilty of any of the derelictions

a

new

ing the purpose of a perpetual

which became so dangerous to the other
descendants of Adam.
Yet it would be

than a Cleopatra.

this deviation

lightening one. We can easily imagine
the melody of his harps and organs sery-

historian would seem to indicate as charof the

any evil results came from

from the original design of marriage.
On the contrary we may suppose that the
household of the old patriarch assumed

JohnG. Whittier, in a letter
French of Manchester, ac-

one of his townsmen as he lay upon his
dying bed. But neither prayers nor tears
could stay the Destroyer’s hand. His
earthly work was done, as in a chariot

flash, did memory

the

enty-seven children. He was enterprising enough and unscrupulous enough to least respect, and derives strength from a
introduce the criminal institution of po- sort of internal evidence in the Bible narlygamy, although there is no need of go- ative itself.” For what would be more
ing back over Solomon and David to cen- natural than that a mother should bestow
sure him for a crime that found such 7 the name of her father upon his grandson,
kingly sanction. Nor are we told that and why indeed should that brief men-

must

that seductive loveliness which the sacred
—.;-agteristic

and he could well have been a man of renown.
Josephus states that he had sev-

and if what the poet says is true, ‘“ Music
hath charms to soothe a savage breast,”
then his mission was a noble and en-

*‘ the beautiful”, and

the possessor

grandmother of Noah and the ancestors
of all the countless races which have peopled the world since the flood, the sister
of Tubal-cain claims a double portion of
our esteem. The tradition deserves at

verted the wailings of the atmosphere as
it was tortured by strings and vibrations,
into symphony.. He may even have
reached the refinement of responsive cat-

Naamah has the distinction of bein
.0p% of (he four antediluvian women
whose names are mentioned by Moses,
She was a descendant of Cain in the sixth
generation, and was contemporary with
Methuselah, the grandfather of Noah.
She was

Noah. His family estate must have been
better than that of many of his neighbors,

groans

nents of the noblest qualities of womanhood, and

‘came the wife of Methuselah, then as

well have been proud of his sons. They
were all, these three, geniuses. Jabal
loved a shepherd's life and was the first
nomad. The Tartars and the Bedouins
are his disciples. Jubal was the Handel
and the Mozart of his age. He imprisoned the wind in pipes and tuned its

than the faith-

. dered sons, or the plighting of friendship
between

For a man have I slain for smiting me,
And a youth for wounding me.
Surely seven-fold shall Cain be a yenged,

makes some mention before the ‘time of

poem which
to John C.

of fire he ascended to his Lord. In many a ly printed in the Chronotyge, and: pre-

we think, and practice is generally better

our pastors, and others, mourning oye,

the low state ofion?

cause of our lack of interest in the exten.
H.) were brought up by the finding of a sion of the Redeemer's kingdom

voice and pen exerted an influence that
was widely felt. ¢ He must not die, we
cannot spare him,” was the testimony

=

time anti-slavery period in this State (N.

the studies he so much loved, and by

Being a contemporary of Me-

thuselah,

AN INTERESTING RELIC.
Interesting recollections of - the old-

aside his credentials, for he still remained

xe-

Ye wives of Lamech, give ear unto my speech:

family, if any since, and

ful guardianship of Rizpah, Saul’s concu‘bine, over the dead bodies of her mur-

the

1882.

the servant of his Master, everywhere
and always. In the retirement of home
he pursuedy with all his yoathful interest,

two races, and Enoch’s piety may have
markable poem which Lamech uttered had a beneficial influence upon the inhab:
has not yet been explained satisfactorily. itants of the land of Nod. The example
| of a good man accomplishes more than
« Adah ##d Zillah, hear my voice:
¥2 po
we must be allowed, to say

difficult to

those of other races, or whether it is the

-

4,

always retains its youth. A minister of
Jesus, when obliged by failing health to
leave his cherished life-work, he laid not

| than precept. But Enoch was also a forcible preacher, as the preserved portion
of one of his sermons conclusively shows,
But Lamech seventy and seven.
or David.
No romance, even when writ- |
and he was quite as likely to have found
ten by such conjurers in the story-telling
It would almost appear that he was ‘disciples among the Cainites as among
art as Scott and Bulwer, interests us like conscious of having enemies whose re- his own kindred. It would be pleasant
~ the sacred drama of Joseph's life. . The sentment he had provoked by injuries
to believe that an interchange of civilities
kingly-hearled Jonathan has no exact of one kind or another, but whether he took place between the rival families, and
counterpart in Grecian or in Roman histo- spoke affirmatively, acknowledging that that the religious teachings of Enoch were
Ty. Absalom, beautiful beyond the manhe had killed a man though not his own accepted by not a few among the Cain:
ner of men, proud, high-spirited, chivalbrother,
or
interrogatively, ‘ Have I ites, in exchange for which the invenrous, whose faults we almost forget in the
killed a man to my hurt?” he evidently tions of their great-men were made availtragic character of his death, appeals to
drew a comparison between himself and able to the less intellectual and erudite
our sympathies in a stronger degree than
his ancestor Cain, flattering himself that Sethites. And this mutual interchange
Agis or the Gracchii. And all the throng
In
he was much less criminal. Some com- of gifts might easily have occurred.
of stern warriors and solemn prophets
mentators have regarded the lines as La- fact, we are almost led to conclude that at
and gallant kings comes nearer to our
mech's song of exultation,on the inven- that time a close relationship really was
“2 hearts, influences more strongly our own
tion of the sword by his son Tubal-cain, brought about between the two families.
lives, than any other gallery of living fig| foreseeing the great advantage to himself The fact that Methuselah’s son bore the
ures that the world has ever seen.
and his family in the possession of such a same name as thatof Naamah's father
But if the heroes of the Btble effect us
weapon.
But this is merely a conjecture suggests the hypothesis. And more, one
so powerfully, what shall we say of its
resting on not even a suggestive evi- of the old traditions avers that this reheroines?
If the story of Joseph is so endence.
lationship was a close one, cemented by a
chanting, how shall we speak of the idylmarital
bond, and that Naamszh herself
Lamech ” was doubtless one of those
lic narrative of Ruth? , The pictures givmighty men of which the Biblical text was the fair link of connection. If she be-

-

A.

JANUARY

poets and kings that floarished before the
flood. Three of his own sons were celeThe earth
brated ‘as the inventors of useful and in- Bible distinctly states that.
did wickedly and’ sin was rampant, - yet
genious arts.
We do not assert that they were a hap- there must have been, as in other ages,
py community. In fact there is evidence many bright exceptions to the general
of riot and outrage which would seem to .corruption. One of these, at least, is re-

in the manner of its literary style, can the which they
Greek work for one moment stand beside family. ' It
the inspired Hebrew narrative. In the and temper
whole range of profane history we look tor became
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The Sunday School.

work he had undertaken

to do

for man-

kind. It was in prayer and by prayer
that he found the spiritual strength re-

“Sunday-Sehool Lesson.--Jan. 15.

quired for

his

never-ending

the great physician.
of our

mission

x
divine

(or Questions 366 Siar Quarterly and Lesson Papers.) | The example

kJ

DAILY
M.
nq.

TO

Pov

After the Christian’s tears,
After his fights and fears,
After his weary cross,

Master

“ All things below but loss—""
What then?

found

——

READINGS,

Power to heal. Mark 1: 20—45.
Healing in Galilee. Luke 4:38—-44.

Healing the ruler’s daughter. Lukg

Ww.

8: 4956.

Naaman’s cure. £ Kings 5: 1-19.
The nobleman’s son. John 4: 43-54.
Healing in Jerusalem. John 6: 1-10.
Healing by the aposties. Acts ¢: 1-16.

7.
F.
8.
8.

come

were

And straightway, when they

house of Simon and. Andrew,

with

James

Simon’s wife’s mother lay
and straightway they tell

81 him of her: and be came and took her by
the band, and raised ber up; and the fever
And at

unto them.

even, when the sun did set, they

brought unto him sll tbat were sick, and
And
_ 33 them that were possessed with devils.
all the city was gathered together at the

34 door. And he healed many that were sick
with divers diseases, and cast out many
devils;

35

and

he suffered not

the

devils

to

speak, because they knew him. ~~ -..
And in the morning, agreat

while before

day, he rose up and went out, and departed
36 into a desert
place, and there prayed.
And
Simon ard they that were with them fol37 lowed after him’; and they found him, and
"8 suv unto him, All are seeking thee.
And
the

go elsewhere

them, Let us

unto

he saith

into

next

towns,

that l may

preach

there alsa for to his end came I forth.
39 And he went into their synagogues throughout all Galilee,

preaching

and

casting

out

devils.
40. . And there cometh to him a leper, beseech-

ing him, and kneeling down to him, and
saying unto him, iftbou wilt, theu canst

41 mnke me clean. And being moved with
compassion, he stretched forth his hand, and
touched him, and saith unto him, I will; be

42 thou roade clean. And straightway the leprosy

de parted from him, snd he was made clean.

43 And he strictly charged him, and straight.
44 way sent him out, and saith unto him, Bee
thou . say nothing to any mab: but go thy

way, shew thyself to the

priest,

and

offer

_ tor thy cleansipg the things which Moses
45 commanded, for a testimony unto them. But
he went out, and began to publish it much,
and to spread abroad the matter, insomuch
“that Jesus could no more openly enter into
a city, but was without in desert places:

and they came to him from every quarter.

Tor10s— The diseased.

/

The healer.

The healed.

Notes and Hints.
The healicg of Simon's mother-in-law
ok place immediately after the events
‘he last lesson. The next day Jesus
ted on his first missionary journey
igh the towns of Galilee.
fis lesson we have an account of

miracles wrought by our Saviour,
“g important
diseased.

practical inag

UDCISURL

Sickness,

sorrow

Aan calamity seems to have await/ Lord at every turn of his progress
arth. No sooner had be entered
an's house than he is told of the

sick-

#8 of that disciple’s mother-in-law.
dvers of a severe und dangerous charsot2r have been and still are common in the
vicinity of Capernaum.
They were classified simply as little and great. Luke,
the physician, calls this * a great fever.”
Her friends had doubtless done such
things as were comwon in those days, and,
at the coming of Jesus they did that which
was natural and wisest. They told him
of her. He at once approached her, stood
over her, took hold of her hand,

the fever and helped
care was immediate.

rebuked

her to arise. The
There was no long

period of weakness and continued

danger

+of & relapse. She was made whole at
once. In proof of this she not only arose
from the bed, but

went

about

her

ordi-

nary household duties. The cure wrought
upon her gave evidence of Christ's
mastery over disease, as well as over evil
spirits. The news probably spaead rapidly through the community,
and at
evening, when it was cool, and the Babbath was past, many sick people were

~ brought to.him for healing.
that he was no

were

alike to him.

variety, cast out

thein to hold

They found

specialist.

All

He cured

devils and

diseases

‘a great
compelled

their peace, asserting and

maintaining a complete
our desire for them.

authority

over

Sickness and bodily infirmity have often
been used as types of sin, and Christ's
power to heal the soul of wounds that sin
has made was no less than his power to
care bodily disease. Nor is it to-day.
Over both he holds the power and can
use it if he will. He uses it chiefly over
spiritual ailments,in the forgiveness of sin

and the cleansing of the soul from all unrighteousness. For all such cures we
should do as did the friends of Bimon's

needed

he

excessive;

when others were

time for rest

and

seasons of communion
These he often found
asleep. He

who,

per-

haps,could have omitted it as safely as any
“one thit has ever walked upon the earth,
never did omit private prayer. He wasa
man of prayer. Before his profoundest
experiences und most importantduties he
prayed ; after

his

noblest

ought

to

into the

trust

our-

such communion;

manifestations

succor such

of this holy exercise he enjoyed the emphatic approval of his heavenly Father,
and the tender and unfailing proof of that
\

abiding interest inythe greal
-

above,

of every notable event.

After this holy ealm,
This rest on Jesus’ arm,
After this deepened love
For the pure Home above—
What then?

whirl and tur-

age,

of

yet

with

and commend.

wedi]

Siar,- a8

right to, entrance into
homes wherever found.
to

make it sound

in

we

fresh

4-0-0
*4@

GLEANINGS.

and

( From Rev. Dr, P. §. Henson.
Very naturally, it may be asked, If
Christ could have healed all the ‘diseases
in the world, why he did not do’ it,

and,

if he chosé not to heal all, why should he
have healed any? To which it may be

answered, that fever and pain and diseases

theoo

cauvue.

hu

ls a defaulier.

debate the issues of eternity in

the

(2) showing the power of faith—

faith being ever an indispensable oondition ; and, (3) illustrating his method of
dealing with souls; for these miracles of
Christ were parables,and furnished abuadant analogies,
(ull of beautiful significance.
They served also, (4) to indicate the
tenderness of Christ's sympathy with our
humanity. Men have tobe reached through
their senses, and they are more ready to
believe that we care for their souls, if we

are not unmindful of their bodily necessities. There are transcendental pietists,
who will persistin thrustiggusracts in a
man’s face when he is shivering with cold
or perishing with hunger. ¢ A touch of
pature makes us
religious teachers

all akin,” and those
are apt to be most

heeded who enter into sympathy

with the

physical sufferings of their fellow-creatures.
(From Rev. 4. H. Currier.)
Mark the condition on which Christ's
benefits are conferred. - Men must believe. Through faith they brought to him
all that were diseased. = Without faith the
leper could not have been cleansed. So
is it with the exercise of that soul-healing
power imaged in hig miracles. Would
we be healed?
Would. we be qualified
for useful ministries;

released

from

the

power of malevolent impulses; purified
and made meet for heaven? We must
believe. He is able to do it. According
to our faith it will be done unto us.—
Monday Club Sermons.

MARK'S GOSPEL.
BY JOHN BROWN

SMITH.

It is not an accident that we have foor
Gospels, as we are accustomed to call the
narratives of the evangelists, Each was
written for a definite purpose.

necessary.

Mark wrote to

All

were

convince

the

the Romans, that

(Gentiles, and especially

Jesus was the Son of God.
It is known that he was intimately asgociated with Peter and it is believed that
he received from that apostle an acoount

of many of the fucts related by him.

He writes in an animated style, and
brings out in sharp relief many interest-

ing

details not mentioned by other writers,

He gives but fow of Christ's discourses,
dealing mainly with his marvellous works

and the strong facts of his life. + He portrayes Christ ns the master of evil spirits,

the mighty worker of wonders.
This gospel is full of interest and rich
in instruction. ‘We have a whole year for
its Study and may readily do through

work among the treasures it contains,
4

general

terms,

the

Such

Ball, D.

D.,

Rev.

unoheoked,

and

coming year that we have

done more,

rather than less, than was promised at
the beginning.
:
+A full list of special correspondents
and contributors is preparing, which inoludes the names of well-known favor-

ites of the téldets

of the Siar.

names are to be added which

cannot

New
fail

to give increased variety and strength
do
not
hesitate
‘to the list. We
to assure our readers that théy shall
get from the best hearts and heads
whose services we can seoure articles and

communioalions that shall be timely, for-

insanity, or death.

bottle.

I told our druggist how exvellont it was,

and assured him that he might safely recommend
it as the best known rem
for sick headache.
He save B ah not advertised Fa enough.
I hopo

y

ou will

let it become

better known.
Mrs. M. A. SHIVLER.
447, W. 22d St., New

York.

For salo by all Druggists at §1 per bottle, or six
bottles for £5.
We
?

rank of religious weeklies in this country.

DR.

WILD-CHERRY

D.

Washington, N.

and

Nichols

Under thesmanagement
B., and J. F. PARSONS,

assistants.
city,

ed to use them immediately, and

13.

once.
lave, up to this time, taken, perhaps,
three twenty-five cent boxes, and feel that I am
free as people in general from headache.
Have

not had one of those raving headaches
months,
would

Dr,

communicate with me ean do so. My address
as follows,
DEA. THOMAS. G. EARLE,

menced using your pills, in 1868, that my friends
and physicians deepired of my life. I have been
cured by

your pills, and

Dyspepsia,

Jndigestion, Diseases of

the

Kidneys, Torpid Liver

| Rheumatism, Dizziness,
Sick Headache, Loss of

| Appetite,

Jaundice;

Ap-

oplexy, Palpitations,

Eruptions and Skin Diseases, otc. , all of which these

Bitters will speedily cure by removing the cause.

will be the result.

Ladies

and others sub-

Ject to Sick Headache will find relief
and permanent cure by the use of these Bitters
Being tonic and mildly, purgative they.

PURIFY

THE

BL

»

by expelling all Morbid Secreti ons,
Price 26 cts. per bottle.
For sale by all dealers in medicine. Send
address for pamphlet, free, givirig full directions,
HENRY, JOHNSON
& LORD, Props. , Burlington, Vt.

8. M. PETTEN GILL & 00., 37 Park

ifow,
New York. are our Agen's, and Are" aun.
thorized to contract for advertizingat our lowest
rates.

now

enjoy

comfortable

health.
ey work like a charm. Ome
peculiarity in them is, a continued use requires a less dose.
With thankfulness I remain yours,

Sample packages free to all.

DR.

EDSON DUNTON.
Price 25 cents per

Address all orders

to

the

DR. D. DYER, & SON,
Burnham Waldo Oe. Maine.

WARREN'S

TROCHES!
For all Diseases

of the

Mucous

Mem=

brane and the Respiratory Organs, and
to
purify
the Blood.—An
unfailing
remedy for Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat,
Bronchitis, Catarrhal Aflections, Consumption, and
all Lung Diseases.—A
Blood Purifier and Nervine.
Testimony of NV. HI.

Clergymen.

“1 have need a box of Dr. Warren’s Troches with
much satisfaction and benefit. They are the best 1
ever used.” —[Rev. B, T. Sanborn, Fremont, N. H.
* Please send me another box of Warren’s Troches.
They are grand. Never saw anything like them before.’—[Rev. W. 8B, Packard, Madison, N. H.
“I have used a trial box of Dr, Warren’s Wild Cherry and Sarsaparilla Trochee with very great benefit to
ho
Rev. J. H. Brown, Pastor, M. E. Church,
Siark,

N.

H.

** My wife and myself both think your Troches the
very BEST we have ever used.”—[Rev. J. B. Bacheler,
Stratham, N. H.
** I found them very efficacious in relieving throat
difficulty and Jung trouble. I should be unwilling to do
without them.”—(Mrs. 8,W. Adams,
wife of the late,
Rev, J. F. Adams of Greenland, N., H.
* I have used jo thé last six weeks, seven boxes of
Brown's Troches, but they have failed to help me. I
received the box you sent me on Saturday and began
to use them at once, and am happy to say that 1 am
very much relieved.”- (Rev, George W. Pierce, East
Rochester, N. H.
A
* 1 was suffering from x cough occasioned by a nold
atthe time I received them, und they
helped me at
once, 1gave some lo one of my parishioners whose
throat was troubling her, and they afforded her great

and immediate reliet.”—(Rev. N. F. Tilden, Lebanon,

LN.

H.
“ Pound

;
thevh to have

an Tmmediate

effect

leving irritation of thé throat "—[Rev, Albert

in re-

Pastor Cong’l Church, pi
N.H.
Wataon,
“Ihave fi und them superior to anything IT ever
‘nsed for clearing and Jubricating the vocal organs. at
the same time have a genial Influence upon the stomach,”—[Rev. Isnae C. W hite, Newmarket, N. H.
* I have tried Dr. Warren's Wild Che: ry and Sarsaaria Troches and find that they relfeve
bronchial
rritmion quicker and more effectually
‘than any
troches I bave ever used.”—[ Rev, G. M. Rico, Milford,

«H.
A ROX OF DR. WARREN'S WILD CHERRY AND
BARBAPARILLA TROCHEN sent 10 any address on receipt
of 25 egnts by the AMERICAN MEDICINE ©0.,
Manchester, N. H,
4
Geo, C. Goodwin & Co., Boston, General Agents,
wpe

Bates

of a ihtvisg

College,

term,

March

28th,

N.

H.

1f offers

1882.

-

Expenses

INSTITUTION.—New Ham

Rev.

A.

B.

Meservey,

ILLSDALE
ate,

Ph.

COLLEGE.—Michigan.

Scientific,

Theological,

paratory, Music and Art
studies. Admits both sexes.
fluences.

Thorough

ard

D.

Collegi-

Commercial, Pre-

artments. “Eleotive
Best of religions n-

eheaD.

Finest

coll

buildings in the
Northwest.
ition, inciden
and library fees, only $15. a year. Board, $2 to
$2.26 a week.
Room. 40 to 75 cents a week.
Scholarship for Commercial course, unlimited time, $30,

Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.
For Catalogue address,
D. W. C. DURGIN,

President,
Hillsdale, Mick.

YNDON
LITERARY
INSTITUTE.—J.
S
4 BROWN, A. M., Principal, with competent assfstants.
A first-class school.
Three complete courses af

study,—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’ English and
Classical. Send for Catalogue. Address,
LW.
RN, Sec. & Treas.,
Lyndonville, V$.
Theological

Department of Hillsdale
College.
hy:
Y There are two courses of study, embracing
the
Scriptures, Systematic Theology, Pusioral
The-

ology, Homilctics and Church History. ‘Theological students have access to the classes and leotures ot the college. Finuncial aid 18 rendered to
tho-e ‘needing it.
J. J. BUTLER, Seo.
Hillsdale, Mich., July 2, 1881.

1KK SEMINARY.—Pike,
York.

Wyoming

This schoel was never

in

Co.,

better

New
condi-

tion for doing thorough work tn Academic Instruetion. No primary instruction. With three carefuty est
Bp
of study. The Classical,
nary
an
8
urse. For full catalogue,
address the Principal.
Ee
R. M. BARRUS.

MASE

CENTRAL

Maine.

cal, Solentific

College

INSTITUTE.

Preparatory,

courses

of study

—4 Pittefield,

No:

for

, Classi

both

sexes.

Expenses low.
Full board of teachers.
2
Winter term begins Nov. 7, 1881.
Aa
For Catalogue address J. II. Parsons,
.B., Principal,

A.

‘Pittafleld, Me., July 11, 1880. .

pre-

GEERAT AID SARSAPARILLA

in a short time effect a perma-

Billousness,

is

(Park 8t., F. B. Church,) No, 40, So. Winter St.,
Providence, R I.
From a Deacon at Madison Bridge: DR. DYBR—
DEAR 31R :—I have used your Golden Ointment
fur piles and your pills. Iwas so low when I com-

‘Will give immediate relief, and
After constipation follows

I

Summer

ton,

that other sufferers like my:elf may be benefitted
in like manner.
Any person who may
with to

nd inaction of the Digestive Organs, when the use of

cure,

cured.

N B.# The above recommendation is voluntary
and of my own free will, without any solicitation
or reward from any one, and only with a desire

and a thousand other diseases that
owe their origin to a disordered
state of the Stomach and Bowels,

nent

for several

and feel that I am entirely
reeommend them to every one.

to

EW HAMPTON

rid of
at

and adjacent

principal, with eight assoeiate teachers. - Regular
courses of study for both sexes. Connected with
the Institution is the best commercial college in
New England.
Telography a Specially.
Best
teacher of Penmanship
the State.
EXpensres
less than in any other of like grade. Four terms
of 10 weeks each.
Winter term begins November 21, 1881. Spring
term begins February 6, 1852. Summer term begins April 24, 1882. Nend for Catalogue to
REV. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal. .

says,

relief

of J. F. FRISBEE, A.
A. B., with competent

Situated in the suberbs

are as low as in any similar school in New Eng
Innd.
For catalogue, or further particulars,
Send to
;
J. ¥. FRISBER, Principal.

for sev.

found

School.

vantages superior to those of any School in the
State. The Course of Study
extends over three
yeais, of three terms each, each term thirteen
weeks in length. Winter term begins December

intense that

1 had thoughts of a resort to suicide to get

Latin

Lewiston, Maine.

Liver

Me.,

cme §

Goucational.

AND

my sufferings, but about sixteen months ago, I accidentally found a box of your pills and commenc-

There
18 no exonse for suffering from

MANDRAZE BITTERS

Hallowell,

At times the pain was 80

2

DR. HENRY BAXTER'S

(Oong.)

J.

mn

DYER’S

Dyspeptic
Pills.

ous
t Solici-

ORGANS, 15 usvful stops, 5 sets
reeds only $65. Pianos $125 up.
Catalog. Free. Address
BEA
.

&¥~Illus.

E.ohurch.)
colds and brounchitig,
great benefit. They
for along time.,”—
E. church, Gorham,

WARREN’S

pba
ty

1 receiv-

I have been subject to chronic headache

eral years.

box. b for $1.00.
prietors,

cible, interesting, instructive, and helpful.

We feel justified in claiming that the
Star has been wont to stand in the fron

BEATTY

James

H., writes,
‘ Your pills give the best of satisfaction, Please send me 40 boxes.
PROVIDENCE, Nov. 4, 1861.
DR. D. D. DYER & SoN.—Dear >irs:

Comstippsstionn

dar-

‘own land. Our Sabbath School and Mission
departments will continue under the efficient charge of Rev. G. C. Waterman, who
will hereafter be able to devote himself
more fully than ever 10 making them satisfactory and helpful to all.
We contemplate
introducing
some
changes and features which it is believed
will be appreciated, but as to which we
make no specifications at this time, preferring to have it appear at the end of the

in paralysis,

her sick headache, but never found any relief un-

M.

in our

OF

Rev. A. Ridlon,

INDIGESTION,

til sha took the Liver-Aid.
It has, indeed, been
invaluable to her. She is now using her fourth

ing the year, act-as special foreign ocor- |
respondent and write frequently for our
columus. Moreover, letters may be expect.
ed as usual from Dr. James L. Phillips,
missionary in India, and also from other
abroad

of Science, is very interesting, and has an
circulation.
Address MUNN
& 0O.,

wrs, Pub’s. of SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, 37 Park Row,
New York.
Hand book about Patents free.

“| take great pleasure in recommending your
pills, for Shey 5 more than you claim for them.”
Rev. 8. P. Fernald, (F.
B.) Melvin Village, N

Grosvenor’s Liver-Aid is a wonderful medicine
for immediate action upon the Liver, and thousands of testimonials have been received as to the
benefit it has given.
Livor-Aid has been a blessing to my poor, afflicted mother.
B8he tried many, many things fer

to

Howe, D. D.
:
Woe also announce that Mr. Geo. F.
Mosher, for six years editor of the Star, |

able correspondents

3 BOX

We

ENTIFIC AMERICAN. This large and splendid illustrated weekly paper, 83.20 a year,shows the Progress

TESTIMONIALS.

and nervous systems, consequently any
derangemant in the Liver produces Constipation, and a
hundred
evils in its train, and also ocessions
nervous discases without
number;
resulting,
if

Brewster, Rev. W. H. Bowen, D. D., Rev.
Ransem Dann, D, D., and Rev. J. A.

and now U. 8. Consul at Nice, will,

Canada, Cuba, England, France, Germany, etc.

have had thirty=five years’ experience,

SARBAPARILLA TROCHES sent to any atldre®ss on receipt of 26 cents by the AMERICAN MEDICINE Co,
Manchester, N. H.
Geo. C. Goedwin & Co., Boston, General Agents.

DR.

The Liver ig the Jargoss Organ of the fluman
Body. 1t is tho largest because it has the most to
do, If is intimately connected with tho digestive

basis

J.

52

:

‘We continue to act asSolicitors for Patents, Caveats,
Trade Marks, Copyrights. etc., for the United States,

H.S. PARMALEE, M. D,

DYSPEPSIA, DIZZINESS, PILES, BOILS, JAUNDICE,
HEARTBURN,
SOUR STOMAOI,
RHEUMATISM,
NEURALGIA, ERUPTIONS,
SCROPULOUB SORES, FEMALE COMPLAINTS, IiPURITIES AND SALT RHEUM.

Fullonton, D. D., Rev. J. J. Butler, D. D.,
H.

four boxes.—[Rev.

(Preacher in charge M.
“I am frequently troubled with
and have used the Troches with
are the best remedy I hava used
(Rev. A. R. Bylvester, pastor M.

as

APPETITE,

PIPE

Patents obtained through us are noticed in the 8c1-

AMERICAN MEDICINE CO.—Gentlemen:

onl f

POOR

OF

PATENTS

COlergymen

ABOUT—

ed from you, some time since, a box of Dr, Warren's
Troches.
I have used them freely myself, and have
also given them to several others, for sore throat,
hoarseness, bronchical affection, etc ,and have found
that in every instance the relief which followed was
immediate.
1noneocass I cured an obstinate bronchial affection which had become ehronic.
I cam
heartily recommend them as superior to anything I
have ever used. Yours very truly,

GROSYENORS’ LIVER AID
iS NOT A PAD,
But an Internal Remedy for
Liver Complaints,

upon which we ask
the continued
favor of old subscribers and invite the
subscription of new friends and readers.
‘We announce as editorial contributors
for 1882 the following names: Rev. John
Rev. G.

Bend me by mail

Dr.

The editorial managementof this paper

in

Hampshire

Headaches of 40 Years’ Continuance have
been Cured ty Them.
They are the
Great Mandrake Liver Pill.

will pass into new hands with the beginning of the new, volume. We wish,
indicate,

them.

pres-

prospectus,

New

Headache

“The Morning Star” for 1882.

of a brief

Some

Holmes, Bennington,N. H.
:
* Ireeeived from you a box of Dr. Warren’s Troches,
which.I think to be: far the best thing of the kind 1
have used. Bend me another box at your early convenienece.”—[Rev. W. R. Cochrane, pastor Presbyterian Church of Antrim.
* The Troches were received, and I am pleascd with
them. Persons visiting us, troubled with coughs, result of colds, used them, and experienced such relier
they took away the balance of the box.” [Rev. A. Sargent, Wilmot Flat, N, H.
Rev. T. P. Bawin, now pastor of the Congregational
church in Lyndeborough. formerly eity missionary in
Manchester, writes, Nov, 12, 1882:—
Y
** Some time since I received a box of Dr. Warren's
‘Wild Cherry and Barsaparilla Trochegs, and have used
them with great benefit for irritation in the thr. at and
bronchial tubes. They were a godsend. I have used
various remedies, birt nothing has relieved my tronble
like your TROCHES. Please send another box.”
\
EAST CANAAN, N. H., Nov. 5, 1881,

SA

BrLLIOUSNESS,

GRINDERS

AND
NARROW
SHEET
LEAD,
‘| FRANK A. BROWN, Treas,
SALEM, MASS,

“Ifind them very quieting and benefleial for my
bronchial
affection, and do not wish to be without

di

not help. They need a medicine having a tonic effeet on the kidneys and the arinary organs,
Such a medicine is Kidney- Wort. It has specific action. Do not fail to get it for them.
— Exchange.

AND

LEAD

PRICE, $1.00

TROCHES.

sili

to be scolded and punisbed for what they can-

in the form

PURE WHITE LEAD,

“ VERY QUIETING AND BENFFICIAL FOR BRONCHIAL
AFFECTI ONS.”"—"MU( Jl RELIEF IN THROAT DIFFICULTIER.”—" A GODBEND.”—" HAVE
EXPEkKIENCED
GREAT RELIEF FROM THEM.”—* QURED
AN OBSTINATE BRONCHIAL AFFECTION.”

(HN

generally are parts of a discipline indis- ence of immortal sonls—made the theater
pensably needed by a sinful race, and of buffoonery,or the platform of a ranting
therefore it was no part of the Lord's. anecdote monger.— Selected.
purpose to abolish these. The healings
that he did perform were for the threeTroublesome Children,
fold purpose of—(1) showing his divine that are always wetting their beds ecught not
power;

SALEM LEAD COMPANY,

Dr, Warren's Wild Cherry and Saveapraille

j 73

Seeking

50 cents.
00 cents.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CORRODERS

—BAY

ingly,strong in its subscription list and

sensational effects at the sacrifice of either
of these is charlatanism. Iam not justifying stupidity or impotence. Ordained
dullness is impeachable. God is not
pleased with empty skulls or stupid
brains. Nor is he pleased to have the
pulpit—where heaven and earth meet to

Mascot.
Patience.

made him

‘Not failure, but low aim is erime.”
‘What

brethren
and
friends,
whoever and
wherever you are, help to ake it increas-

14

id

1y15

charitable in it3"8pirit; and will not you,

|

SCORES, containing all the airs of
Olivette.
50 cents

and

WELLS, RICHARDSON & Co., Prop’s,
(Will send the dry post-paid.) BURLINGTON, VT.

a

forpible in its utterances, able in all its
departments, above reproach as to the
quality of its advertisements, devout’ and

ty-in a minister is to be a Christian; the
second, a gentleman ; the third, a preacker=of righteousness. Violatin either of

PIANC

AND MANUFACTURERS OF

to-day ; serious things to-morrow!
wide in its circulation P
:
faith, and appropriate it to eurselves, or,
Give heed to this friendly warning.
“We call especial attention to the very
better, we have only to place ourselves Forsake your evil ways. Believe on the
upon it as a foundation whereon to build Lord Jesus Christ, whose blood cleanseth liberal terms on which the agent is now
our hopes. Those whom Jesus healed from all sin, and without whom you must offering the paper to subscribers, and
were not released from the claims of the be for ever lost. He invites you by his urge once more that both ministry and
Holy Spirit in his word : *‘ To-day if you
law. They were sent by him to do all will hear his voice, harden not your laity, men and women and even the chilthe appointed things. So. with us.- He heart;” for *‘ Now is the day of salva- dren, interest themselves in extending
the light of our Star until it shall shine,
will heal us ‘and implant the germ of a tion.” SERIOUS THINGS TO-DAY!
0-0-0
{ a8 most surely it should right speedily, in
new life within us, but this gives us ne
twice or thrice ten thousand homes.
liberty to trifle with the commandments
WHAT AND HOW TO PREACH.
appointed to be kept:
x
What is it to preach the gospel? It .is
Medica! Discovery” (words registered
THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.
to unfold the truth as it is in Jesus to the as **a Golden
trade mark) cares all humors from the pimapprehension
of
the
mind,
and
to
apply
it
ple or eruption to great virulent eating ulcers.
I. Christ can cure at once and com- to the conscience. Only this, and nothpletely the leprosy of sin.
ingmore. This circumscribes the scope
II. Christian ministers need to be of the pulpit. This defines its mission.
Sensational preaching, therefore, is tamuch io prayer.
booed. ‘The discussion of sensational
TOPIOS FOR THOUGHT AND STUDY.
matter is not preaching the gospel. It
1... What were *‘ the devils ” spoken of scandalizes or charlatanizes the pulpit.
A boor with slang, or a clown with comhere?
edy, or an acrobat with antics,is omt of
II. Private prayerand spiritual power. placed in the sacred desk. The first quali-—

$1.50:

Ctarming Nursery and Kindergarten Songs.

CURES

GET IT ATTHE DRUGGISTS.,

all Free Baptist
We shall strive

doctrine,

:
°° Olo®

$2.00 Board,

Rhymes and Tunes.

cherish
have

’

+ Standard Piano Music.

and

On this ground Wwe ask

and expect for the

Best German Songs.

'KIDNEY-WORT :
PERMANENTLY

Book,

- | $3.00 Fine Gilt

Creme de la Oreme. 2 Vols, |

M. M. B. Goodwin,
an editor in Chardon, Ohio,
says he was not
ted to live, being blos
beyond belief, but Kidney-Wort cured
him.
Anna L. Jarrett of South Sal
N.Y.
seven years suffering from kidney troub!
and other complications was ended by the use of
Kidney-Wort.
Gi
John B. Lawrence of Jackson, Tenn., suffered
for years from liver and kidney troubles and
let taking “barrels of other medicines,”
dney-Worf made him well, .
chael Coto of Montgom:
Center, Vt.

suffered eight years with Hider aidicoity

Each

Frang's Album of Song.

-Wo!

‘nomination whose body in particular,
whose standards and institutions and
abroad, it is to represent, defend,

y

pirsiclans asd that he was afterwards cured JY

rian bigotryit is the organ of a de-

or

Brightést music,

of Junction City,

. was
le to work. Kidney-Wort
“well as ever.”
|

PRICE

The best and newest.

8 had been trying for four years.

the melioration of haman society and the
salvation of imperiled. souls. On this
ground we do not hesitate to ask entrance wherever there is a home to admit
us. We shall also loyally remember that
“while the Siar knows nothing of secta-

Elegant.

Gems of Strauss.

Mrs, John Arnall, of Washington, Ohio, says
her boy was given up to die by four prominent

for

‘varied Christian work, both at home

53 Songs.

Gems of English Song.

Ridney-Wort cured him after A

the

tire Gospel, declaring its great truths

‘Beauties of Sacred Seng.

' BEE WHAT PHOPLE BAY :
gene B. Stork,

without

firmness,

2.50 plain; $3 cloth;

Norway Music Album, si gi.

bo

Because it cleanses the system of the poison~ous humors that dovelope in Kidney and Urinary Diseases, Bilicusness, Jaundice,
pation, Piles, or in Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Nervous Disorders and Female Complaints,

message which from the beginning of its
existence it has been set to declare.
Tis management will constantly remember that first of all the Star is a religious
publication on the broad basis of the en-

- profits
of world with all ils pleasures and

have but to lay hold of it by the hand

the

the

movements

Send the price mentioned below, end receive by re-

turn mail one of these splendid new Music Books for
Holiday Presents:
°

Because it acts on the LIVER, BOWELS:
and KIDNEYS at the same time.

It will be found
with

reform

CURES!

the subinfluénce

great

TITIES

WONDERFUL

the

sympathizing and co-operating

undue heat and

And when the work is done,
. When the last soul is won,
When Jesus’ love and power
Have cheered the dying hour—
\
‘What then?

can come in no otber way so readily and

as

speaking boldly but judiciously,

Oh, then, hard work for Him,
Immortal souls to win;
Then Jesus’ presence near,
Death’s darkest hour to cheer.

as

of unselfish devotion to the interests of the ruler of the troubled elements of nahuman family he prayed,and in the midst ture, the healerof malignant diseases and
:

Father's

For the pure home

discuss,

hour may seemto require and
jeot to merit, the tendency ‘and

so well as through the channel of prayer. |
Oh, then the crown {is given!
And this avenue to the heartof the Father
Oh, then, the rest in heaven!
Then endless lifé in endless day,
is always open. Let us keep a free and
While sin and death have passed away.
familiar acquaintance with it that we may
”
B. J,
0-00-00
++
receive in all their fullness the benefits it
may yield to us.
SERIOUS THINGS TO-MORROW.
ILL. The healed. There were a great
Many ages .ago, a Greek nobleman
many of them. They were healed of a made a feast for his friends. In the midst
great variety of diseases. They were of his mirth, a messenger entered in great”
with a letter. It was from a diswholly healed, and they were healed at haste,
tance, to tell him that a plot had been
once.
There was no long continued formed by his enemies to kill him that
treatment; no experiments
with this night. ** My master desired me to say.
remedy or that ; no period of anxiety and that you must read the letter without deuncertainty ; no alternations of hope and lay, for it is about serious things.” - ¢* Serious things to-morrow,” said the noblefear. ¢ Straightway,” us Mark so often man as he threw the letter aside, and
says, they were cured. They went im- took up his cupof wine. The delay was
mediately to their homes, their friends fatal. Before the feast was at an end, his
and their business. Tees itis ever with enemies rushed into the hall and slew
:
:
the work that Jesus does for men, It is him.
** What folly,” you say; ‘ why did he
a finished work.
Nothing remains for not attend to the warning P” "But are you
others to do to insure its integrity. We not. acting in the same manner? The

wite's mother; we should tell Jesus of
them,
II. The healer. The evangelist gives
us, in a few words, a vivid pictare ef an
important element in the private life of
our Saviour. The drafts upon his time,
physical strength and nervous force were
retirement, and
with his Father.

prayer and

nor should we close our eyes in sleep
without first asking his forgiveness for
the sins committed during the day, and
imploring his protection for the night.

‘argsting glimpse of his private
Adisaiplae

None of us

selves {o go for(h

life do we need help and

~ outof the synagogue, they came into the

left ber, and she ministered

of

Many times in the varied experienees of

Mark 1: 29—45,
(Revised Version.)

32

father.

self control geinedyjn

eth thee.”—Exo0d. 15: 26.

Now
30 and Jobn.
sick of a fever;

of the value

moil of life withyut the calm strength and

GOLDEN TEXT:—* Iam the Lord that : heal-

+)

sense

work, and point out and

Oh, then, a holy calm,
Resting on Jesus’ arm;
Oh, then, a deeper love,

the importance of maintaining a close and
constant comminion with our Heavenly

DOES

tle for the Truth, and to. move with the
~~] progress of the providences of God.
It
will aim to give the news on all topics
belonging to the sphere of its proper

;

HOLIDAY MUSIC !

I 'KIDNEY-WORT:

at

all times in the very forefront of the bat-

WHAT THEN?

as

impress upon our minds and hearts a pro-

HEAL.

it has achieved or gained, to be found

==

ought not to be lost on us. It ought to
POWER

| It means to sustain itself, to hold all that

Selections.

.

md

OCHESTER

SEMINARY.

Full

board

of teachers and course of study.
Students
are fitted for teaching and for college. Busimese
course
complete and
practical.
Ad>Ns both
sexes, Seon es good in HenSes, «Por further in
rmation

ress the Princi

or

pa

Secretary; Rochester. Wis.

A.J.

i

Russ

oly

ORTHWOQOD SEMINARY—Northwood Ridge
N
N. H. .Three terms per year, commencing on
the first Tueeday of Sept., Déc., and Mdreh.
J.
H. Hutchins,

A.

M.,

Principal,

with a complete
board of assistants. Students fitted
for bus
r
lege.
For

er particulars addres
Principal, or E. 8. TASKER, Secreta
8 the
10 GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
., Oblo. The college year
terms of ten weeks each.
Sonsists Of four
The courses
of study are
the
Normal,
Commercial, College Preparatory and two College
SOUrGes viz. : Haseionl and Scientificalendar.
rst term, Aug. 22.
Second,

81. Third, Jon. 9%, 183. Fourth, Apr. gg
Feos

ae

$7 to $8 per term or.§25 to §8

Board,

(including

room

ren

per

, 15

For further pe Bn spy
TON, A.M., Rio Grande,

.

10a i
pm
a Co. Ohio.

EBANON ACADEMY —Pupils fitted for bush.
4 ness, scientific schools or
th
MORIUS ADAMS, A. B., Prima 4 Heges.
For

or

further

particulars,

address

pri pal,
RLTHT HAVRS, Reo.theTonsioos

3. Br rl Mt: hen
ATkd

COLLEGK

THEOULUGIUA L SUHUOL.

B.

.

+,

LONTON, D, D., Lewiston,

Or

Gees
ide

nurses

MOUNTAIN
o

ow

e

and

frcm

olle,

Adin
repaying

bes

Pre

of Epecial
to Fach,

mmercia

the

tory

atten.
Ex-

partm

Woes

depotat

Seo.

Waterbury

Con

tady.

er
Doar Ld:

charge, to

HN Fa.

J. A. HOWE,

SEMINARY,

yermont.

Classical,
Englich,
top given ® jose

.

Maine. A

%

Puen
troeot

Waterbury

a

the beginnmg and cluse of each term on a Tien:
tion.
‘Address Rev. 8. D. .Choreh, at Water.
hury, or the Principal, Miss Lizzie Colley.

Weer VIRGINIA COLLEGE. This irstilution 1s
now under mARagemeEnLK Rev. D. Pawe
with Prof. 0. G., Aogir, A.
M., principal. Prof.

Augirian gradubteof Bilirdaio College,
ashing to
atten
8 Inkhitution
wil
Rev. D. POWELL: Flemington, Ww. hy

e

wddress
is:

ATVoon INSTITUTE.—8end for circulars to
ou by CHASE, A.

i

My

Principal, Lee, Athens

:

4

i

. 1,

about it so far as promises are concerned,
ness or failure.”

Resident Editor.

write

roll

only

on

one

it prepargtory

side

;to

of

mail-

rmined

by reference to the list of accepted

need at least a week in which to decide whether
we can use contributions of any length.
We have

a large corps of paid editorial and
special con.
tributors and cannot pay for articles contributed
by others unless an understanding is had to that
effect before publication.
The

Regions

Beyond;

Personal

‘Takes the Lead? ; Earthly

Diptheria; That Rainy
ihoughts; Gleanings.

Power;

Who

Minded; Prevention

Night;
.

Christmas

of

After-

be -deed-and in thought preserving
thy

little.

neither

Better,

too much

hpwever, is

too little than the.too much.

for

is

1882

contained

in

another page of this issue. Let me say
furthermore that the Siar is not, and will
not be, an instance of ¢* personal journal-

its

the obligations

Have

we

been

kind

and

dealings, and prompt to make

restitution

when mistakes have occurred?

Have we

which are the laws of God, in our

denomination does not prohibit, it rather.

has yearned for it

to lift it above all reasonable suspicion

erjoyed

it.

This

faith * and
prevalence
This "augmentation has

of prayer.
often
been

secured in the week of prayer.
A spark
of revival in some heart hus kindled into
+4 Thhie in the hearts of many others and

swept through the church and surroundmade to the church.
What has been.
still be if the legitimate means yo

ployed.
With such
week of prayer may
longed.

It is not, how-

and

healthful

crucified

for

the

religion

are

involved.

Whatever

times.

All due honor to them, and filial

better talents than 1 can

bring

to it.

PAST AND FUTURE.
It is not well to give ourselves very
much to recalling and brooding over the

given without reserve. In one respect,
at least, we may be the peers of any one,
living or .dead—namely, in devotion to
* duty and faithfulness of effort. I rely,
above all things else, on Divine assist

ties that have been sundered forever, snd
experiences hy which the soul has

been

rendered

in the

right spirit and at the right time, than
to any other human agency. I cannot
* forbear here to thank, almost with tears,

the many who, from
the country, have

sent me

their kind

May they

all know the blessedness of

a like en-

as this

to

say

something

~ about principles held and rules observed
and lines of work contemplated

tended, Just here, I

and

viewed for the sake of the lessons they

I admade
person
stillest

revels.

“Reduced

to

WE learn that Mrs. Phillips and her
daughter Nellie arrived in Bombay Nov.
19. They were expected in Calcutta the

erable

life.

Wandering

awhile almost

unconsciously, he came to the brow of an
eminence which overlooked what were
lately his estates. Here he sat down and
remained fixed in thought for a number
of hours, at the end of which he sprang {
from the ground with a vehement, exulting emotion. He had formed the resolution that all these estates should be his
again.” They became his by patisnt,
consecrated, honest. and God-sustained
effort. Our part henceforth is similar;
it approximates, perhaps reproduces, that
of the prodigal in the Master's parable.
The gloom of past sorrows, the brooding
over sins that are now forgiven, no longer

possess our minds. With Paul we *forget” the things that are behind. From
the setting star of memory we turn to the
rising star of hope—sweet star, always
orient, and

appointed

to

shine

for all!

The present—living, moving, —ealling
around us; the future—offering yet untried fields for consecrated effort, for the
reparation (so God wills) of the soul's
past losses, and the attainment of things
Pd

much higher,—concern us far more than

the forever
past.

vanished

and

irreparable

WHAT SAITH THE WORD?
Some years ago, the reason assigned to
us for doing a foolish thing was couched
in the words, * The Lord

told

me

to

do

it.” In spite of this declaration made
with much emphasis, we felt quite sure
that the opposite was true. Quite recently, there has been in New England a
woman who claims that, in accordance
with a revelation from God, it is her mission to disabusd the popular mind of its
prejudice againgt Mormonism.
Guiteau,
now on trial in
Washington for the murder of President
Garfield, claims that the

killing of the President was

the

act of

the Deity by whom h& was inspired ; and
upon this plea, he hopes to be acquitted.
These marked utterances are. cited as
representative of others of the same character. As a rule, it is deemed a sufficient

answer to the Mormon apologist to repeat

not retire from his interest in these
causes for which he has spent more time
than any other man in the- denomination,
nor from labor for them while life and
strength remain.
We congratulate him
on the privilege he enjoys of looking
back over such a leng term of beneficent
service and we bespeak for him a future
prospect that shall grow brighter and
brighter unto the perfect day. ,
+04

——Perhapd otir readers have missed
from our columns the advertisement of
Ozone with its extravagant claims of
‘serving qualities.
We had what we
sidered good reasons for believing it
worthy of confidence, and so dropped

and
sons

call us blessed?
and daughters,

loyal and true to the fathers and

mothers

whom God still spares to us ? = As broth-

in regard

ing of the Word is ‘determined,

then

character of the act in question

is deter-

the

and wicked.

These assertions

are sup-

find such cor-

experience
that

they all well-nigh axiomatic.

While we

say these things, we most heartily endorse
the view that the Holy Spirit is constantly
active in suggesting correct
interpr

tio
of Scriptur
nse, and that Natu- re
sheds
light upon the Word. The voices of the
Spirit and of Nature witness in accordance
with the teaching of the word ; they never

testify in opposition to it.

shown

It has

come to be an expression quite

ers have paid, and sacrificed nobly

to bring it

to

thank

its

present

prosperity.

+ We

hope by

the

at Vinal

and vicinity for their very

God

energetic servant of God Who
has a desire to come to their aid. They de.
sire that ministers who know their -churey
nnd locality will use their influence in their
half, for their need of pastoral aid: js ver,be.

great.

Over $20

——We have heard of a clergyman who
declared that he had tried to pray for
Guiteau, but found himself unable to do it;
and ofa little girl who declined to include
the criminal among the subjects of her
childish petition because ¢ it would spoil
her prayer.” Really now, while confessing
that hanging may appropriately be thought
of in connection with the wretch, isn’t this
carrying the thing a little too far? Forour
own reputation as Christians, and for the
preservation of the remnants of divine
charity within us, would we not better

consider this matter with

as little of the

revengeful spirit as possible, remembering
that possibly God may have mercy on this
man’s soul?
——Here is a bit of information that we
commend to the notice of all our pastors
and churches.
Rev. Joel Baker, pastor ‘of

the Philadelphia, N. Y. church writes us,
“Every Free Baptist family connected with
our congregation takes the Morning Star.
They would not think they were Free Baptist if they did not.” Good! That smacks.
of loyalty to our common interests and
to the requiréments of our own homes.

That town of ““ brotherly love’’ must be

a

goodly place’ to dwell in.
yours
Star.

Bro. Baker,
seems the banner church for the
We fear no other can have quite so

much said of it. = As serving to bring opt

Star/

How

many

in that

church, despite such examples, do take
we

cannot

now

say;

but—three

it,

deacons

and a clerk in one charch!

Benomvinational,

Green Mountain Seminary,
Many a F, Baptist in Vermont has said,

How much we need a school in Vermont, free
of debt, well-manned, to do work for our sons
and
daughters, and
for our denomination.
We would give it our patronage, financial

aid and sympathy, and

thereby make it a suc-

Center, It has an able and
faculty, an unexpectedly large

number of students from different parts of the

Prof. Dunu Saturday afternoon in the chur
11. Prof. Dunn preached: fram the words.

The ordination occurred Sunday morning Dec.

prayer,

gc pi

pl

was fo).

Rev. G. H. Howard, the recent pastor of the
church, gave the charge to the church, the
newly ordained pastor pronounced the bene.
diction. The church and pastor are both ep.
couraged by the prospects for the future.

Quarterly Meetings,
Jofferson (N. Y.) — Held its last session
with the I. B. church in Depauville, Dec. 17, 1s.
The churches were well represented by latier and
delegates. The preaching was spiritual and ear.

pastor,

nest.

Saturday

evening

of each

session

is

done im the churches wera encouraging; the con.
tributions were liberal. The exercises were such
as to leave a deeper interest in the cause of mis.

sions. G. H. Button was licensed to preach.
The next term will be held Avith the church in
Keeneville Feb, 17—I%. Busmess of mach impor.
tance will be brought before that meeting.
J.J. ALLEN, Clerk,

Republic

Co.

{Kas} — Held

sion with the White
was

a

failure,

in

This Q. M. bas

fits

Rock church.

religious

instituted

last ses.

In numbers i

interest,

a

a Ministers

sncces:.

and

day evening Dreyious to the Q. M. at 6.30 The
tollowing-is
the programme for the next session:

was present.

Sermbn

Thursday

evening, subject

utes criticism on Friday

A.

M.,

to 30

mum.

E.L.

Har

Kev.

vey; Pastoral Labor, Rev. E A. Phillips; The
church in temperance work, Rev. A. Craba; Jude
3d verse, last clause, Bro. I. M. Waliace; Why
should we study the Word? Bro. C. B. Masser:
How may we best advance the interests of the F.

Franklin of the Theo. School
(Sen. Class) has
received a call to the White Rock and Gorham
churches...... Rev. A. L. Morey and wife, of

Rev. F. A. Janes;

Woman’s

Sister M.

Is the

generous

Rev. J. Boyd and
to be dedicated free
We learn from
the Jefferson St. F.
IMpProveéd.

Tuc

new carpet has been

Coats;

purses

naan church.

added

and

family

express thanks for two liberzl

donations;

by the church and friends in Nottingham,

other in Barrington by
friends.

hear Rev. M. if er

Sister Fenner bad offered her re

forts.

Whereas, God in bis wisdom has ree:
-betovert
rolher,
Phillips, who has sustained the pastoral
with two of the churches of thisQ. M., ea!
quite a mumber of years, and was at
his
pastor of thie W. Scituate church, therefore,
Resolved, (1)
That in the death of Hev.
Phillips we

time.

The

Sabbath

evening

Jan. 1, and welcomed six, three by letter, to
the fellowship of the church.
The seventh anniversary of the church was appropriately observed the last Sabbath in December. = The
«church enters upon its eighth year very hope-

‘was-"such
Gospel.”

how?

as

lo justify

BR.

Knight;

Mrs. KE. H.

Emeline

its

Cook;

the
:

Next

What

Tine;

shall

we

read

Woman’s Mission,
methods

and

Mrs.

of giving,

St. Francois Co. (Mo.) —Held with Mwelamotte church, Dec. 11, 12,
The
meetings
were well attended. One church has been organter.

It is named Jonca.

quest that one

issued

to his people a circular letter entitled “A New

continuance.

Motives and

ized and added to the Q. M.

Providence,

kept

L. F, Farnham; Do we need the Q. M in our de
nominavonal work? Rev. B. L. Prescott; What
is the duty of Christians to
church membership ?
Rev. O. H. True. Rev.
Joseph Parkyn
will take his plaee in the work, .
Next session with the Wayne church. Rev. B.
L. Prescott will preach the ‘opening sermon Fel.
8,at 7.30 Pp. M.
L. F. FARNHAM, Clerk.

Island.

Rev. J. M. Brewster, of

has

session of the Institute will begin Saturday A. M.
ofthe Q. M.
Programme: “The age and the

‘fully.

Rhode

i

earnesi,

Layfette (Wis.) —Held its last session in the
Pleasant Grove church in the town of Wiota, Wis.
All the churches reported and were as fully repre
sented by ministers and lay members as the state
of the roads would warrant. The
Q. M. Institute

nine have recently resolved to come to Christ.
The prospects for an increase in religious in-

:

most

and to the Morning Star for publication.
Any church desiring the next session of the Q.
M. will correspond with the clerk.
J
8. B, Young, Clerk.

meetings are greatly increased in numbers and

Massachusetts.

of our

support them in this great trial,
b
a
That the clerk be instructed to forwsrd a
copy of these resolutions to the bereaved family.

af

The pastor of the Mt. Vernon church (Lowell) baptized three candidates Sunday morning,

one

(2) That while we see our ranks being
* thinne!
by deaih, we will pray that the mantle of our de
parted brother may fall on some one wh» shail le
equally faithfulin the Master’s vineyard.
(3) That we ‘sympathize with the Seréaved
family, and pray God's susfajning grace may

in his

church and has accepted the call,

lost

Sxl, he has finished bis course, he
faith.

the

terest at
N. Danville are
1. The pastor,
Rev. A. P. Tracy, is hard
at work to brin
the church into good working .order, and al
ready some
awakening is seen in some of his
preaching
places.......Rev. J. Woodman has
been called
to the pastorate of the Sutton

have

faithful and persevering ¢o-laborers, wise in counsel, discreet in management. who never compromised principle for gain or popularity, and of
whom 1t may be said, “ He has fought
a gov!

Vermont.

revival

%

a

tor of this church three mont: ..
churches voted not to accept it a.
to remain with them and God is bl

Rev. W. L. Noyes, with an appropriate foliage
of and greenbacks.
;
;

some

|

of

divered an interesting
sdewme, imi
India. He KBR
veg wr
the evening. The sc
sion were deeply inte.:
ed a new life.
The
amounted to nearly thiri
which was paid by Rev.
of this church and: now eig
Rey. 8S. 8. Barney, Cor. Mes.
was present and labored earn

the Canaan church and

St. Johnsbury, is seeing

Meet

Br

the

the Yuidn Huurch, Dee. 7, &
on the
firs
a
boeonare

one

Rev. H. Lockhart, pastor of the church

and

W, N, Himsat

The Christmas tree in Ashland bore & fine
*¢ golden apple” for the benefit of the pustor,

this

Present

Waedatera (R. 1.) —Held

Hanipshive,

been

in Mis.

Next session with the White ¥

In all, $300

Two have recently

Re!

aish,

bao boom palniedjend o

by letter...... Rev. A. E. Boynton

church at

The Past, the

the dedicatory sermon.

put down.

work

Covenant

the ¥. B. denomination, Sister Blodge
sition of young people in the chv
Spaulding; What shall we read?

i

have been expended.
Under Rev. Mr. Davison’s ministry the societyis in a flourishing
condition,
At the Christmas festival, Saturday evening, costly and useful articles of
household furniture were presented to Mr. D.
and wife.
:
New

Wallace;

sential to the welfare of the church?

others will be there. It is
of debt.
the Biddeford 7'imes that
B. ‘church has been greatly

iuctde

Rel»

tion of the Emotional to the Intellectual ia

fon, W. N. Hoskinson ; The Doctrine and the ¥

The new church in Danforth {s neatly done.
The services of dedication w.1l occur Jan. 1. Hev.
J. Mariner will preach

Lay.

mans’ Conference, which will convene the Thurs.

a courSe

B. denomination ? Bro. A. B. Gleason; The

besides other gifts.

of its

during the last quar-

This church sent

members,

Wm.

a re:

W. Collier

should receive license to preach. It was granted
by vote of conference. Bro. Wm. H. Copass was

ordained to tho rhinistry.

After preaching on th

Year's Greeting.” in which he speaks pleasantly
of past prosperity and of hopeful anticipations.
New York.

Sabbath, the ordinance’ of baptism was administered, followed Sabbath night by the administra-

friends of Rev. L. B. Starr at Dale

good impressions. Ill. brethren were expected,
ut they have offered reasonable excuses for
their absence.
:
Next session with the Penelton church Friday
night before the fourth Sunday in March. Ca

Mention has been made in the Star that the
were

pur.

posing
to erect a monument at his grave. There
now stands at the grave a neat monument, On
the front facing the West, the inscription is
“Rev. L. B. Starr born Nov, 24, . 1822, died

Aug,

18,

1875;” just below in larger raised

ters, on the base, “Starr.” On the right side lot.
“At the time of his death he was pastor of thefs,
Free Baptist church at Dale, N. Y.;” onthe
left side is“ The steps of a good man are
dered by the Lord.” One of Bro. Starr's or.
pase
torates was with the F, B. church at E.
Hamlin. His friends there raised $30 towards the
monument.
The remainder, except$5 given
by his mother, was contributed by his friends
in Dale. A few more dollars are needed. Any
friend wishing to help may send contributions

to Miss Arda M. Hyatt, Dale, N. ¥ +s who had
the general oversight of this werk.
Rev. Isaac Hyatt’s parishioners made bim a

a donation, Dec. 15.

of pastor and people.

It was a cordial greeting
$110 were

contributed.

Sincere thanks are returned for gifts received,
The Pike church and Sunday-school obsery-

Suturduy evening; by a concert

Instead of the usual presents a
purse of $13.75 was made up for Miss Etta
vett, a student in Hillsdale College. ' Miss
Li. is a graduate of Storer Vollege, is preparing for missionary labor among the freedmen of

set

apart for the Woman's Q. M. Miss. Sec. - The
time was well employed. The reports of work

tion

of the Lord’s

Supper.

he

JOSHUA

Bowdoin (Me.)—~Held

meeting left

WOOD,

Clerk

its Dec. session with

the West Borwdoin church.
Oa
account
©
the rough traveling,
many of the churches were
not represented.
@ business was soon dispos.
ed of and the time given to social worshil
po
preaching.
After examinativn, Bro. J. fe er
son of Richmond Cerner church, was license
o,

Preach until the next annual session.
@ churches report revival and moet

couragin

Pros

next session will not

.

Stamstead

8,

Any chuich

iy

e

clerk

at

A few of

of them €v

wishing toe
Lew

\

,

"A.
M. JONES, Clr):
(Vt.) —Held its last session : wil

h

the Bulwer es
Owing to bad traveling,
the con,
tion on Friday
and Saturday Yan
small, but Sunday the audience was large and
rofitable season was enjoyed. Rev. Mr. Owen,

Jor. Mes. frou Wheelock 2
i

ymen

.

He

hester

added

M.. proache five,
“intérest.
.
. A.A: WOODMAN, Clerk.
(N. Y.) —Held its last session
mu

with the Walworth church in Lincoln. All of the
churches were heard from sand all but ane
y delegates. No special Vege
interest was reported bul many hopes for iar,

were expressed,
Sermoni
Raudall, Look Stevens and

were preached by
Stacy, A QI M. Won

an’s Mission Bociety was organized with Mrs.
T. A. Stevens, Pres., and Mrs. T. H. Stacy, Sec. i

and Treas, We were most pleasantly entertained
by the people. Bro. C.
A. Hilton is in poo
State and Canada, and a growing popularity.’
health from which we hope 1
§00n recover.
Its commercial department has more than met | the South, and is dependent upon her own exNext
session
with
the
K.
Piufield ghurch., A.
ertions for her education,
‘P. Cook was appointed to
ach the opening
the highest éxpectations of its friends. Its lo" The Elton church “recently gave .its pastor, sermon. T.H. Biacy 18 to deliver the 8. 8, adcation and surrroundings are pleasant to the
THOMAS H, STACY, Clerk.
Rev. M. W. Spencer, presents, including an dress.
eye, fayorable to morals, and, board, rooms
overcoat, a Christmas gift, worth $30. Mrs. S.
and tuition are furnishedon the most favorable
The ¢ Favorite Prescripiion” of Dr, Pieroe cures
received on the Christmas tree a purse of $10.
“ female weakness” and kindred affections, BY
terms, 1t is not embarrassed by debt or divid:
Sabbath evening, Dec. 24,'was a very enjoy- druggiate,
p,

\

VNR

which

lowed by the charge to the pastor, by Rev. (.
P. Goodrich of Hadley; Rev. W. C.” Burns of
Goodrich extended the band of fellowship;

There is quite a religious interest at Dry
Mills in Gray, where the West Poland praying band recently held their Q. M...... .J. R.

Gray, received at Christmas

chose

en at the last session of the’
Q NM.
met at Ortonville, Mich., Dec. 10, exaniiy,
Wellington DePuy,A. B. preparatory to ordi.
ation. The examination was conducted by

offered the ordaining

ed him to aid him in his study, and more
pledged.
Some aid was rendered Rev. M. H.
Tarbox for Elk River (Minn.) church,
The
Dover & Foxcroft church is prospering under
the efficient labors of Rev. E: C. Cook.

cessin the future. To-day tit hee
is d
most.
completely met in the Green Mountain Semi.
and sociable.
nary at Waterbury
experienced

vy

2
Ordination.
According to appointment, the couneil

interest.

Bro. F. is pursuing

of study in Lewiston.

Address N. McGray as above,

* Follow me; and I will make you fishers of
men.” The discourse devel
the object of
the mitifster's work and the methods by which
be accomplishes it. Rev. N. H. Farr of May,

A license was given to F. E. Freeze of the Lay
grange church.

oh

The brethren of the F. B. church of Cape
Sable island, Shelbourne Co., Nova Scotia, are
without a pastor and desire to correspond
With
a good, strong,

is to be re.

revival

gen

Nova Scotia.

:

Haven,

)

ougdonation of $80 in cash.

Mr. John B. Jordan, very generously sub.
scribed the first $100.— Lewiston Journal.
The Republican says that Rev. G. M. Park
has closed his present engagement with the
Free Baptist church at Blaine. He has received an invitation to” labor with the society for
the year to come, but has not yet fully decided
to accept.
He has received an invitation from
the Sprague’s Mills church.

church

beginning

$Epected 10 protiust

*piring sli wbo sitebd,
v. E. H. Webster and

Pine Street Free Baptist church is rejoicing
over a substantial €hristmas present—the lift-

The

at Poland

:

of So
rie, Wis., express thanks towife
the 200d peop:
Boltonville

Winisters and Churches.

dedicated Dec. 28,
Sebec Q. M. reports some

is

that is worthy of note. Sister Burgess is SU
perintendent, and her heart is in the work, in.

D. WATERMAN.

The

WO trees

T

Wisconsin.

I hoped to encourage liberal

ing of its floating debt of $850.

8.

The Boltonville church has a Sunday-schgo)

blessing

Maine.

puch

the i

cies and liability to be misunderstood. I intended no approval or disapproval of any one’s

contributions.

8,

for
membered to the worth of $20, cereQ M iy
wit the

id

Oth-

Rev. J. Herbert Yeoman and wife were well
——Rev. N. C. Brackett sends the folremembered
Christmas by their friends in
lowing reply to the question of ‘“ B” in our
Portsmouth, receiving a number of beatiful
last issue :
and useful presents. Among other things Hro.
| HARPER'S FERRY W. V4, Dec. 27, 1881. | Yeoman received FEO W atch, presented by a
This is to notify the public that the
young lady of the
Bhdaysshio) in behalf of
Harper's Ferry Singers, were long ago dis- the church and society, also a gold pen with
pencil combination from one of his parishionbanded.
There is no company of singers
ers.
;
before the public having any connection
There is some religious interest in the Cawith Storer College.
N. C. BRACKETT.

not take the

Word

in unsel-. common,
with many very good Christian
fishness and love those natural traits that | people, * The Lord told me to do it.”
80 beautifully image the high and hol
With all due regard for the spirit of piety
ers and sisters, have we

preconunit.

action, ** What saith the

Assuredly; and when the teach-

more

ers, not nocouturily for publication, and should
' | reach this office
ore Saturday night in order to
get into the next issue of the
‘“Star”. We,
of
course, reserve the right to condense, and to reject,
when for any reason it shall seem well to do so,
matter thus furnished.

and:

the real brightness of this example, let us
place beside it another. We
have
a
church not a hundred miles from where
we write whose three deacons and clerk do

to it?”

What

or elsewhere ask

[We invite the sending from all our churches of
items for this department of news. These items
must be accompanied by the addresses of the writ-

arrival at Bombay.

* Thou shalt not kill.” These declarations of Scripture afford a decisive test of
the moral quality of the acts in question.
In accordance with the principle which
is operative in thése instances, would it
not be well to inquire in reference to any

Of a truth, God leads the very elect ported by such proof and
sometimes through darkest vales before | roberation in history and

in the judgment

They

every position and still has the confidence
and good wishes of his brethren. He does

mined. All claim to inspiration which is | =
not in accordance with. the teachings of
gained, and in what ways have we lost? [fhe Scriptures is absurd and false. Nay,
How have we borne our bereavements, the results of them are mischief-working

die this day, they would rise up now and

the 26th.

efficient member of the Board, ‘and still is.

absolute

Vermont

present

will place such a school on a safe basis?

work or salary.

, O\

appreciation of his -labors. His connection with the management of the Star has
‘been the longest of any one associated
with him. For fl{ty years he has been an

want, he one day went out to end his mis-

minds and lives, of our material gains
and losses? By what means have we

in- Have we been, ns

hall resist the

temptationto say many. things.
mire the wisdom of a remark once
in these editorial columns: *¢ The
who does his best and keeps the

rr

He has been treasurer of the Education
desire for the * salvation “of souls? Is it Society 18 years, of the H. M. Society 16
the supreme object of our lives, more years, and of the F. M. Society, 4 years.
clearly defined and firmly fixed than a For a large pért of the time he has given
year ago, to please God and to do his will ? his services to the Mission societies. He
John Foster tells of a man who in was clerk of the General Conference 33
a comparatively short time had wasted a years,and of the Education Society 4 years.
large patrimony in profligate and licen- He has always been true to his trusts in

tious

has a still larger number.

for its prospects, and

of its

his office after long years of service

in victorious
and burning

to the claim of Guitean, those other words,

Mistakes should be re-

he sets their feet on the everlasting hills
couragement whenever they are called to of his glory. Have we been faithful parstand in the twilight or darker. places of ents, provoking not our children to wrath,
doubt and fear.
bringing them up in the nurture and adJu
is customary, I believe, in such com. -monition of the Lord, so that, were we to
munications

of God, in personal piety,
faith, in unselfish purposes,

either helped and cheered or burdened:

various parts of and what have our sorrows done for us?

words
and cheering pledges.

in all degrees

it is fitting that the Star should utter its

talents for the ends for which our Saviour
died? Have we grown in the knowledge

of

the

they have in the Green Mountain Seminary?
Then has not this school a just and reasonable
claim upon such as have said, We, will give
liberally to endow it’ when it shall reach
the circumstances above described? We hope
such will remember,
and make their promises
good,
!
Who of F. B. sentiment and sympathy in
Vermont will not aid in raising a fund that

comparing himselt

olent societies has voluntarily surrendered

Have we used money, time "and

and discouraged.

If the fature shall see continued success fore we go forward. During 1881, what
and growth, it willbe due, under God, has been the ‘influence, touching our
help,

will of
a large

A RETIRING VETERAN.—Rev. Silas Curtis, the veteran Treasurer of our benev-

of the

the simple words from the Deecalogue,
¢ Thou shalt not commit adultery:" and

teach. Sins
that have
been
‘put
away” should be permitted once more to
ance, and shall not cease to pray for it. speak their Sictuy Waring: while unfor+ I also rely on the charitable forbearance. given wrongs shou
11 no longer vainand
sympathetic aid of my readers. ly for repentance and atonement.
Without the help of those ‘who - love the
At the beginning of this new year, it is
- Star, I do not expect to accomplish much. well to ask ourselves some questions befar more to such

volume

else

- respect! They have wrought long and
nobly; God grant that their sons and suc- past. Yet, there are times—as birthcessors may do as well.
| days, the anniversaries of important
The thought that I am to take up and events in our personal history, and the
oarry on a work so creditably conducted
beginnings of new years, when it is espec‘by my predecessors in office oppresses me ially fitting that we sit for a while with
more than I am likely to make known. folded hands, in utter solitude ard silence,
The editorial chair of the Star deserves recalling faces which the past days knew,

Mine, however, such as they are, shall be

dis-

Consult the” record . of vanished

heart.”

men. We are evangelical Christians, as
opposed to that false liberalism whose
best type of piety fast degenerates into
shallow and unproductive sentimentalism,

mercy of

God, are still spared to us from the earlier

development and
manifestation.

were well on their

any one is mentally weaker and peorer

days in *‘ the red-leaved

Christ

salvation

stimulus during the brilliant editorship of it aims at, this above all, to produce
George T. Day. I have rejoiced in its spiritual longings in the hearts of its
pure Christian tone and its scholarly readers, and to lead them to the Lamb of
ability and efficiency during the
last God which taketh away the sin of the
six years. I have a growing admiration world and satisfieth the soul forever.
of the whole work—half a century does
May the Star more and more shed upon
not contain it—achieved for our denomi- the pathway of all who read it the light
nation and the world through the columns of the day-spring from on high.
of this paper, particularly, now, by the deel
JLARENCE A. BICKFORD.

fathers, some of whom, by the

implied

now than he was one year ago—and this’ May the Lord give them continued health
7o:
through his own indolence and neglect, and strength for their gréat work,

this.

having accepted an

of strength

have we

his inferiority is the brand of divine

the

ology as opposed tp the Calvinistic.
We are
invitation to the editorial charge of this open communion Baptists. In our church
paper, and having been in the office for polity we are Congregational, holding to
several weeks, now enters upon the -full the independence of the local churches.
performance of his duties, The position Withal, we have definite practical aims
is one which—will the reader permit the that we feel bound to maintain and to
first person ?—I have never sought. When realize. It cannot be regarded as inconfirst informed of my election, many things sistent with a truly liberal spirit for us to
seemed to advise a declination—for in- desire and delight in ‘and endeavor to
stance, my comparative youth and inex- hasten the prevalence of those doctrines,
perience as a journalist, my recent settle- practices and methods which seem to us
ment over a church which offered an un- the most fully accordant with the Scripusually inviting field of 1abor,and my fears tures and sanctioned by the voice of God
that I might not be able to meet the expec- in human experience.
tations of those who €élected me and the
But more than against heresies of docdemands of the churches and the manifold trine we are bound to cry aloud, and
interests for which the Star must speak. spare not, against heresies of life—against
1 doubted whether here I could be as suc- intemperance, impure literature, . corrupt
cessful a laborer as in some less con- and dangerous amusements, the secularspicuous and trying position. These con- ization of the Sabbath, polygamy, lax disiderations remain really and influentially vorce. laws, and whatever else is destructhe same, and in part cause whatever tive of happiness in the home and of holimisgivings
I may feel in beginning this ness in the life. We are to lend our aid to
new work. Of the considerations which, every good work,” giving preference,
overcoming all others, led me at length however, to m
8 which to us seem
to regard it uy duty to accept this elec- likeliest to accomplish the results. While
tion, I do not think it necessary here to we must aim at literary excellence in our
speak.
;
.
paper, the Star is not so much a literary
I bave been familiar with the Star as a religious paper. It is not a political
from my earliest recollections. I was sheet, and yet it is bound to Keep a sharp
old enough tc have a (boyish, to be sure, eye, as it has always done, on * the mulbut) lively appreciation of its sterling tiform relations
of politics and morworth during the latter years of the life ality.” It cares nothing for political
of William Burr. I was among the parties but a great deal for politics so
young men who were greatly helped by far as the
interests of morality and

its increase

shall

approval. Finally, are we
spiritually
better than we were a year ago? There
is no greater question than this. All the
others are asked over again in asking.

cherish and maintain those distinctive
tenets and features to which alone we
can point in justification of our existence
as a separate branch of the church universal, and specifically of the great Baptist family.

We belong to the Arminian schoolof the-

SALUTATORY,

.. The undersigned,

of

ever, understood that liberality of spirit
and breadth of view means neglect to

and him

an enkindljng the
be profitably pro-

En
A

littleness or narrowness.

mission of this paper is to present

may
em

Furthermore

on

large,

in the character.or efficiericy of a school than

concealed

requires, breadth enough in the spirit, done our whole duty in the exercise, the
the views and the utterances of the Star _use and the cultivation of our minds? If 24th, and in Midnapore

We are, first of all, Christians, and

ing community until large additions were

destroy.”

often

unusually

Washington, ought to be sufficient to solely in the interests of our benevolent work.
rebuke suth a spirit in all stages of its I regret I wrote as I did, because of inaccura-

such faith God will not disappoint. . Re:
vivals have commenced with just such insignificant beginnings. A solitary heart

God

Ian this

was

with others, is apt to think himself a very of God and the liberality and wisdom
eminent saint, much distinguished in of his children it may be an honor to
Christian experience, in whom this is the ‘God and a blessing to eur cause in Vermont.
leading thought constantly occurring, is I speak that I do know, and. testify that I
E. B. FULLER. _
certainly mistaken. Ho is no eminent have seen.
———ele
lp lr
lene!
saint, but under the prevalence of a
Explanation.
proud, self-righteous spirit.” The tragedy now enacting in the court room in - 1 wrote my article in the Star for Nov. 16

habits

him

good reasun.

individual who,

present reality. Such a conviction and

temple,

term

qualities, especially the in

God, there is

term

able time for the Poland
were generously
load
young and old. “The Co

The number of students in the

can F. Baptists in

of cant

even irreligion, of our age, be rebuked ?
Well did President Edwards say: ‘That

man shall defile this

Loyalty to the paper and to the

tuo much

Is it net high time that this irreverence,

and indulgences? In chastity, in temperance and sobriety, have we keptourselves
undefiled? These are questions of large
'campass and yet of very definite point.
They touch matters concerning’ which
no wise man dares profess indifference.

may

fall

amount of self-will.

paper.

faith is self- propagating, and very soon
“makes its appearance in the hearts of
others. In this union there is strength of

~

all

always advocating true spiritual minded-

manner in which it is used.It is quite frequently employed to justify a course of
conduct for which there is ‘no obvious

“Know ye not that your body
is
the temple of the Holy Ghost? If any |

and must pray for it, believing in it as a

fii
13i

we been firm

God forbid that any other shall breathe
forth from the columns of their cherished

see this, some one must feel the need of it,

eof

to

ed counsels.

and kindred

forgive them? Have we been kind to
strangers, hospitable to the friendless, and
charitable to all? Moreover, have we
properly observed the laws of our being,

general and representative character. It
is published not primarily for the expression of the opinions of any one man,
not even of the editor. It stands for a

and

Have

———

which often prompts this expression, and
instances,
"it" savors

‘been slow to give offenses and quick to

spirit, however, is a large one,

and

4, 1882.

ness, we cannot but think that in too many

just employers, and conscientious laborers? Have we been averse to fraudulent

the

pect any revival to follow.

to

faithful

treacheries?

appears on

with

ties, bearing.

which friendship implies and imposes,
scorning all mean envyings and
base

the

:

which

sacred

friends,

1 wish the reader to consider as repeat-

whatever

most

self-denying love?

I have long prayed for the wis-

is observed. A mere formil observance
will amount to but little. * We cannot exIn order

inviolate
and

as to hold

spirit. Numerically, as compared with
some religious bodies, the Freewill or
Free Baptists are not a large hody. Their

of prayer

in

bearing in patience, in ‘sympathy,

wise

denomination. Not even this, however,
Toe WEEK OF PRAYER.—Much depends. in any narrow sectarian and illiberal

on the way in which the week

and wives,

dramatist, ‘“ be so

ism” in any sense inconsistent

ACCEPTED:
The First Prince of Wales; Story of
a Fern; Studies in Revelation VI; A Test Question;

we

for-

prospectus

We

to

ess hnsbands

.been blame

Have

and

ed here

arti-

week.

desire

spirita?

the

nor too

ing. They must send full name and address, not
necessarily for publication. We cannot ‘return
manuscripts unless stamps are sent for that puryose. Whether stainps will be needed can be deoles given at the end of this note each

‘If thou

dom of such as speak

should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
on business, remittances of money, &c¢., should be
addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H. Connot
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held wise,” runs a line of an old English
tongue.”

&&~ All-communications designed for publication

their paper and

affections obregeemed

is'the least likely to be accused of false-
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we are. in

the open door,
. 2
worse than it would have been had they
We are treading on a border land we have’
perished
by the angry waters. Some
never trod before:
Anotheryear is opening, and another year | were taken to Boujeiah, on the Algerine
is gone,
coast; some to Alexandria, in Egypt;
‘We have passed the darkness of she night; we
many to Bagdad. The real character of
are in the early morn; «

‘We have left the fields behind

us o’er which

‘We pass into the future which

none of us can

we scattered seed;

"The German

God,

and

ness ; but she hardly had time to stir up |

homeward.

hundreds,

:

In 1228, Gregory

1X erected

a church

on the island of San Pietro, as a memorial

And his bair is turning gray.
O’er his hooks
He nightly looks,

of the shipwrecked children, which was
called the church of the New Innocénts.
For nearly three centuries no shrine was
in greater favor than this. But, eventually, the monks withdrew from the
island, and at the beginning of the nineteenth century all that remained of the
church—the only monument ever reared
in honor of the children’s crusade—was

Qounts his gain and bolts his loeks.
By and by
He will die,

Bat the ledger book on high
8hall unfold
How he sold,
How he got and used his gold..
0-0
Ban
oo

a few ruins.

A BUMMER FRIEND.

Rf
a

Again the winter's cruel blast
Across the shivering earth has passed,
And put to flight, in wrath and gloom,
My summer-loves of leaf and bloom;
But most I miss, and mourn in vain,
The rose against the window pane.

THE FIFTY-DOLLAR BILL.

.

Mrs. Dean satalooe in her little kitchen. She never used her parlor.
was the extravagance of an extra

be considered,—the fact that the best rag
carpet, woven by her own skillful hands,

Royal itself, it brought to me
Full many 8 guest of high degree.
The humming-bird, in quick surprise,
Gazed in at me with curious eyes;
The butterfly, in wavering doubt,

Came fluttering zigzag in and out;—
;

must not be worn out too

=

could.

wron

response.

‘He

‘“ And whose fault is thatP” said

Mrs.

tion ?” urged Mrs. Graham, opening the
not,”

said

Mrs.

No sound of wings is in the air,
The rose is dead, the charm is lost,
is white with frost.

“Yet,” speaks a hopeful voice, “the spring

that seemed dried up instead of silvered,
and keen blue eyes that twinkled as if
they had discovered the secret of perpet-

Once more the self-same charms will bring;
Fair white and purple crocus heads
Will border all the garden beds,

And sweeter than before, again

ual motion.

The rose will bloom against the pane.

chief end

To
and

save
aim

money
in

life.

was

her

The

very

mittens she was knitting were to be sold
at the village store in exchange for tea,
sugar, spices and all necessary groceries.
«¢ A penny saved is us good as a penny

Ah, nol the patient spring may teach
The frozen brooks their silver speech,

The wood forget its winter grief
And wake once more to bud and leaf:
But, ah! the self-same rose again
Will never bloom against the pane.

earned,” was the golden

In all the summer’s green estate
Not one small leaf was like its mate,
For nature never twice repeats
The simplest of her sweet conéeits ;
Nor will she, helped by son and rain,
Replace that rose against the pane.

for

Dean.

herself |

ENIGMATIO GEMS.

noise of coal being poured upon the stove,

res

rule

by

which

must have been

asleep

quite

saw

In introducing

up.

For half an hour Mrs. Dean sat silent
and never spoke » word. Her first utter-ance was: ¢« It’s the Lord’s judgment upon me!"

Why shouldn't I?”

Last summer’s rose againstthe pane.
*
—Elizabeth Akers Allon.

again,

there's

the danger

Mrs. Dean was a resolute woman,

Gems”

Star,

to

we

the

would

presenting every other week an attractive department from which both pleasure and profit maybe derived.
Please notice the prize
offer in this number,
#ud Fémember that all are
welcome to compete therefor,

My first, u

a milk-white steed

_. Bode proudly through the iand._/

:

Europe, in the eleventh and twelfth centu- | ng muffled up

full

BL
many things are connected with their life

from ours.

that

:

A Chinaman whose wife was very sick heard
that she was dying, and, instead of going immediately to her bedside, as we should haye

done, he sat down bemoaniny his hard lot und
exclaiming, *“ Oh, dear! what bad luck this is!
I paid twenty-four dollars to get her only two
years ago, and how ever will I be able to afford
another one?”
If he had only had twenty-four
dollars te get another with,he would have been
comforted.
Of course no such principle ob:
tains with us; it only belongs to the *‘ heathen
Chines.”
Read the book.

of mission fields throughout the world, he was
well prepared to give us the valuable work before us. It is cosmopolitan in its character,
written from mission fields of all denomina-

tions, as far as he could visit them, throughout
the world, rather than from the reports of
others. Sometimes, however, he was obliged
to avail himseifof the reports of others. Traveling west through the breadth of our own land
he paturally begins
with Heme Missions.

A

‘delay

on

the

western

coast

before

embarking on
the Pacific
gave him time
for this matter and for investigating the
Chinese question.
He takes the Sandwich
Islands in his course and lands on the shore

of Japan, where he studies this great question

In connection with the missionaries of that

wo. 2.

1.in What
instrument is named
Scotland?

in the

furs of the

«Good

day,

Mrs.

| children.

And she sent for Helen

iy! | please.

There

you find

0+ Vbich is the most mathematical?
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by
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Terms $5.0
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remitting their subscriptions directly to the uy. -

fice will receive a beautiful large steel €ngrayiy
of * Marguerite, which is alone worth
oo
subscription price for the year.”
@o enn LL —
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POPULAR SCIENCE MONTHLY for J
anuary
ison our table, Itis filled, as nsua
s With
scientific and entertaining matter, The first
paper is —‘ Earth-worms and their
Wonder.

ful works,” followed by * Astronomy in gig,
Schools,” *
Time-keeping in Parls,”

« Jury,

sicBirds and their Allies,” * What ig Try.
scendental Physics?” “New Guinea ang jj,
People,”
‘* Sunitary

Relations

of the 8oi»

“ Voleanle Products,” illustrated, * Chenizy

of Coffee and Tea,” *‘ Bunsen Lamps”
Cole
orado Desert,” * Sketch
of Prof. John W

Powell,” ‘with portrait, &e. The editor re.

plies to the ‘ Charges against the Pops,
Science Monthly.” New York: D. Appleton
& Co.

1,8 and 6 Bond

THE CENTURY

St. $6.00,

MAGAZINE for Januaryis
see, is well cal-

received, and, as faras we can

culated to mee the expectations of ils friends,

The frontispiece
is the portrait of Logis
The illustrated articles are
Adolph Thiers.
—“A Provincial Capital of Mexico,” « The
Revival of Burano Lace,” “The Caverns

and Early Greek Sculp.
of Luray,” “ Oriental
ture,” ‘* Who were the Chartists?” and ** From

Mentor

to

Elberon ”

with & portrait of Gar..

field.
os
ied
These are interspersed with poetry ang
other papers; among which we find treated the
subjects of Mormonism
and Divorce.
This
number will bear high ‘ commendation. New
York: The Century Co., 88 East 17th 8t. Terms

$4.00 in advance.
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THR AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN and Oriental
Journal. Edited by Rev. Stepben D. Peet,
Chicago:

Thomas

H.

Journal is filled

with

Bush.

$300.

bistoric

and

This

antique

matter of interest, especially to the antiquarian
and of utihty to all. It opens with‘ Prebistoric Man in Europe,” and continues with
‘ The Probable Nationality of the Mound
builders,” * Origin of the Egyptian,” &o.,

‘“ Myths of the Iroquois,” ¢ Prehistoric Relics

found

near

Wilmington,

O.,”

illustrated,

* Polyandry in India and Thibet,” * The Site
of Capernaum.” The editor discusses * The
Egyptian Mummies,”

tion,”

&c.

These

* The

with

Siloam

Tnscrip.

other useful

matter

make up the sum and substance of this
:
able magazine.
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AGE

is still

valus-

alive and

likely to be for many years to come. The
numbers for December 17 and 24, contuin a
large amount of well
selected
papers of
sterling worth.
They come from Nineteenth

Century, Blackwood, Fraser, St. Jame
Gazette, Nature, Church Quarterly, Spect
tor, Temple Bar, and Argosy. The nr
volume of more than 8,300

pages will

be

nilshed for $8.00 by Littell & Co., Boston.
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a general ignorance prevails,

lars out of the savings bank.”

In the early part of the thirteenth century |
Yes,” said Mrs. Dean, her face involtwo armies of boys and ‘girls, one from untarily hardening, ¢ I did!”

France, the other from Germany, despite |
of their

said

Helen,
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eyes

swimming
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«| dare say,” said Mrs. Dean, a little
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Ferrers, to give them a free. passage | irritubly. + But I never pretended to: be | litle Harry
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big

of eighteen,

embarked for Palestine, singing joyously
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aid said sh,
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TESTAMENT.

Compared;

The

of the New Version; Notes of the American
Committee, Chronology of the New
Testa-

By Daniel

All the different

references
page

have seen and

THE ART AMATEUR.
A monthly
journal
devoted to the Ciiltivstion of Art in the Housebold. Japuary 1882.
Montague Marks, &
Union Squuare,, New York.
Terms $4.00 a
year. This number is accompanied by a large
collection of tissue paper designs for the con-

venience of the household.
work we

have us

its

In the body of the

general

divisions

*¢ The

Art Gallery” very fully illustrated, ** Industris}
Art” with ornamental Iron Work and Design

for a Jeweled Gold Cup; * Ceramics,” with
samples of our Grandmother's China; * Deco-
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‘“ Art
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illustrated;
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design;
* Art
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fulness of the magazine.
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and he finds himself at many of the articles are strongly scented wit
home again, making reflections and suggestions.
the odor of roast turkey and goose, and Christ:
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not only
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Which belongs to fisherman?

Hurst

wild | said she, ‘‘ because I haven't got it.

Dean,

after a coun-

| promised to donate a barrel of russets, a
2 Vr hich J» Qecidudly moral?
| band’s
bushel of potatoes and some of her hus- | in your Christmas dinner?

cast-off clothes to cut over for the |

siderable length on the missionary operations
of different societies. He continues his labors

really the best arrangement we

R.H. B. T.

Que of the United States.

—

on the

and die very much as they do. on this side, but
make it different

is

we can hardly say too much in its praise,

AN ORCHESTRA.

nearly every one is acquainted with them. .

NE

occurring

all before the eye at once, the arrangement affords great facility to the student and saves
time, in the examination of any passage. It is

i
«7 Ba
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.
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But there was another, which
has : ‘hardly | said
he. o No, thank you;
I can not sit | it’s an eighth of a mile nearer than Mrs, | The primals form a word meaning an allowbeen noticed by chroniclers of facts and down. I'm a deal too busy for that. But Swipes’ to the district school.”
ance, the finals form a word meaning to mo: not at all by novelists, concerning
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4 4
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|hal | heard yesterday that you took fifty dol- | : ¢ Oh, how very, very good you are!”
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¢ 1d rather be my joyous whole
Who, thinking not of care,
In garb as brilliant as your own
Floats gaily through the air.

4 portion» hime.
A fluid, °

harbor,

what

mentioned above are at the bottom of the

Your station or ygur pride.”

ries, to rescue Jerusalem from the Torks, | animals which, from time to time, he him- | I'l] tell you what I will do. I'll let you
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as. you | t
make your home here as. long.
sin
gens
figured in history and romance, that | gelf had shot.

and waving

of

opposite side of this ball on which we live.
People there are born, live; love, are married

for comparison.

My second, with his hook and line,
My royal first espied;
*¢ Ab,” he mused ** [ covet not

| to come and see her.
by the Christians of | ound with the touch of the March wind, [ «I can't lend you ten dollars, my dear,”

© and, in seven vessels

of everyday

This has the two texts in parallel columns on
the same puge,which makes. it very. convenient

in the wall
pocket on the wall. It’s the | horse. She sent another Solar to Mrs. ty
| bureau drawers, and the trunks, and the | Graham for the poor little O’Haras, and | "2. Which instrument is strictly moral?

locked-up chests that they aim. for. A
fifty-dollar bill! and all savings, too,
out of the house money !”
BY FRED ¥. FOSTER.
So
—_—
be
ich
Just then there came a knock at the
conspicuously have : the eight oru- | go5r » and in came Dr. Bridgman, rubi.

they
time

incidents

Curry, D. D., LL. D. New York: Bible Revision Association, 837 Park Row. N. Tibbals
& Sons.
-

In trappings rich and grand,
With haughty glance on all he met

of
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through Burgundy,
Marseilles. By the

varied

ment, &e.- All on the same page.

CHARADES,
No. I,

:
: Clarion
: newspaper
:
:
of the old Clinkerville
| lar toward lame Dick
Bodley’s cart and

4

Looks not to find, in June’s new reign,

then,

“ Enigmatic

Me.)

ta send us such coutributions of good material
4s will enable us to carry out our plans of

that

“I'm glad I took that money out of the
savings bank yesterday,” said Mrs. Dean
to herself, as the bright needles clicked
merrily away.
‘ People say it isn't
quite safe. And one can’t be too careful.

Auburn,

briefly say that while striving to make the departmentan acceptable and entertaining feature
of the paper, we would cordially invite
all who are fond of solving or making puzzles

the old wall pocket opposite was empty—
‘“ where is that old numberof the Clinkerville Clarion?”
«It was last week's paper,” said Mr.
Dean calmly. * We had both of us read
it, 80 I just took it to kindle the fire.”
“ You burned it up?”
“ Yes,”
said Mr, Dean.
‘I burned it

an,

TO OUR READERS.

notice of the redders of the

a while.

‘“ But—" as she started up and

vi.

of character. She went to her table
burglars, though, to be sure, no burglars, | drawer, took out a sheet of paper and
would ever think of looking in the folds | wrote to Dr. Bridgman, inclosing a dol-

In shape and fragrance, grace and hue,
Are guile the Saute} tue Jong eye,

.

and

have no idea

or

‘ I've no money. to spare.”
* But I was told—"
“0, yes—about the money that was
drawn out of the savings bank!" said
Mrs. Dean. *“ But I intend to keep that , Observe good manners,
4
money for myself, Mrs. Graham.”
Pay your debts promptly.
Question not the veracity of a friend.
“+ He that giveth to the poor lendeth to
Respect the counsel of your parents.
the Lord,” softly spoke Mrs. Graham.
Sacrifice money rather than principle.
‘Yes, yes—I know!” said Mrs. Dean.
Touch not, taste not, handle not, intoxi‘ But nobody interprets the Bible literally cating drinks.
Use your leisure time for improvement.
nowadays.”
.
:
Venture not upon ‘the threshold of
Mrs. Gruham took her departure, ac- wrong.
knowledging within herself that her erWatch carefully over your passions.
rand was a failure, and Mrs. Dean, left
Extend to every one a kindly saluta.to herself, at last indulged in a nap, with tion.
Yield not to discouragements.
the knitting work in her lap—a nap whereZealously labor for the right.
in she dreamed that the fifty-dollar bill
Success is yours.
had taken to itself legs, and wa8 running
;
i tk
.

shé. shaped her life.

But

Ia all her world of flowers, no two

the earnest solicitations

circuit of the

Be prompt in all things.
Consider well, then decide positively.
Dare to do right. Fear to do wrong.
Endure trials patiently.
AROUND
THE WORLD TOUR of Christian
Fight life’s battle bravely, manfully.
Missions, A Universal Survey.\
By Wm
Go not into the societyof the vicious.
F. Bainbridge. With, Maps of Prevailing
Hold integrity sacred.
Religions and all Leading Mission Stations.
Boston: D. Lothrop & Co. 1881.
Injure not another's reputation or business.
:
This book is written by the husband of the
Join hands only with the virtuous.
preceding author, It was written in the interests
Keep your mind from evil thoughts,
1 Christian Missions from personal impressions
Lie not for any consideration.
in regard to their utility and methods. Having
Make few acquaintances.
the opportunity of giving special study to this
Never try to appear what you are not.
subject, in the two years’ tour of the majority

“ Will you not contribute something
toward relieving their destitute condiready

the

life as they appear to a live tourist
competent to appreciate and
communicate
to
others. Without something of the kind we

if we did

business.

Dean.

¢ Certainly

common

a mo-

Attend carefully to the details of your

make

open,
every
in lanwrite a
travels.

world may do the next best thing by becoming
acquainted
with the
babits and
customs of its various inhabitants and the

Da
om og

has left a

pencil

after

ROTHSOHILD’'S MAXIMS.
Baron Rothschild had the following
maxims framed and hung up in his banking house :—

wife and eight children, totally destitute.”

book and holding the
use.

People who! cannot

lected.

‘Poor Patrick O'Hara was
killed
yesterday in the machinery of the rolling
will,” said Mrs. Graham, ignoring her

neighbor's

and Japan. Having
her eyes wide
her mind alive to novel impressions
where received, and power to express
guage what she saw, she was enabled to
very readable and instructive book of

And all the theologians in the world
could not have improved upon the faith of
this simple, unlettered old farmer.—=Se-

bling softly away at the back, and the a candle was burning and Mr. Dean v
sound of her husband’s ax ringing from laughing at her.
a
the back shed as he cut and split the
*« Why, Betsey,” said he, “I thou t
kindling wood, piled up there in well- you never were going fo wake ag
seasoned logs.
Here you sat with the fire dead out, and
She was a wrinkle-faced woman of fif- I've bad to kindle it up again.”
tv. with
stiff
to her eap
Ly,
With
SHE ribbon
FDoon bows
Dow s-to-her—eap;
hair +—Biess
me!” said Mrs. Dean. «1

No more with chirp, or buzz, or hum,
My dainty summer-lovers come ;

-sades, undertaken

the

And so she made the kitchen her | away from a crowd of pursuers,

stone hearth, the saucepan of apples bub-

to visit me.

The lilac’s twigs are stark and bare,

THE
;

but know it.”

=i

to

with careful emendations and additions.

which,

It

;
a
headquarters,
3
and sat there
i
knitting,om With
(Everytn JIG #16
x
partment of
¥
e
ndies,—
them inwhere
theis
Siam
Fadlongmr,
be -enugit
hn.
ber fest comfortably
balinced
the || among
When theshe number,
waked *up, roused by the& / C mous
marked For thls
EglkuaticdepartmentGea,”of the.adthe Siar
ads | Snland,
Byrmah,Sndling
Hindostan,
hewa dwells
at con. || LIOTEMEr
Por C0 10E-T0
D. Lothrop
& Co.,

And many a burly bumble-bee

v.

the

those chair covers. Mrs. Dean was an
economist. She believed in making everything last as long as it . possibly

Indy Aird iideem;4
| "Tho
Uponthehospitati

KUOWS er je r wide

recklessly,

dread possibility of sunshine ‘fading out

voniuve judd

And gray moth came

There
fire to

come

paper,

ment or two of silence, ‘ there's a lesson

place,” said Mrs. Dean, frigidly.

‘The others, de-

termined not to give up the enterprise,
wended their way down the Italian coast
to Pisa, where they shipped for the Holy
Land. These were never -heard from

again.

you've

green

in almost everything he does,

with

nt’

.¢ Then

steps

Not a few took up their per-

manént abode in Genoa.

Thus each day
‘Wears away,

Sa

and

utterly disheartened, retraced their

Will you buy?
None can sell as cheap as I.

The window-pane

the shore,

Mrs.

“Tam looking for charitable people,
a laugh.

dark

* Well.” said Mr. Dean,

Graham entered with a little leathércovered memorandum book and pencil,
Mrs. Dean,” said the 'Squire’s wife,

Providence Journal and a Cincinnati paper,

:

¢‘ The Lord has sent it back to us,” said
Mrs. Dean, reverently; ‘‘ and he has sent
a lesson, wise and merciful, with it.”

Mrs. Dean chuckled at her own shrewdbefore

Mr. Dean stooped and picked up a slip

her finger against it to remove all possible
dust.
Y
“IVs the fifty dollar bill!” said he,
with mouth and eyes ‘opening in unisonIt must have slipped down from the
folds of the newspaper and lodged here.”

passes ; some had been enslaved
banditti infesting northern Italy.

saucepan,

1881.

“Yes,” she said. * I am afraid /L was
getting to be a little miserly, and—wbhy,

W

wife turned it upside down and tapped

t

the apples in the

Franklin 8t.

patronage.

in

Hera)

‘It is a favorable time to subscribe as
jt 8 the,
beginning of a volume, and *¢ a]|
subscriber,

ROUND THEE WORLD LETTERS.
By Lucy 8
Bainbridge.
Boston: D. Lothrop & Co.

tassels of red

This is an ably

is worthyof

Pelton, 25 Bond St., New-York,
per year.

|. The author, with her husband snd son,
had fallen out from the wall-pocket as his made the tour by the way of San Francisco

died and lay unburied amid the mountain
by the

public

This volume of five hundred and forty-two
pages is the outcome of atwo years’ tour of
the world, embodying prominently a record
of
** personal sightseeing and experiences.”
It conyists
of two series of letters to the

of crumbled,

Helen Hurst crept out, - feeling humiljated and disappointed beyond al ex-

by

#od

what's this ®”

pression.

tinued to lash

“Ril 6r quarter, yard or nal;
Every dye,

~

overcome

cords

worsted, to dust it out.

as

if it had been carved out of hickory,

ancient Israelites. But the blue waves con-

Goods for sale,
Roll, or bale,

Tookat yi), wl

said Mrs. Dean, with her face as hard

Here they waited many days, expecting a
path would marvelously be opened for
them through the waters, as it was for the

Tare and tret,
Gross and net,
Box, hogshead, dry and wet,
Ready made
Of every grade,
Wholesale, retail, will you trade?

and tted with

* I will be sure to pay it when I re-

Seven thousand however reached Genoa.

THE MERCHANT.

I

also

Some,

togk down the pocket itself, a rnde strucatv splints, lined with red cambric

Io.Vigth,” “ City Life iy ty.

ducted magazine and

In thundered s insets, seen the thunder-piles
Seam d with dull fire an i fiercest glory-rents,
They awe me t> my knees, as if I s.0od
In presenceof a king.
|

as she moved the wide-leaved table which
always stood under the wall-pocket, and

‘I never lend,” said Mrs. Dean, curtly.

fatigue, disease or a scarcityof food, had

—8Selected.

-~

crusaders

greatly depleted.

.
** For

coloring,

kindly lend me ten dollars—"

bitterly, and when they came to the Mediterranean, at Genoa, their ranks were

3
and sow,
:
:
Then bid the new year welcome, and let the
old year go—
Then gather all your vigor, press forward in
motto,

place

ceive my first quarter's salary,” pleaded
Helen. And
don’t know of any one else
:
:
5 to go to.”
‘It's altogether against my principles,”
suffered

embrace the Mahometan faith.

id
fold.
‘Then hasten to fresh labor, to thresh, and reap.

the fight,

boarding

by the month, and unfortunately we have
used up all our slender means in providing my outfit. A teacher, you know,
must be dressed decently to command the
respect of her pupils. Bat if you would

Porcus and Ferrers was disclosed at
these places. They sold the helpless children as slaves; amd eighteen of them
were put lo death at Bagdad because they
would not renounce the Christian and

. read.
The corn among the. weeds, the stones, the
surface mold,
May yield a partial harvest; =
sixty-

And let this be your
for the Right.”

a

Student Life

United States,” ete., ete.

‘What power in bocks!
|
mingle gloom and splendor, as Iv'e oft,

They

Mrs. Dean
was sweeping
out the
kitchen.
She looked around with a smile

board, destroyed.
The other five ves- ‘“so as to be near the district school,
sels escaped the storm, but the doom of where Iam fo teach this spring. But
the children carried by them was far ‘Mrs. Swipes requires payment in advance

YEAR.
threshold,

on

s

;

¢ Despair,” “ Weather and Morals,” “ Germ

and yet Depd,”
ne ar

Yorktown,”

¢ Astronomers Royal,”

or

‘We are standing on the

gale and, with all

trying to get

. Book Cable. +

“a

NEW

at Mrs. Swipes,” added Helen,

-severe

“lam

follar bill;

but, if its’ going to open ywg
heart like
this, it's the best thing that “could have
happened to us.”

‘not, by sending40
ledge, Memphis, Te

to Reinhart and But
, it can be obtained.
——

There are in print forty-five translations of
Goothe’s ** Faust,” |

+E Tay ak

THE

taken by a

glitter like points of fire.

about burning up ork

NE I

of the good old gentleman to

place in the world; and I value this delicious
home feel ing as one of the choicest ge a pareni
can bestow.
-Y. IRVING.

‘¢ Was all creation there?” thought Mrs.
Dean.
a
But she said nothing, only knit away
until her needles seemed to glance and

RL VY TI

It was the policy

make his children feel that nome was the happiest

Nearly a score of years elapsed before
aught was heard in regard to the fate of
these young voyagers.
Then it was
learned that two of the ships, when off
the island of San Pietro, seven miles from
the southern coast of Sardinia, were over-

-4

Family Grrele.
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ALL DISEASES OF

LIVER

THE STOMACH,

ond

ey

A

room of a hotel where he wis ‘well | hand, gave them each a farewell kiss and told | COMPLAINTS,
Into a moath shut, flies fly not.
rh
is folly except grace guide it. | known, sat down, and stared moodily them 10 meet her -iti- heaven, saying, *‘ I am’
i
Mes hand. | into the street. Presently a little girl of Bion Heres HILSe Words she repesiel HEART BISESE
Kuowledge Is A y nr
Wha:
0a
d cr yolce “ sunk
* | about ten years came in and looked tim- | per . “Her Alast
idly about the soo ‘She was dressed in fay God bless the fmly. sho DE
a
; | Where parting is unknown.

Mention not a halter in the house of him

that was hanged.
Dry bread at home
meat

is better than roast

abroad.

in the

nestles

that

mouse

It is a bold

Goods are theirs that enjoy them.
The rich knows not who is his friend.

of

love

the

and

QASTELAR'S ORATORY.
Spain's

greatest oralor,

re:

in

the

Choate,

Rufus

sembles the late

ber

two

style of his eloquence and ia his manner

of speaking. Like Choate, he is a very
nervous man, and throws himself; soul
and body, into his speeches. It is doubtfal ifthe Spaniard's oratory would have
‘an important influence in the House of
Commons.
An Englishman is practical,
and so much in love with facts as to be
indifferent to mere rhetoric. Great as
was Choate before a jury, or a mass meet-

the following account of the effect his
speeches produce :
Before speaking he is restless and cant keep quiet an instant; he enters the
goes

out

stn, wanders through the corridors,
ss~ into the library and turns over the
of a book; rushes into the café to

riass of water, seems to be seized

ter, fancies that he will not know
ut the words together, that he
“\ghed at or hissed ; not a single
€ his speech remains in his

“confused

and

dulse?”

forgotten

his friends

ask,

.aviment for speaking arrives,

# place, with bowed head,
4 and pallid as a man condemned
4 who is resigned to losing in a
ay the
glory acquired with so
ears

of

fatigue; at

ds enemies feel pity
© fises,
1

gives

that

moment

for his condi-.

a glance

around

him

4 says,—

*¢ Senores!”
At once

his courage

returns,

his

mind

grows clear, and his speech comes to him
like a forgotten.

air;

the

president,

the

Cortes, the tribunes disappear.
He sees nothing but his gestures, hears

nothing but his own - voice, and feels
naught but the irresistible flame which
burns within him and the mysterious
force that sustains and upholds him, 7.
“I no longer see the walls of thé room,”
he exclaims; ** I behold distant people
and countries which I have never seen.”
He speaks by the hour, and not a

deputy

leaves the room, not a person moves in
the tribunes, not a voice interrupts him,
not a gesture disturbs him; not even
when he breaks the regulations has the
president sufficient courage to interrupt
him.
Castelar is master of the assembly; he

thunders,

lightens,

sings,

rages

and

gleams like fireworks ; makes his auditors

smile, calls forth shouts

of enthusiasm,

ends amid a storm of applause, and

goes

away with his head in a whirl.—Companwn.
®
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A REMARKABLE OAREER.
There is now living in London, at a
green old age, in honorable retirement,

S. C. Hall, for

fifty-seven

years of his

long lité an industrious editorial writer.
For forty-two years he was the editor of

the London Art Journal, which,amid many

difficulties and

tions,

by

dint

of great exer-

For nine years he

he founded.

persisted in the enterprise at a yearly loss
of all his work and a portion of his capital. This sounds very much like indomit-

able Yankee perseverance.
succeeded, and

after

Mr. Hall gracefully,

success

In time he
had come

gratefully and chiv-

alrously told the world that he owed no
little of his hard-earned success to his
‘wife. For fifty-seven years this excellent
woman has been the literary help of her

husband ; from the outset

she: was the

best contributor to the

Journal,

Art

s0 continued until she laid down her

TROGNER.—In

and

pen

to take a well-earned rest in the evening
of life.

in de-

go gently
“Yes!And wethank
our

A Saufferer

man.

and
con-

at every step we go—
The husband.lover and the sweetheart wile.
Of creeping age what do we care or know ?

v

Fach says to each,

the bowels

NOTICE.

The destiny of two by God made ond?

.

We step across, and. reach the other side,

‘

To know our blended lite is but begun.
These fading faculties are sent to say

not

Oblituaries

patronize

should

the Morning

is but just that CASH should
at

the

words,

rate

of

FOUR

The well-mated pair are in the

-

enjoy-

ment of a Jiasian from the Government;
itis a wel -derserved one, for the Arf

Journal fostered a growth in art ‘matters
that

culminated

in making

England

the formidable rival of France in art and

costive

PER

and kidneys

daughter

of J.

ful courtesies of affection,

things which

JA€KSON.~—Etta,
wife of Thomas Jackson,
died in Otisfield,
Me., Oct. 24, aged 34 years.
Sister Jackson in the morning of life gave ber
heart to the Saviour, and united with the F.
B. church.
In her home life she was careful
and tender.
To her companion she was the
light of the morning, full of encouragement.
Her sickness was long and pail,
but she
showed Christian courage, being always cheerful and hopeful.
Her calmness while her
loved ones sorrowed, her tender care for them,
and #t last her kindly messages for all reveal
Christian heart and render comfort to
left behind.
Sister J. loved the church
choice and was loved by it in return.
Her ¢heery smile and hearty welcome ever
awajted the servants of God as they visited her
She leaves husband, two children,
mother, brothers and sisters, with others to
mourn her departure.
Wd. T.

DRrRAKE.—Died in Harrisburg, Pa.,

Oct.

15,

of diphtheria, after an illness of three days,
Lizzie, eldest child of Rev. T. H. and Mrs.
E. W. Drake, aged six years and “ten months.
1t seemed like an untimely frost that smote
this fair bud before it had fully opened to our
sight,
But it was rather the hand of Jesus
plucked this opening flower to adorn his
that
** The Lord gave; the
own Peavenly crown.
Lord hath taken away ; blessed be the name of
Com.
the Lord!”

HouLerTE.—Lewis Houlette died in North
Beaver, Lawrence Co., Pa., Oct. 11, aged 85

years.

of Rev. R. KE. An-

He was the father

derson’s wife. He was born in Western New
York, and came to this place in youth and at
the age of 21 married Miss Margarett Bryant,
who died but a few years since. The loss of his
companion after nearly 60 years of wedded life
weighed so heavily upon him that his health
his mind depressed to that dewas impaired,
gree that for about two years the world was
a blank to him; yet in Kis mental darkness

the light and Inspiration of the cross of Christ

never forsook him.
Father Houlette was a
Christian in the fullest sense, and his house a
daily sanctuary of devotion. He was among
the first to plead the cause of the slave and to
He gave example to his
vote as he prayed.
precept by excluding from bis table as tar as

possible the products of slave labor,

Truly

good man has gone to his reward, and may
the mantle of this ascended father fall upon
those he has left behind.
R. E. ANDERSON.

a

PoweLL.—Died
at Reeds Corners,N. Y.,
Bro. John Powell, aged 73 years, Bro. P. from
birth to death passed through severe afiliction.
For his crippled condition the rum trafic is

responsible.

In

his

life

for

more

than

40

ears was manifested what God’s grace cau do
n extreme cases. The funeral services, Dec.

17, were conducted
audience gathered

by

Christian confidence.

to

the

writer.

A large

express sympathy

and

8. R. EVENS.

BakEr.~Sister Lucy H., wife of Wesley
Baker, and daughter of the ldte Capt. James
Hutchins, died iu New Portland, Me., Nov, 21.

to Mr. Raker of
until their only

soon

movedto

advantages such as can only
Christian home.

afford

be enjoyed

him

in a

Her convictions were that it

was her special mission to aid in every

possi-

ble way in preparing her son for a useful life.
About five years ago they moved to E. New
and
her early associates
among
Portland

devotion

to the church and cause’ of God, and has been
foremost in all good works, As she drew near
the close of life, her faith in God grew stronger
and she was supported in the severest, pin

by him who says, * My grace is sufficient for
printhee.” Her son, Prof. J. H, Baker, now

on
cipai of Denver (Col.) High School,
condition,

ing of bis mother's critical
tened home and arrived in season

hear-

hasto spend a

3d St.,

let.

JOSEPH WAINE.

Address as above,

stubborn;

A gentleman
been

suffering

the Debility and Languor
peculiar to this season, 1 0

says:

.

For
P ounds

Diseases

such

“HooD'S SARSAPARILTA-is putting

new life right into me. I have gained ten
" pounds since I began to take it.” Hastaken

of the Throat

The few compositions
which have won the éonfidence of mankind and
become
household

HooD'S SARSAPARILLA is sold by all druggists. Price$1 per bottle; six for $5. Pre-

=

&

words, among not only
_one but many nations,
must have
ry virtues.

CO., Lowell, Mass,

:

Lungs,

as Coughs and Colds, Bronchitis,
Asthma and Consumption.

two bottles.

pared by C. I. HOOD
a

and

extraordinaPerhaps no

one ever
secured
wide a reputation,

L ¢

maintained

it

so

go
or

It
to

life, rise into

min=
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Chicago

has
been
the
public

=
:
:
about forty years, by a
long continued series of marvelous cures, that have
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RAILWAY
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BIBLE steams fuagtstiices
ictures.

Lord's
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CONSTRUCTED
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Council

BELL FOUNDRY
Catalogue

sent

ANDUZEN & TIFT, Cincinnati, O.

ilwaukee, -Green
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.' Jrame
Hang’s.

Rumsey

No.9,

331n.9251bs.

Municipal

Mortgage

Bonds.

For

particulars

ad-

Utiion Depot.

At Chicago, close connections are
made wilh
the Lake
Shore, Michigan Central, Baltimore &
Ohio, Ft. Wayne and Pennsylvania, and Chicago

2.

and

Sheboygan,

of the Chicago &

rive at, and use the same joint.

130 00

Loans

Oshkosh,

North-Western and the U.P. Ry’s depart from, ar-

& Grand Trunk Ry’s, and the Kankakee

and

Pan

Handle Routes.

TPerCent.
Net.
First-class Farm

Bay,

congin and the Northwest.
At Council Bluffs the Trains

$25 00
36 00
50D0
75 00

& Co., Sencca Falls, N. Y., U.S

Sioux City,

Marquette, Fond du Lac, Watertown, Houghton,
Neenah, Menasha, St. Paul, Minneapolis,
Huron,
Volga, Fargo, Bismark, Winona, LaCrosse, Owatonna,and all points in Minnesota, Dakota, Wis-

PRICES.

No. 6, 25iun.2301bs.,
No. 6%,27 in. 340 Ibs.
No.7, 30in.4901bs.
No.8, 34in.7301bs.

SAN FRANCISCO,

Deadwood,
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AND

LEADVILLE,

LAKE,

Cedar apis, Des Moines, Columbus,
and all
oints in the Territories and the West.
Also, for

Church and" School Bell,
SIZES
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Bluffs, Omaha,

DENVER,

SALT

Free.

a
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Nevada, and for
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Schools, Fire Alarms, Farms, ete. FULL
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BEST

and hence the

It is the short and best route between Chicago and
all points in

size 16x22. Unp
ented demand for this
soul-stiring work.
Sample 25 cts. (sells for 50 cts,) two
for 40 cts. and terms. Agents
grasp a fortune, 1000 other
_ brand-new goods. A, E.
PRATT £co. 27 Park Place, NewYork

Close connections made at Junction Points.
It is the ONLY LINE running

Pullman Hotel Dining Cars
BETWEEN

CHICAGO
and COUNCIL BLUFFS.
Pullman Sleepers on all Night Trains.

dress

JOHN R. CLARK, Cashier
FIRST NATIONAL BANK,
LINCOLN, NEBRASKA.

Insist upon Ticket Agents selling you Tickets
via this road.
Examine your Tickets, and refuse

to buy if they do not read over the Chicago &
North-Western Railway.
If you wish the Best Travelling Accommeoda-

450

long,

as AYER'S CHERRY PECTORAL.
known

Miustrations. New,

His early

LEADING

will finally

Ayer's Cherry Pectoral,

who « Gained

Authors.

Compicte.

of either sex this

BOSTON.

syripin every town or village, in which I have ni
agenty
Particulars given on application.
!

from

entle.

by its use.

608 Washington St,

|

{ (Firm of Carter & Churchill.)
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slator; eleotion to the Prosidene $
ence as a Soldier and
the formation of his Ci
et; the
contest in
Assassins Attack ; the Su
Long Branch; his death an
amily, AGENTS
WA
Everywhere,
articulars. address Pmedistelye.
Pa.
. Philadelphia,
J.0. McOURDY &

Mention this Paper,

cure me.
WILLIAM
MGPHERSON.
Agents wanted for the sale of the Indian Blood

UISTIUR: 0 CHURCHILL,

has

JAMES A. GARFIELD.

ES Gen,NT Managers,
BROS. Y

the children

but I think the Sriup

A

|

get a slight cold, and are threatened with fever,
a few doses will set them right.
In my
own case I use it, and think it the best medicine I ever took for bronchial difficulty and
constipation, which has become chronic and

Although
medicines in general, I was induced, from
the excellent reports I had heard of your
Sarsaparilla, to try a bottle,
for dyspepsia and general
gratifying results from
have received very
its use. - I am now using the second bottle,
and consider it a very valuable remedy for
indigestion ap its attendant troubles.
truly.
0
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When

$1

tHE Complete Life oF

Mrs. H. KNOWLTON.

Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.
I had a very Weak Stomach and was unable
to attend to my work, as I could not eat to
keep up my: strength.
I purchased some of
Dr. Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, and
was greatly benefited by its use. I recommend it to be a reliable remedy.

known.
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No family should be without LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
LIVER PILLS. They cure
stipati
bili
and torpidity of theliver. 25 cents per box.
8G Sold by all Druggists. <&

P. PICKERING.

Fisherville, Merrimack’ Co., N. H.
I have used Dr. Clark Jobnson’s Indian
Blood Syrup for Rheumatism, Neuralgia and
Liver
Complaint,
and
have
never
been
troubled since. I never knew a well day before I took your medicine.

SARSAPARILLA

y

oly

in the form of pills, also inthe form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, $1 per box for either.
Mrs. Pinkham
freely answers all letters of inquiry.
Send for pamph-

Tn 1877 I had an abscess on my
Breast, and
being 70 years old, I was suiitely prostrated,
with no appetite.
I concluded
to try Dr.
Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, although
I had little faith in it; but, to my surprise, it
soon madea great change in my appetite and
Strength, and I have had no sickness since. I
cheerfully recommend the medicine to old and
young, for purifying the Blood.

family medicine

make

cured

For the cure of Kidney Complaints

CITY,

EPHRIAM

is always permanently

Niky US
andy. D

Comp
d is unsurp
d
2
LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S VEGETABLE COMPOUNDis prepared at 283 and 235 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mass, Price $1. Bix bottlesfor §5. Sent by mail

Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.

is wonderful.—Con-

backache,

Manchester, N. H. This is to certify that I have used Dr. Clark
Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup in my family
for the past two years, and consider it the best

Sibley, died in Augusta, Me., Nov.-25, aged
23 years. The subject of this notice was baptized by the writer and united with the F. B.
church in A. in Jan. of 1880.
Her quiet life,
finishing thus early. its earthly work, was
beautiful in its gentle amenities, and in its gracetheir possessor always loved aud lovely. In
loving ways she made her presendéin the home
circle a constant joy; and in wider ® circles of
acquuintance she won to her confidence and
esteem all “with whom she was associated.
Consecrating her life" early to the service of
her Lord, she found increasing delight in doing
or suffering his’ will, During protracted ill
health her patient trust and joyful submission
junpressed themselves indelibly on the memory
and love of those about her; and in the Valley
of the Shadow of Death, she was peaceful in
Him who
bas said: ** When thou passest
through the waters, I will be with thee; and
through the rivers, they shall not overflow
thee.”
C.F. PENNEY.
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harmony with the laws that govern the female system.
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It will at all times and under all cirqumstances act in

the aged and feeble, careonly

Laboratory,

the human body through the blood, giving to
all renewed life and energy.
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medicine to build them up, give them an appetite, purify their blood, and oil up the machinery of their bodies so it will do its duty
willingly. No other article takes hold of the
system and hits exactly the spot like @

be

Star

accompany

CENTS

working
and

advice, and yot are out of sorts and need a

friends, Where-she has shown much

Heaven is more near to-day than yesterday.”

questioned him
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PINKHAM'S | torinerty Bangor, sto.”

It will cure entirély the worst form of Female
Come
plaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammation and Ulcera
tion, Falling and Displa«
ts, and the
t
Spinal Weak
and is particularly
adap a to the
Change of Life.
A
It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus in
an early stage of
develop
t. The
tend
to can
cerous humors there is checked very speedily by its use.
It removes faintn
flatulency, destroysall craving
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach.
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,
General Debility, BSleeplessness, Depression and Indigestion,
!
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight

ne
It Pricte th oregus Sysia
It Nourishes, Si
and Invigorates.
; x carries off the Old Blood and males new
t
the pores of the skin and ind
Healthy Perspiration.
It neutralizes the hereditary taint, or poison
in the blood, which generates Scrofula, ErySiyeias and all manner of skin diseases and
internal humors,
There are no spirits employed in its manu.
facture, and it can be taken by the most deli-

11,

Is designed to meet the wants of a large portion of our people who are either too poor to
employ a physician, or are too far removed
to easily call one, and a still larger class
who are not sick enough to require medical

BRIEF and for the public. For the excess over
ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by persons who do

Oct.
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iston, where they

old,
Would ledve us young’: the Soul is never old.
What is the Grave to us? can it divide
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in the

It Regulates th

that now his kidneys were disordered and his
whole system deranged.
Kidney-Wort was
recommended and faithfully taken and in a
short time every trouble was removed.
The
cleansing and tonic power of this medicine on

child, James H.,’entered Bates college at Lew-

‘Our fourscore years thrice

The doctor

that he had been habitually

for Thirty Years.

age of 26 she was married
armony ; where they lived

down the hill of life,
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restored to sound health, if sucha thing
ver,
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“ My Back Aches So,
and I feel miserable,” said a hard

written by her,
The subject of this notice became interested in
were published in the London Echo in religion in early life; and at the age of2L. was
commemoration of the -54th anniversary baptized by Rev. J. Lennan, and united with
of their wedding day:
:
; 9nd ¥. B. church in New Portland. At the

The following lines,

and

Vern, only son of John H. and Hattie Trogner. He was a child of rare promise, and his
brief stay bad greatly endeared him to “many
hearts,
:
0.H.T.

A grateful patient writes: * I had not taken
the Oxygen three weeks when I found a great
change.
[I couid scarcely believe that I could
be relieved so soon,
Relief is all I expected,
for I bad been a great sufferer for thirty
years.”
Treatise on ** Compound Oxygen”
sent free,
Drs. Starkey3 & Palen, 1169 and.
1111 Girard Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Is a Positive Cure

Saliva, which converts the Starch and
Sugar of the food into glucose.
A deficiency in Ptyalime causes Wind and Souring
of the food in the stomach. If
thé medicine istaken immediately
after
eating the fermentation of food is preve
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and once Being geatly admonished by her pastor, replied, * I want to come, I shall have only a few more such privileges.”
A large con-

It

lock on the face of her—sweet in death—whom

tributions, giving himself all the money
he had with him. lle succeeded in raising over $40, and sent the little one on
her way rejoicing.—Sel.

__

mber, leaves it,

three

room, and those in the corridors
office, and told the story and asked

ing he did not attain to eminence as a
debater, while in Congress. But Castelar's audience in the Cortes are Spaniards

sélves.

or

1870.

This Syrup possesses Varied Properties.

in life they
known.

haven't
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{VEGETABLE COMPOUND.

est of the F. B, church in this place. She was
a regular attendant at church, and frequently

comfort spoken to

light.
Then he took her to the persons in the

>

Uastelar,

walked

had anything to eat for three days, you
take this and go and buy you some bread.
Perhaps I can get more somewhere.” The
young man blushed to the roots of bis
hair, and lifting the little gir! in his arms,
kissed

of George Herbert.

— From the Jacula, Prudentum

seconds,

girlish pity in her voice, ¢* If you

could

everything

for

There is a remedy

;
‘men find it.
The love of learning
money rarely meet.
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at kick

course of friends assembled to listen to words of

up to him, and gently laying the five
cents on his knee, said with # tone of true

cat's ears

‘It is very hard to shave an egg.
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was present when the quietude of home would
seem more in harmony with duty to herself,

and then walked slowly towards the
door. She turned the knob, and then,
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Although she retained her membership in K.
until death, she was fully united in the inter-

wonder, and stared at him for a moment,
after

"

;

joined the Methodist church

haven't had anything to eat for a whole
day.” The gentleman was out of humor,
and he said crossly, * Don’t bother me; [
have not had anything to eat in three
days.” The child opened her eyes in shy
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¥3.AND WILL TAKE
NONE OTHER.
All Ticket Agents sell Tickets by this Line.
MARVIN HUGHITT, 2d V. P. & Gen’l Mang’r,

GENTS WANTED for the Best and FastestSelling Pictoral Books and Bibles.
Prices reduced 33 per cent.
National Pub. Co., Phila. Pa.
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won for it a confidence in its virtues, never

It still makes the most

ed by any other medicine.

Colds, Consymption, that

effectual cures of Coughs,

can be made by medical skill. Indeed, the CHERRY PECTORAL has really robbed these dangerous

diseases of their terrors to a great extent, and given a feeling of immunity from their painful effects,

Vitalizes and Enriches the Blood, Tones
up

the

System,

Makes

the

Weal:

Invigorates
Brain, and
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lect it, and the wise will not.

not

should
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for
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BY

DR. J.C. AYER &CO., Lowell, Mass.
Practieal

SOLD

eral Debility, Neuralgia, Fever
and
Ague, Paralysis, Chronic
Diarrhea, Boils, Dropsy,

8Y

Fever, and
ALL DISEASES ORIGINATING IN A BAD STATE
OF THE BLOOD, OR ACCOMPANIED BY

DRUGGISTS AND
IN MEDICINES,

DEALERS

By Rev. C. G. Finney, D. D.

A Distinguished Author,
“Jate President of ObeMin

Nyitie du Chien
&
N

Noted Preacher,

College,

and

e re-

Ohio.

nounced Masonry soon after his conversion to
Christ. - Messrs. E. A, COOK & CO., 13 Wabash
Avenue, Chicago, Ill. Price in Paper covers 35

DEBILITY. OR A LOW STATE
OF THE SYSTEM,

cents.

>

They also keep a full assortment of Anti-Mason-

PERUVIAN SYRUP

publish

ic Boéks, and

Christian

the

Cynosure, a

to secret societies.

weekly paper opposed

wi’

1yl

$777

Principle, or

Lite Element, IRON, infusing Strength,
Vigor and New Life into all parts of the system.

A

YEAR

and expenses to agents.

Outfit fred. Address P. O. Vick=
ery,

Augusta,

Me.
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TURKISH,
RUGS! S555 i. ¥

BEING FREE FROM ALCOHOL, its energizing effects are not followed by corresponding reaction, but are permanent.

!

SETH W. FOWLE & SONS, Proprietors, 86
Harrison Avenue, Boston. Sold by all Druggists,
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EXTOON where you can enjoy your ** Havana”
at all' hours of the day.
Magnificent Iron Brid

»
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Centreville, Pri
T!
n, Cameron, Leavenworth, Atchison, and Ki
‘City;
Washington to Sigourney, Oskaloosa,
sd KnoxAFIIIELOT, Bonaparte, Ben~
don, Ouumwa, Eddyle, Oskaloosa, Pella, Monroe, and Des
Moines;
Mt. Zion to Keosauqua; Newton to Monroe; Des

Sprains, Pain in the Back and Side.
re painful than these diseases; but the pain can be removed and ; the
not
There is
is nothing
disease
by use mo
of P FRRY DAVIS’ PAIN KILLER.
horecured
kept away from
This remedy is not a cheap Beuzine or Petroleum product that must be

Griswold and Audubon;

and Avoca to Harlan
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Railoperates a through line
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Charles Powell writes

from

Barton Seaman says:

occupation.
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, Burditt writes:

Tt never fails togive relief in casesof rheumatism.
8:
Phil, Gilbert, Somerset, Pa.,
KILLER
‘From actual use, I know
is the best medicine I can

your PAIN

the reach of all,
All druggists keep PAIN KILLER, Its price is so low that it is within
many times its cost in doctors’ bills, 26c., 50c., and $1.00 a bottle,
and it ie

PERRY

DAVIS

eq up)
. Its road bed is3 simply per ect,HA
an
Cpe
aid with steel rails. PY 4
Wh
111 please Jon
st will be the pleasure
of enjoying your meals, while passing over the
beautiful prairies of Illinois and Towa, in one of
our magnificent Dining Cars that accompany all
Through
Express Trains, You get an entire
meal, as good as isserved in any first-class hotel,
for seventy-five cents,
ppreciating the fact that a majority of the
people prefer separate apartments for different
purposes (and the immense passenger business
of this line warranting it), swe are pleased toannounce that this Company runs Pullman Palace

Have ueed PAIN Kinner for thirty years,
and have found it a never failing remedy for
and lameness,
He

:

& SON,

Proprietors, Providence, R. 1. |

¥

Ft. tT. W. W. & C. . R. R. Rd 8.
At WasuixaToN HEIGHTS,

with P., C. & St.

AU LA SALLE. with 111, Cent. R. R.
At PEORIA, With P. P.& JP. D.& EL.

At

ond have received great benefit.

the Sailors’

‘
Hom?z, London:
I had b en afflicted three years with neuralgia
and violent ¥nasmg of the sfomach. The doetors
+1 Westminst © Hospital gave up my case in
deapeir 1 teied your PAIN Kien, and it gave
ned mym)
have
me hmmedinte “relief.
strength, and am now able to follow my usual

CH1CAGO, with all diverging lines fog the

At ENGLEWOOD, with the LS. & M.S., and P.,

B. &

Island Short Line,” and Rock Isl’d & Peo. Rds.

E. York says:
Tha ve usell your Pars Kin kn for thenmetism,

!

At

Depots.
«_R. connections of
Line are as follows:

East and South.

DAVENPORT,

C.M. & St. P. R. R.

the ¢ide by the ure of your PAIN Kine.
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great Through

t Rock ISLAND, with “Milwaukee and Rock

Jeers rec {veMushow what those who have tried it think:
G. H. Walworth, Saco, Me.; writes:
Owatonna, Minn. says:subject
1 ex renced innmediste vel'ef from pain in
became

Cady, ON since mye wife
Rdgar, ese
wndeping fem rhemmativm,
Our
et jira ; the Pars KinLer; which speedily
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It not~only efiects a permanent cure
FAILS,
from all parts of the worldis, ¥I' NEVE.R Being a purely vegetable remedy, it is pafe in
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hat it relieves pain almost stuntat
of the most inexperienced.
hands
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would fill volumes.
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in sudden

the protection it affords by its early use
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Dyspepsia, Nervous Affections, Gen-

Supplies the blood with its Vital

prudent

The

defence.

timely

Strong, Builds up the Brokendown,
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that is on | founded if the remedy be taken in season. Every family should have it in their closet
for the ready and prompt relief of ifs members.
Sickness, suffering and even life 1s saved by this
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she went to the gentleman spoken of,
"If all fools wore white caps, we should | and
and asked him for a penny, adding, *I
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Nervous debility, etc.
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ickets

CABS

are

BLUFFS o KAN NS
CIT
ITY
via this Line, known as

run

withthe Davenport Division

At WEST LIBERTY. with the B.C. R. & N.R.R.
At GRINNELL, with Central lowa R. R.
At DES MOINES, with D. M. & ¥, D. R. R.
AtCouNciL BLUFFS, with Union Pacific R.R.
At ONAHA, with B. & Mo. R. R.R. (in Neb.)
At COLUMBUS JUNCTION, with B,C.R.&N.R.R.,
At OTTUMWA, with Central Iowa R. Rj W.,
St. L.& Pac., and C., B. and Q. R. Rds.

“At KEOKUE,

with Tol., Peo. & War.;

At KANSAS CITY, with all line for the: West

and

Southwest,

DES

MON

through. ta PEORIA ;
ATCHISON, and LEAVENWORTH.
N

the

¢ Great

Rock

Island

Route,”

are

all Ticket Agents in the United States and Canada.
x
.
For information not gbtainable ut you: home office, address,
BE, ST.
JOIN,
RIL QABT.E,
ive President and

Cenerad Manager.

Wab, St.

Louis & Pac., and 8t. L,, Keo, & N.
W. R. Rds.
At CAMERON, with H. St. J. R. R.
At ATCHISON, with Atwoh, Topeka & Santa Fe;
Atel, & Neb, and Cen. Br. U. P. R. Rds.
At LEAVENWORTH, with Union Pac, and Kan,
Cent. R, Rds.
g
21

©

sold

13]

by
ay

General Ticket and Passenger Agent,
CHICAGO, Ilia
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AT

HOME.

is understood
27.——It
Dec.
TursDAY,
that the committer of ihe Amerigan Bar Association will recommend the establishment of

another

court, to cousist

of

fifteen judges,

riv-

—The Delaware

THUHBSDAY, DEC. 20.

WITH HAY.

kill in taking care of cows in the

Bates

winter

was

can get them to eat,” is the boastful

remark

This isa magazine published monthly by
the students of Bates, and containing literary
articles, poems, Alumni notes, personals, colJege news, items of general interest, notices of
exchanges from other colleges, &c:
We. have felt that hitherto it has not had the
patronage that” it oughtto have.
We believe
that its wide circulation would be very helpful

ABROAD.

troops.

WEDNESDAY.DEC 28.——The City and County of Dublin and pive other counties have been
placed

under

the Arms

Act.——J

span

desires

to remodel
her commercial
relations with
America and Furope-—The captain of 8 vessel which has arrived at Brest believes that a
large steamer which he saw on December 20
sunk in a squall.
THURSDAY, DEC.
20.——Since
1878, 225
Socialists Societies have been dissolved in Ger-

many, and 758 Socialist publications have been

suppressed.,——Seventeen
hundred
persons
were arrested in Warsaw in counection with
the riots there.——More arrests have
been
made in Ireland.
FRIDAY, DEC. 30 —An order has been issued that all persons in the ** proclaimed” districts of
¥reland shall surrender their arms to
the proper authorities before Wed. next.
SATURDAY,
DEC.
31.—~Tne
trial
trip
through
the
Bt. Gothard
railway
tunnel
Thursday
was
highly successful.
The
time occupied
in the passage of the train
was forty minutes one way and thirty-three
minutes the other. This tunnel will tend to
.draw Italy and Germany closer together.
MONDAY, JAN, 2.——The steamship ¢* Moravian,” which went ashore last Friday, off Yarmouth, N. 8., will prove a total loss.——'I'ne
St. Petersburg Novoe
Vireymn “says
that
James Gordon Benvet bas left Paris for St. Petersburg,to confer with the government relative to the organization of a new polar expedition.

Secretary Blaine subscribed $1,000 to the
Garfield Hospital fund.
The ex- Empress Eugenie is in seriously broken bealth.
She sutiers much from laryngitis.
The charming Prinvess of Wales bas just
. pasesd her thirty-seventh birthday, and Maud,
er youngest child, has attained her twelfth.
Senator Hoar delivered a eulogy on President Garfield in Mechanics’ Hall, Worcester,
by iavitation of the ciiy grvernment.
Messrs. Moody and Sankey are to go to Par-

revival

quest of a committee

servives

there by re-

under the presidency

Mr. R. W. MAIL

of

R-v. Dr. Charles Howard Malcolm, lately a
Baptist,
was recently ordained to the priesthood In the Protestant Episcopal church at
New York by Right Rov. Bishop Clark,of
Rhode Island, to whose diozese he belongs.
A portrait of President Garfield painted on
porcelain by Herr Sturm, a Dresden artist, has
been sent from Germavy as a Christmas gift
for Mrs. Garfield.
;
The new member of. the Supreme Court,
Judze Horace Gray, is a general favorite in
Boston society.
He is dignifi-d yet genial in
mauouer, full of anecdote und ready in-repar-

Aria

the

three

nieces of

the

great

Senator-+the

daughters of his gister, Mrs, Julia Hastings.
The Inte Mrs. Swayne
whose

father owned

was a

a large

Maryland

number

of

lady

be employs, but distributed among the leading
members of his literary and business staff $16,000 in Century stock, a stock which, as bas already been stated, is exceedingly valuable.
Miscellaneous.

Hunt's painting of Niagara sold for $10,000
the other day.
Buildiog operations in Chicago during the
past year have been $11,500,000.

exhausts the

mind

and

leaves it withered and sterile.— Fenelon.
. What the arts are to the world of matter,

literature is to the world of mind.—James A.

Garfield.
Sid
Tne O'd Testament Revision Company have
progresred with the second revision of Isaiah
us far as chapter 14: 13.
The new five-cent Garfield postage stamp is
pronouncdd by the postal officersto be the
handsomest ever issued.
:
The town of Leadville nnmbers: 20,000. people, and $15.000,000 out of Colomdele-$23.000,~

000 worth of ore miued lust year

were from

the Leadville district.
Excess generally causes reaction, and pro-'
duces a change in the opposite direction,
whether it be inthe reasons, or in individuals,
or in governments.— Plato,
A Russian expedition has left St. Peters.
burg for the purpose of
taking
scientific
observations at the mouth of the Lena river
during the years 1882 and 1883,
September, O:tober, November and December of last year all averaged warmer than
the same month for any preceding year since
the establishment of the signal service.
Great anxiety is felt at Montreal about the

fupply of ice.

Not a peund

there is no prospect

will arrive.

as

to

is cat yet, and

when

the

harvest

American denlers from the ast

West

have

made

lurge

contracts,

and

many have secared warehouses there, An fee
famine is anticipatéd in the United States.
The Bartholdi Statue Committee has iu.
sued
an
address
reciting
the
history

gift
and stating
that,
for
the
purpose” of erecting the pedestal, $250,000

would be needed. The committee propose to
circulate subscription lists in all the large cities of the Union. The address is sizued by
Wm. M. Evarts, Edwin D, Morgan and Parke
Godwin,
{
g
/
Governor Winslow’s'chair and table have late Jy been placed for safe kéeping in Pilgrim Hall,

Plymouth,

By

the owner, Mr, Issac Winslow.

‘The hall bas just been made fire-proof, and the
trustees hope to collect everything in the way
of the relics of the Pilgrims into this museum,

*W. I. Guild of the land department of ihe
Northern Pacific railrond hus just located sites
newr Bismarck, Dakota, for*s colony of fortysix

families

Island ang

from

Muine,

Ma-suchusetts.

west early in January,

Vermont,

They

fs

the present

he

has

presented

to the

mens;

and

phernalia

many

of the

of -idolatry,

appliances

rarely”

and

country.

Rhuyde

will-move
AA

Soft soap should be kept in a dry place ina

Meats of any kiod should

bids

the

conirast

is

wiped with a towel
quality. —Ez.

an

10

idea

a

is

love

meant

pry cures

The
Chandler Scientific
Department
of
Dartmouth
College
has graduated 291 stuents,

the disease,

cian

Review

astronomy

of the past

year,

have

been

sent us

ially, it has been an exceptionally good year.
Siuce the commencement of this century. there
have appeared. and have been carefully oh.
served, and their orbits computed, ne arly 200
comets--an average of about one in five monthy,
but in the interval between May 1st and November 16th, (only six and a half months)

geven

comets

were

discovered,

two

of

which

were visible to the naked eye, one of them ro
conspicuous as to take rank with the most remarkable of those of modern times.
Cf the seven, five were discovered in the
United Stutes, a number equal to one-fifth’ of
all that have ever been detected on this continent."
;
_ I'he following is a list of the comets of the
year, in the order of their dircovery:
Comet A........Swift......:.....Rochester, N.Y.
$8
B........Tebbutt . onesies ~ou.h Africa.

“.
5%

C.eeeeen.Schaeber.e..... Ann Arbor. Mich.
D.euses ...Encke’s. . (periodic and expected)
EB. --y-eParnand cacense « Nashville, Tenn,
.e
esse. Brooks
......5.......
Phelps, N. Y.
Gireeses BWI coueas sees -Rochester,
N. Y.

dai'y

The

nails are also kept clean, white.

soft

So long
a time has

Guarded

elapsed

Tomb.

|

since the obse-

quies that many strangers visiting Cleveland
ure surprised 10 learn that un detachment of
United States Infantry are still detailed to-wateh
the vauit wherein lie the regaing of our honored President.
Night and day can be heard the
measured iraip, tramp of the sentry on duty,
and it is intendd to continue: this watchful-

ness until the body ix deposited in the ground,
Through the grated door of the vault can be
seen the elegant casket given by the
brethren.
Covered with
beudtiful

Masonic
flowers,

kept fresh by loving hands, it is sti) visited
dwily by hundreds. of people. many of whom
eagerly seek the enst-off hlosoms us mementoes. Near the vault is the shelter hou-e, apd

on the other side of the Juke the white tents of
the soldiers ure pitched,
At the base of the

hill upen which the monument is to he placed,

a glass house is erected, enclosing the funeral
eur, will trimmed with jmmorielles and the

trappings of woe.— Cincinnati Enquirer:
»

Vegetine

Will eradicate Salt Rheum from the system.

Vegetine

Removes Pimples and Humors from the face.

Vegetine

In fact, its uses are manifold,

lem.

hands

and

and

~ Vegetine

induced

me

and

the

It also

more

and—to

make

healthy

as

and

I

assure the public that the * Favorite Remedy’
has done its work with a similar completeness
in every instance, and I trust some other sick
and discouraged mortal may hear of it, and try

the ¢ Favorite Remedy’ as | did."

1

our-

soda, spice to taste, and rour cups of flour)
it thoroughly. ' This makes two loaves.

1.

in four

of sugar, one teaspoonful ot alum dissolved in six
tablespoonfuls of boiling hot waier, and flour
enough to roll out nicely. Stir each article in well
as they came in order and you won't fail of good

ery subscriber who wilf send us $2 00 and
such a name (his own paper being paid

:

A NICE WAY 10 USE DRY BREAD.—Cut in eli
ces and gpread with butier, pat into a deep dish

forywe will send a copy of \Cluse or
Open
Communion,” post paid,—a well-

and pour in apple sauce enough
to cover the
bread alt up, beinz smie it gets in between the
slices, and bake about two hours in a hot oven.
Eat hot, with milk and sugar.

bound volume of 175 pages.

8.

Or send us $2.25 with the npame,and

we will send a copy
Dr.

*-O-*9

Day,—a

4,

THIS AND THAT.
an

of

volume

Or sefidas

the

of 431

$2.50

Memoirs

with

the

name,

and we will send.a copy of the Centenni-

edi.

al Record, a volume of 266 pages,
eleven steel engravings of deceased

four newspapers; avd
the reply was, * No,
takes four&ewsp-pers to ke p np the town.”

isters,

it

Abs orption

of all diseares of the kidoey and urinary organs hy
Day

Kidney

Saved,” —one samp
Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Pad.

Rend

by

* How

mail.

a Life was

Day KIDNEY PAD

What the editor said to the burglar: * What do
you want here #2 Said the burglar, grufilv: ** Mon

ey!” ¢ Hold on a minute,” qoth the cuitor, **
1'will help you; I’ve been lookinz for money
gelf for ten years, but perhaps
better luck.”

and

We do not feel like blaming Macbeth for this ex-

pression of disgust, tven nowadays most of the
cathartics arc great Tepulsive pills, enough to
“ turn ené’s stomach.”
Had Macbeth ever tiken
Dr. Pierce’s “Purgative Pelléts” he wouldnot have

uttered those words of contempt.
name $”

asked

By diuggists.

a

census

taker,

“ John Corcoran.”
** Yonr age?” “ Twenty-one.”
“ What nativit, $2 “ Well that’s what bothers me.

I'l tell you, and may be you can make it out.

father was Irish, but
American citizen; my

he
is now a naturalized
mother is Engliesh; and 1

| was a child, and [ nse

There is no time to be lost in making
this offer most available. New subseribers can at once avail themselves of these
offers, and so the good work may go en,
These offers will hold good till the first
of next January.
I. D. STEWART,

PUBLISHER.

it in my

family;

it

always cures.” Who can name another wedicin
with Buch a recowl ns this. Dr. Baxter's Maun®
drake Bitters are another good medicine; and Ar.

nica and Oil Linimentis just what it is reeom-

meuded to be.
j
Having been troubled with a very
had Cough
for about two years and having tried almost eve:y
cough mixture that was ever made, I huve found
nove that has given me such great relief as DrBuli’s Congh Syrap and I earnestly recommend it
tall afficted.” Buxg, ¥. DUGGAN, 14 Park Pl,
for Colds, Coughs, Bronchitis and all affection
the Lungs, take Ayei’s Cherry Pectoral
:

nn

blood

HYMNSERVIGE NO. 3.
By LOWRY and DOANE,
Price, $10 per 100; 13 cti. each
HYMN SERVICE NO. 31s a
Songs for Sunday Schools.

adapted for the

by

Mail,

useful

collection

While the

hymns

of
are

International Lessons for 1882,
they will be found very desirable for all SundaySchool Services.

BICLOW & MAIN,
76 East Ninth Street, New York.

ee

81 Randolph

Street, Chicago.

8

BY

VIRGINIA

FARMS

AND

MILLS

Write for freo cia.
CO, Richmond,
Va
ticow

KNABE

‘A Violet from Mother’s Grave ” & 49 oth12¢ er popu'sr Sougs, word & mu<iceuntive, all
for 12¢. PALITEN & 00, 47 Barclay St, N.Y. 6

IN

No. 112 Fifth Avenue, New York,

Cheice Pocti al Selections for Autograph
Albums, neatly honnd; 250 spicy Motto

Circulars free.
:

6t1

OCEAN

G.A. Harper & Bro., Cleveland; 0,
3
2leow

SHELLS

&

CHROMO

CARDS,

no 2 alike, name on,

10c

50 for 6c

40 Gilt &

Bevel Edge, ve.

‘and charming

colleetion

of Joy

and child like. By Wade Whi ple.
Boards #
cents ; cloth, $1,
it
Copies of ary of the above mailed on receipt
Pub'ished hy WM.
Union Square, New

~*

A. POND &
York City.

CO., 25
13th0

CHURCH'S __._,

Musical Visitor

Every number confaing 82 large pages filled
with Mnsical Skeiches, Orizinal Articles, Criu
Wi
Poetry, Notes, Musical News, nnd 5 to 10
pages
of
New
Music.
ceives free, the choice of

10Jo VA.
FARM
15s, FARMS
MILLS,

STORES,

DWELLINGS

&
for gale. Real Estate Review, describ.
ing farms, and giving valuable infor.

mation, mailed to anv address.

LOTS

Free

premium contalng32 pages

legally

MANN,

of Sheet

Mo-

ums sent on application.

Subscription, only $1.50 a Year.
Agents Wanted in every Town
City, to whom
a liberal commission

and
will

Circulrs, blanks etc , supplied free.

157” Send Stamp for Sample Copy. £21
PUBLISHED

come

be.

Clerk.’

8tl

BY

No. Unig ware, | CINCINNATI,
0.
JOHN
New

Annual Mecting of the Proprietors of the
Dover Aqueduct will be held on Saturday,
83 as may

CHURCH

&

CO.

Yors.

Y

Si 40 New, no 2 alike, Chromo Cards, name
on 0c, worth 25c¢., warranted best pack
A
sold. Agents
wanted. L. Jones & Co., Nassu a, N.Y
13161

$

* Gentleman's

«priced Watch

Best, L

“on earth FREE for sample 10 A gente only.
send name 10 Pennsylvania Watch Co,., Phila4UTwoe

delephia, Pa.

FRENCH BATTERY

YE RHEUMATISM
AND

ALL

ELECTRO

Bs
Back, .
end Lr

Ab

SE

st Cura

ee circulars and

Rit, 0)

—

Nervous

to the wak: ful, strength
Sufferers.

»

The first and fullest of all the Fashion
COLORED FASHION PLATE trom PARIS
‘every number. THE VERY BEST
NEW-YEAR'S PRESENT fora LADY. . Departments upon the TOILET, the NURSERY, the FAMILY
DOCTOR, and HOUSEHOLD RECEIPTS. Profusely illustrated, and full of the best Stories,

Jreank t

Teesli
JRPSIIe'sES:

Magazines. Cut Papen Patterns and a

Taady’s agasine

Sketches, Poems, and Miscellany. «PRICE REDUCED—$2.50 per year;
25 cents per number.

For sale My all news-dealers.

Publisher, 58, 65, 57 Park PL

New-York.

ro

be paid.

Guide

H. L.STAPLES & CO., Richmond, Va,

JOSEPH

gubscriber

sic. Ful particulars and List of contents of premi-

Maps of Va. and Richmond, 60 cents. Stamps
taken. Come South NOW and escape cold

Winter.

Every
:

10 Elegant Premium Volumes!
Each

Bont hy express subject to Ins peetion.[102 W.

vents Insanity and Paralysis: allays desire for
opium. and stimulants; removes obstructions of

ren

REAU!:.

Gems of Sacred Music (ant hymns) nm
an attrac ive, asiefn! mann r, us 800s 1
ano-forte. by Albert W. Berg, from
the iy
cient and modern masters.
Novel in desien.
u=elul and att-aciive in contents, Price, in boa
$1.50;
cloth, $2.00,
.

CLINTON & CO., North Haven,

4

Dyspepsia,
and Constipation.
It feeds the Brain
and Nerves,cures Rojlepay and Convulsions, pre.

fl

SUNDAY

lete Battery
NERVOUS COMPLAINTS. HG Bn existence
Supersedes all others. testimonials to

T relieves Sick anid Nervous Headaches at once,
and prevents their recurrence. Is invaluuble

4

12¢., post.
St, N. Y.

"i
LITTLE GIANT

Physicians indorse it.
The Public Extols it

‘

A very handsom.

$3.25,

rice.

Nos. 204 and 206 West Baltimore St , Bal-

Dover, N. H., Jan. 2, 8.

Nervous

cluth, git,

An unique

WILLIAM KNABE & CO ,

of -uch other busin

to the feeble, aud health to alt

Coth, $2.50.

songs tof children.
The Words nod Muosie are
original, snd the entice contents stwple, r fly

Tond, Toush, Workmanship and Durability
timore.

A new collection of the
both standard ana popular,
With piano accompan ment.

Little Lays For Lads and Lasse

PIANOFORTES.
UNEQUALLED

-

Cluster

is Sold by all Druggists.

500 Jor Sale or Exchmge.
logue.
R.B. CHAFFIN &

-

MUSIC i
FOR TH’

leo

fore them.

Indigestion,

mentprices

Piano Co., 507 V

the 28th of January, 1882, at 10 o'clock, A.
M.. ut
the Al lerman’s Room, City Hall Building, Dover,
N. H., for the choice of officers and the tr insaction

No Discovery of the Age Equals it.

the brain, insures sleep

the

H.R.STEVENS, Boston, Ms.

To:

IRES

for Liver ‘troubles, Chronic

in
2

Vegetine

°'

to be the

Notice!

NERVE FOOD

GEPHAL

At'ys,

Vegetine

ssn
HF.THAYER

« We

PATENT

The Ivers & Pond Pianos are the
Warranted for fivo years, Sold on
easy payments or rented

purifier

PREPARED

Ce

)

onsands

fiidrery

Weakness.

Vegetine
reliable

14

"| 1y26e

T pays to sell our Hand Printing Rubber Stamps,

Send stamp at once
fur pamphlets containing
Serial stories
positive proofs,
k
;
will be contributad to the Youth's Co
dur.
Buy of your druggist, if possible; if not, we
ing the coming year, by W. D. Howells, William | will mal) 1t, postpaid, upon reéeipt of price, 50c,
Biv k, Harrier
Beeoher Stowe, and J. T. Trow
per box; 8x boxes, $2.60.
Address
H.
Fr,
bridge.
No other publication for the family fu HAYER & CO., 13 remple pl, Boston, Mass,
ni-hes80 much ent rfdnment
and instruction of
Mention this paper
ir
a superior order for 80 low a price,
:
71-52 £1-m1&20-228-my20-je21
B

soldicrs entided to INCREASE ud Be

PATEN
procured fur Inventors,
land warrants procured, bonghtand sold.
and h.irs
for yourgights
at
sta
fi e oor L) Ciliren dns:
and

Is acknowledged by all classes of people
world.

Chemist,

For SOLDIERS,

Is the great remedy for General Debility.

30

: To be Issued Dec. 27th.

FOWLE,

Sent by Express,

PENSIONS widows, fathers, mothers or
children, Thousands yetentitled, Pensionsgiven
fur loss_f flager,!
ive or Tuptare,vaticasevel

Verses, and 23 popular Songs, all for
paid. PAT1EN & WADE, 49 Barclay

My

How ofien we hear mitdle-axerl people say
regarding that reliable old cough remede,
N.
H.
Downs’ Elixir; '¢ Why, my mother gave it 10 me
when

3

with
min-

two of us way have

Throw Physic to the Dogs, I'll None of It.

What is your

of

pages.

The editor of a Virginia paper was asked by a
stranger ic it was possible that litle town kept up

by

Is effective in its cure of Female

will be sent to

for $2.00 in advance.
2. The Star will be sent as above
offered to the new sabscriber, and to ev-

. D.

Wharf, Boston.

Effectually cures Kidney Complaint.

best and most

The Morning Star

ful cares.

Cures Pains ia tho Back.

every new subscriber {rom the date of the
subscription to the first of Javuary, 1883,

‘Mix

GINGER S§NAPS.—Two cups of molasses, one cup

frequently
¥

Vegetine
Vegetine
Vegetine

distinct propositions.

CAKE WITHOUT EGGS. —Two cups of milk, two
cups of sugar, two cups of finely chopped
faisins,
two tablespooniuls of butter, one teaspoonful of

A poel’s inspiration is most
to1’s perspiration,

Vegetine

|-

who will furnish additional subscribers to

the Morning Star, and state them

I WARRANT ONE BOTTLE A PERFEC?
CURE for all the worst forme of PILES. 2 to 4 do,
in the worst cases of LEPROSY, SCROFULA,
PSORIASIS.
CANCER,
FCZEMA.
SALT
RHEUM; R"RHEUMATISM, KIDNEYS, DYSPEPSIA, CA TARRH, and all diseases of the SKIN and
BLOOD. $1 a bottle. Sold everywhere. Sendfor 3! page pampt lets, free, showing its wondas

Vegetine

STAR SUBSCRIBERS.
We repeat our liberal offers’ to those

we

A

Yegetine

to

man

GSA

Restores the entire sy:tem to a healthy condition.

a long

a

Bamp'er of Florence Kuiltting Silk and 11.
Turtrated Book of Rules for using, sent on receipt
of 3 cent 8 amp.
.
Nonoituck Silk Co., Florence, Mass,

Vegetine

said I

¢ Since then I have recommended Favorite
Remedy to others whom I knew to have suffer-

0-0

the

°

of Cats-

ed from Kidney and Liver complsints:

RECIPES.

Cure

Vegetine

there is in the country.

supp'e

employ it externally the better we shall find
selves.
7

Pp

my wife

story short—1I am now as

physi

with

ble, also, to cure waits and to destroy dandruff on
the head by rubbing the roots of the hair with it.

success.

Finally,

or three bottles more,

prevents chilblains.
Lemon used ia intermittent
fever is mixed with strong. hot black tea or coffee,
withont sugar.
Neuralgia may be cured by rubbing the part affected with a’lemon.
It is vulua-

h

Cures Constipation, and regulates the Bowels,

advertised.
Without the slightest faith in it,
but solely to gratify her, I bought a bottle of a
druggist in our village. I used that and two

Sailors

was born ou a Duteh frigate, under a Frouch flag,
An annual eclipse of the sun took place Nov.
in Turkish waters.
Now, how is it?’ ;
20, but its annular phase was probably seen by
no human being, 8s its track lay in_the south
“
How
do
you
manage,”
said a lady to her
polar regions.
Two other eclipses have ocfriend, ¢* to appear so happy all the time?” ** I
curred, but they were only partial, and posalways have Parker's Ginger Tonic bandy,”
sessed little scientific value.
bey
Comet B was successfully photographed by i-¥s th reply, * and thus keep myself and
family
in good spirits. See adv.
several astronomers — notably by Professor
Henry Draper, a feat never before accomplish.
A strange astronomical phencmenon ig seen in
ed. Several small stars were shown on the
the fact tient whdp
the ire father takes dol
his
negative
shining through ‘the tail, though
trunk-steap therd are liable to be epots.on the son.
their light passed through probably 100.000
“ Two boats roc
on the river, in the shadow of
miles of cometic matter.
This shows the ex18af and true
geediog transparency of these anomalous bodOne
wis
in
love
wih
the sea-shore, and one was
es.
;
mn love with the
L
*
‘This comet was the brightest that has apThe one that loved the harbor the-wipds of fate
peared since the invention of the rpectroscops,
outbore,
igh
But held the other, longing, for evér against the
and being ro exceptionally well placed for ob:
sore.”
|
servation and spectroscopic analysis of its nucleus, coma and-til promised much 10 science.
Extrcme
Tired
Feeling.
Nothing, however, was phserved but the usual
A lady tells us * the first bottle has done my
specira revealed by fainter comets.
daughter
a
great
deal
of
good,
her food does not
Aside from the apparition of the above comdistress her now, nor
docs she suffer from that exets, no astronomical events of very great scien- treme
tired feeling
which she did before taking
tific value have occurred.
The most notable
Hood's Sarsupanlia.” A second’ bottle effected a
were the total eclipse of the moon on the ev. cure. No other preparation contains such a conening of June 11th, und the transitof Mercury
centration of vitalizing, enriching, purifying
and
invigorating propertivs as Hood’s Sursapuanlia.
|. #¢ross the sun's face on Nov. 7
Garfield's

Yegetine

York.

circumstances

of

Meets with wonderful ucoess in Mercuria Diseases

try a bottle of Dr. Kennedy’s ¢ Favorite Reme-

The

A

by the daily use of lemon instead of soap.

1881.

by Prof Lewis Swift, Director of the Warner
Observatory, Rochester, N. Y.
The usironomicsl events of the year1831 will

it.

on-juice to keep them in health.

>

for

prevents

suggests rubbing the gums

Educational.

The following interesting facts, regarding the

but

All who knew the

must die.

complaints.

cures
in cases

~ Vegetine

and

biliousness; it is a{dy’ which she had somewhere heard of or seen

ard skin

marvellous

Cures the worst cases of Canker.

had employed some of the most noted doctors,
without obtaining any permanent relief, and

and

less.

make a daily use ofit for this purpose.

of

by

juices

pippins, crushed, may also be mixed with water
and sugar and used a8 a drink. Lemon-juice is
the best auti-scorbutic remédy known, It not

somewhat

animals,

of what

Vegetine

Has effected some

for a long vime my case was regarded as hope-

specific against worms

Mr. John Bright, in a recent fpeech, urged
that school-children should be taught self-respect, respect of their playmates, respect of
kindness

the

For all people, in sickness or health, lemonade

Dr. Mark Hopkins, although 80 years of age,
is active, and enthusiastically engaged with
the senior class at Williams college, on his
** Outline Study of Man.’
:
; Eight thousand dollars have been subserived
in Boston for the Garfield Professorship at
Williams College.

their parents,

not be washed, but

preserves

is a safe drink ; it corrects

Items.

industry, and
prudence.

13 recommended by physicians and apothecaries.

“* For' Glued years I had suffere | from a complaint which the physicians called Gravel. Is

USE OF LEMONS.

striking.
Mr. Sparling pays his college expenses by selling his photograph to those to
whom he is introduced by tue President.
8. SINCRAFT.
It.is proposed te eall Hiram Institute, whare
the late President was educated, Garfield Institutex

{to

RR

PA

Vegetine

Wil cure Dyspepsia.

rs

they

Vegetine

Statement

Monroe,

and

as to produce

Will care the worst case of Scrofula.

Is a valuable remedy for Headache.

Jounty, New

and all who
with

Vegetine

Success.

of Mr. Washington

a

wonderful

effective,

An Interesting Story—A
Hepeless Case
Cured. A Good. Reason for Happiness.

kill, Gree,

they are good, the oil will instantly spread around
the puncture.

fair, particularly in the department of mineralogy, to become one of the finest collections in
tbe couotry,
Mr. Lawrence left Hillsdale yesterday to
visit relutives in lows.
After arestof a few
weeks, he proposes, if a suitable
opening
occurs, 10 engage in business.
Prof. Copp, teacher of German and Belles
Lettres, has been studying in Berlin since
last June, his place being temporarily supplied
during his absence.
Prof. Copp is the sixth
one of the present faculty who
has visited
Europe,
’
:
President Durgin, whose trip last summer,
beside Great Britain
and France,
included
Iceland, has now more :alls than he can answer, to deliver hiv lecture descriptive of the
latter country andd¢s inhabitants.
The Presi
dent is usually accompanied on his lecturing
tours by Mr. Christopher Sparling, a student
eighteen years of age, who is even more di ninutive than the celebrated Tom Thumb.
Since
President Durgin is ‘himself
six feet and three
height,

Deserved

equalas

Is the great Blood Purifier,

cel-

lar, and should not be used till three months old.
To select nutmegs, pick them with a pin.
If

ing museum, which, under the care of Prof.
Fisk of the department of Natural Science, and
of Mr. Brown the curator, has already become

in

which

¢ has no

of i's many

herbs, each of whichis highly

TO GRATIFY HIS WIFE.

oh

physiclon,

Hearing

|

are compounded in such » manner
astonishing results.”

perior workmanship that characterizes them,

is Lukel@from a hog over a year old isthe best.

this

and prive of the college, and

&-

itis conceded that they will retain their tone,
and the general usag s of wear, far beyoud those
of any other first-class maker.

in a firkin of

soft paper and laid in a drawer.
Lard should be hard and white, and that

_ This makes a valuable addition to the grow-

the ornament

Lothrops

harmony, sweeiness of tne; great power, and a
thorough equalization throughout the entire scale,
as well as their pliant touch.
They are universally pronounced by the press and the musical pro.
fessivn as being unsurpassed by the instruments
of any viher maker.
One «f the most prominent
qualities or’ tha Knabe Piano, and o.e wich is
g- nerally overlooked by the purchaser, is the su-

Oranges and lemons keep best wrapped close in

para.

in

Depot,

i

the Laboratory, and convinced myself of its geruine merit. It is prepmed vom barks, roots and

[From the New York World.)
The great sucoess of the Knabe Pianos is alone
due to their brilliant and superior qualities for

Bread and cake should be kept in a tin box or a
Cranberries will keep all winter

a Boston

blood purifier.

Cephaline, taken cold, allays Thirst and Fever
and restores Nervous Strength during the hot sea
son.
"
Well

i

cures after all other remedies had tabled,” I visited

BUCHUPAIBA.

HINTS.

water in a celler.

V

|

stone jar.

college

‘seen

Coo-

Complaints.
8

Wells’ Health Renewer.
Absolute. cure for
nervous debility and-w cakness of the generauve

often

Keep coffee by itself, as its odor affects other articles.

holidays,

I long occupy a distinguished place in the dinnals
of of astronosiv. In the matter of comets, espec-

deed in the annals of business,
He not only
gave $5.000 in Christmas gifts to those whom

Violefit excitement

graduates of Hillsdale

slaves

when she married Juiige Swayne.
{any
these were given to her, and she immediately
set them free. She was greatly beloved in
. Washingtonby the colored ruge.
Mr. Roswell Smith, publisher of The Century, has just performed-a generous act, rare in-

_

which

Astronomical

There is said to be no male descendant of
the Sumner family.
Its only representatives

and

several

who have,during

Influenza,
Lung

MEN.

functigns=.
$1 at druggists.
Pinkham, Dover, N. H.

Keep tea m a close chest or canister.

museum.
Among
them
is a collection
of
casts, tfken by Dr, Bacheler, of native heads
representing many different tribes of Hindostan; also a large variety of Zoological speci-

tee.

are

the

USEFUL

Notes.

been visiting their Alma
Mater, is R. M.
Lawrence of '73, just returned from the mission
field in India. Mr.
L. has brought a large
number of valuable relics and curiosities from

inches

a
oi
Personal.

‘is and conduct

bios
College,

and

New, quick, complete cure in 4 days, urinary af.
heard from a spuited and aspiring dairyman,
fect:ons, smarting, frequent or difficult urination,
though in doing 80 he is wasting good provender
kidpey diseases. $i. Dronggists. Depot, Lothwithout promoting the best welfare of his animals.
rops & Pinkham, Dover, N. H.
1t is a.good thing to feed cows well und to be sure
\
—r———
CY 4
that they have food enough to sustain them fully,
ROUGH ON RATS.
\
but itis neither: wise nor economical to crowd
The thing desired found at last. Ask druggist
them with a great bulk of bay of any. qualily. 16It for Rough on Rats. It clears out rats, mice,
roaches, flies, bedbugs. 15¢. boxes.
is not wise to crowd any animal with a great bulk
of coarse food. Cows should have no more hay
Pearl’s White Glycerine penetrates the ekin, and
than they have time to re-masticate, and if this is
removes all faults of the complexion. - Try Pearl's
rot enough for {heir necessities they should have
White Glycerine Soap.
some easy-digesting concentrating food along with
it. The quantity of bay given’ should never exLet the poor sufferers from female complaints
ceed what they will eat up clean, and twice a day
take courage and rejoice that a painless remeily
has been found. We refer to Lydia E. Piokhani’s
is often enough to give time for properly ruminatVegetable Compound. ° It is prepared at 213 Westing.— National Live Stock Journal.
ern Avenue, Lynn, Mags. Send to Mrs. Pinkham
for'pamphlets.
:

Student.

Hillsdale

Croup,

sumption, and all Throat
50 cents and $1 a bottle.

Says

to

ef continues to rise, und at ~eversl places both
in Penn. and N. J. considerable damage to
th the college
und also to the denomination,
property oas resulied from the freshet.——
inasmuch as its readers would be more deeply
Through traffic between San Francisoo and
intr rested in the college by being better inNew Orleans is about te beg,
formed as to its standing, end inasmuch as it
FRIDAY, DEC. 30.— Thirty-seven localities
would have a tendency to draw to Bates some,
in Lisinois are known to be infected with smallat least, of our own denomination who might
pox. and reports to" the Posi-Office Dopartotherwise go elsewhere, or who might not go
ment from Postmasters show tbat the dread _anywhere to college.
;
scourge is increasing in all sectioes of the
No pains will be spared to make it not only
eourtry.—The will of the late Wiliinm F. able, but also entirely unobjeciionable to any
Too much Attention cannot be paid to the cleanliWeld. formerly of Boston, who left an estate
ness and vendjlation of stables and pens.
To inChristian family.
valued at $21,000,000 was admitted to probate
We he lieve it worthy of, and think we may
sure the health and comfort of animals they must
Ouly $7,000 are
In Philadelphia, yesterday.
reasonably expect, a much larger circulation
be kept dry and warm and have plenty of light as
:
bequeathed to Boston charities.
among the pairous and well wishers of the
well as pure air and pure water.
SATURDAY, DEC. 31.—The County of Dougcollege than at present.
las in Dakota turns out to have been formed ilThe terms are $1.00 a year, postage paid by | A cow with three rings on her horns is six years
— .A gus well bus been found at Honeslegally
us, and to those who send ux the amount beold ; with four the is seven.
No pew rings are
. fore the first of Feb, we will forward a catadale. Penn.
formed after the tenth year.
The deeper rings,
logue of the College and Theological School.
MONDAY, JAN. 2——23 horses were burned
however, and the worn appesrance of the horns,
Send all subseriptions or business letters to are pretty sure indications of old age.
to death at Worcester, Mass, last mght.—the
Manager
of
Bates
Student,
Lewiston,
Me.
During Dec. rain fell on 15 different days.
:
EDITORS.
Tuespay, Dec. 27
mmigration from
Germuny in 1882 prowises fo be greater than
dn 1881. ~ 14,000 passage tickets have been sold
in advance by the Bremen houses.” Almost an
equal number will go trom Hamburg.——All
the insurgent tribes in North Africa, with one
exception, have surrendered. to the French

chitis, Whooping Cough,

SKINNY

get all the hay down that if is possible to cram
into them. °¢- I give my cows all the good hey 1

_ Goucational.
The

Have Wistar's Balsam of Wild Cherry
always at hand.
It cures Coughs, Colds, Bron-

Now that cows are going into winter qufters
a hint about feeding hay may not be out of place.
We often bear dairymen talk as if the hight of

oh

«

Killed and

several injuled.—Kire destroyed twenty five
buildings at Sullivan, Ind.
Robinson
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 28.—The
jewelry factory, at. Attleboro, Muss., was destroyed by fire.

OVERFEEDING

ed.

which
is to hear ana have jurisdiction of a |
large class of cuses now beard by the United
States Supreme Court.— The steamer ** West
Point,” while discharging her eargo at West
Point, Virginis, on Monday, wus blown to
pieces, by the explosion of gusoline among her

freight, nud ninetren persons were

Farm and Home,

On goingto press Monday evening, we learn
of a fei ful accident onthe Boston awd Maine
R. R. The train, the 8 8) Ex., was drawn by
two engines on account of the heavy full of
snow.
A bridge
breaking down
between
Wells and. Kennebunk,
ihe enzines and all the
curs except the mail, were precipitated into the
chasm.
A few were Kkilied, and more wounds

od

For

six months, $1.25;

